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the Portland daily press i* published
every day, (Sunday excepted.) at No. 1 Printers*
Exchange, Exchange Street, Portland.
N. A. FOSTER, Proprietor.
w

Terms:—Eight

Dollars a year

Rates of Advertimno.—One inch oi space,in
length oi column, constitutes a “squaie.”

EolSTEHJT

MORRIS

&

A<o.

30

Exchange

Willabd T. Brown.

Walter H. Brown.

Bole Wholesale Agents fir Boston Match Oo.
FOR MAIKE.

We

are

giving

special a'tent ion to buying and

our

selling

|Flonr

and Produce!

sy Consignmenlt respectfully solicited.
By permission we relerto Dana & Co., J, W. Pertlus & Co., Josiah H. Dnimnuiiiil Burses-, Fobes &
Co.

N.

4.881 919.70
6,727,816 65

W E.

TURNER,

Bath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
Boston.
Hanover st. S. Rice Proprietor.
Pabker House, School St. H. D. Parker & Co.,

Am kit can

Bryaut’M Bond.
Bryant’s Pond House—N. B. Crockett, Proprietor.

or

to.

Merrill,

F’rince &
JOBBERS

Fancy

Co,

OF

I>i*y

Goods,

140 Middle Street, Portland.

$6,12<*.788.00

Bridgton Center, Me
Cumberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor
Brnnawick, Vt.
Mineral Springs House, W. J. S. Dew^ey,

FALL

WINTER

AND

Now

Opening.

&

WEIS

oct27-2in

Berry's

MORRILL,
ood3w

Hotel, C. H. Berry, Proprietor.

Cornish.
House—E. Dunning, Proprietor.

Cornish

Wholesale Manufacturers of Furs!
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

0TA full assortment constantly on hand.
Ham the conntiy promptly attended to.

HklKh

HIDE

Portland

AT

LAW,

FFLER, DANAlTPiTZ”
IMPORTER! OF

Job

Tin

Plates,
TernePiateBior Roofing,
Eng. *»nd Amerit anSheet

A. A.

fast

We

are now

adding to

LARGE
OF

VINTON,

and

S4} Middle Ntrcet,

Counsellor,

next

door to Canal Bank,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

CBAM. Mr API.EM St SON,

and

Machinists,

Manufacturers of
Bank Borne and Fire Proof Safes,
IRON VAULTS, VAULT DOORS. EXPRESS
CHESTS, inf A10NE T BOXES,
WORKS 215 COMMERCIA

•ep8-d3rn
Onas. Staples.

STREET,
PORTLAND, ME,
Cbas. Stap es, Jr., Geo. L. Damon.

BASTON, SAMPSON fc TENNEY
Manufacturers of

TIN WARE
Of every Deserf i tlon

WHOLESALE

RETAIL.

AXD

Conductors made

Me.

Street, Portland,

plum

Wm. G. Sampson,
nelson Tbnkky.
au!7dtf
^■‘"Repairing neatly done.

I>

E.

T.

SHAW,

'The oldest and only well known)

TYM*E

:

Messrs OHUBOHLL.BBOWNS & MAM SOM

j

Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds
or' Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports ot the Island, ami their connections with the
first class Houses ol the Island, make ibis a desirable mode toi parties wishing to ship Goods to that

K,

Corner tonurcM and Market M».,

POllTLAIsD,

ME
Controls all the best Boards in Portland and
ty, and is always ready to bill the Town.

virili-

Programmes, Curulurs,etc., failbJully uiBtrfbuted.
Orders leit»t this oflice, oi ai ibecffiieoi'the Bail y

Prets,

ICy

Exchange

si,

or

Easttrn

Ar^us

113 Ex*

change st, will lereive prompt attention. Bapxage
rutted lo and trim the JUi-pois. Ushers am! doortend^is proviueu when desired.
juneo-dti

Bonnell & Pelham.
G.VOINKEK’S

A'cD

AKCHITKCTS,

To Forties about to Build.
Plans. Specifications and Estimates made, and
Joildings Superintended by
t*EO. B. PELHAM. Architect.
Office Canal National Bank Building. Middle st.
Portland, April ‘iQjJSjLH,_
dtf

J.

SCHUMACHER,
KS
*'
ESCO a* A IJKTTMlt.
C.

H-eat the Dm? Store oi Messrs. A. <*.
beck An Co.,
:IO!l
a! 2ati

gu tilott*r-

Conurewn *i, 1’oriland, HI
One door above Brows..

and

No.

Steam

\3T Houses fitted with Pipes lor Gas, steam or
in a workmanlike maimer, and satisfaction
mayl dtt

IvaUr,

warranted.

SHEELDAN & GRIFFITHS

PLASTEHEEK,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Si'CCiO & MASTIC WOKK ;1IS,
NO. 6 SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
3Prompt attention paid
Ut».

to

all

kindsol.lobbing

apr22Jtt

onr

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
Show Cases and Office Furniture,
Of Irerr Description,
material and by EXPERIENCED
WORKMEN, at

Mode from the best

C.

II.

BLAKE’S,

No. 10 Cross St., Portland Me.
oepU>dti
IfT Sales Hoom foot oi Temple St, opp. Falmoulb

Botch_

STEELING SILVER WAEE

a

beauti-

|FOR

SALE

I

Electro-Plated

Ware!

THE GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO., OF
PbOV iDENCK, R. I, having tbe largest manuiactory
Oi Solid Silver Ware iu the world, with tbe most improved machinery, and emptying the most skiileu
laoor, are enableu to ofler an unequalled variety ol
new and be u'ilul designs in Dinner Services Tea
Services, and every article specially adapiod for Holiday and Bridal Gilts.
They ofler also their well-known and unn vailed
Nickel Silver Electro-Plated Ware, in which they
have Introduced new patterns oi rare elegance. The
So id Silv. r is guaranteed lo be of sterling purify by
0. S. Mint essay. The Electro-Plate Is guaranteed
to be superior to the finest Sheflleld ware.
Orders
received irorn the trade only, bat these goods may
obtained
irorn
be
re-pomtbie dealers everywhere.
Trade

I

Mark

Plate.

GORHAM

MANUFACTURING CO*,

nelee<Ukw4|xno Salesroom No

3

Maiden Lame, N.Y.

Paul, Proprietors.

SALE!

Shoes,

placed
posed
perfect ingredients for promotl* g the
or
tor rendering it beautifully
of
the
growth
Hair,
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in any
position. It prevents the hair having a harsh,
wiry look. It prevents all irritated, itching scalp
skin. It affords a beautifully rich lustre. Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.
desired

State Assayeb’s Office,
20 State st., Boston,
f
Messrs. Hubsell, Wood & Co.,
Gentlemen—I have analyzed Hursell’s Purity for
the Hair and am lamUiar with the formula with
which it is made.
This preparation contains ingredients which give
to It the desirable characters of a superior hair dressing. Is tree from Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Acids, Alkalies, and may be used with entire safety.

Cheap, Cheaper, Cheapest
Prices

Oats, Cora, Rye, Ac.

FOB

choice Kiln Dried Heal.
lOO
4.500 Bushels Prime Oat*.
“
*•
400
Fellow Corn*
«
«•
lOO
Bye.

Cargo

underpinned having been appointed Agents
for the sale or the above Coal, would say to the
citizens of Portland
Before you lay in jour Winter’* Coal, be
Nure nndTrj the John* Coal.
This celebrated Coal has for years stood the highest tor domestic use of any White Ash Coal mined.
In preparation and quality it has always been kept
up to the standard. If the Johns Coal suits once. it
will nlwa\s suit; because there is no mixture. This
we claim ns a
particular advantage over other coals.
Consumers by buying the Johns Coal will avoid the

THE

fcST'For Furnaces and Parlor Stoves
the Harlelgh,

on

hand Hard

we

shall kre

Lehigh.
Sugar-Loaf
Wood.
and
Soft

Randall, McAllister Jb Co.,
GO
June27-dtf

commercial St.
__

ABMA KD,

JIA DAM

ol New York, wishes to inform the ladies
01 Portland that she his Just opened her New
Lstabliebu ent, at 109 tl iildie wired, opposite
the
Km.mouth moi el, where sbe intends to carry on the Newest and most

Latk

Fashionable
and hops, by
able Patterns

Styles in

New Graham Flour, Rye Flour, Oat Heal
aad Buckwheat, by

Dress & Oloak Making,

received
the Office of tlie County
WILL
Commissioners of Cumberland County TuesDec I
and W

day

dnesday,

at

tbr’nlshine

and 2, ror
materials lor Martin s Point Bridge, consiefine ot
*
about 700 Piles, and 200 M Timber sud Planks
Specifications may be seen at the Clerk’s office
nev

lS-diw

and

Repaired

which

warrant.

dlwteodtf

EXTRA

STEAM DEFINED TRIPE I

N. B.
Call tor Belknap’s STEAM
No other is fit for the Table.
Portland, Ocl 27,186S.

Country
» K O

AND
Also

good assortment ot

nine and Spruce number.
jahes

&

c.

WILMAHA,

a. MILLION.

Portland, !TIe.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.
Match,
public
INlorottering
them the following advantages to the
the Star

to the

we

claim

censum-

er, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is lull count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The luil count is equals to about six bunches more
in a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card
Match.
They answer both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black tbc wall wl en rubbed on it.
They are packed in tine shipping order, incases
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross packages.
The above named firm are the sole Selling Agents
lor the corporation.
E. P, GEKRISH,
J. S. MARRETT,
Directors.
October l.

MANASSEH SMITH,
dtt

ji

Licensed _Plumbers.
by the Port-

Plumbing under

Co,

HALL,

14 market Street.

Consignments of Produce solicited.

OTOLEN from the bou. e of the subscriber in WestO brook, on the night of Nov. 9th, the following

100 U. S. 6 20 Bund,.No. 3.207
100 U. S. 5-20 Bond.£o. 21,521
100 U. S. 5-20 Bond,.No. 22>75
100 U. S. 5-20 Bond..No. 24,466
100 U. S. 10-40 Bond.No. 10,013
1000 Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. Bond,.. .No, 1<'8
*•
500
No. 142
"
«
500
No. 332
10i0 Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Bond,.No. 834
1000 Androscoggin & Keunebeck R. R. stock
B md,.No. 86
100 Atlantic and St. Lawrence Deterred Rent
Scrip.No. 129
All persons are cautioned against purchasing the
same, and a reward of Five Hundred Dol ars will be
paid for their recovery. A. W. LONGFELLOW.
nol4eod3w
Portland, Me. Nov 12,1868.

Cough I\o More.
MRS. BASCOM,
resprctlully inform the public

still continues to manufacture
WOULD
Ur.
Bomcoiu’d

the

guaranty ot the Co. We are now prepared to red to all calls in our line, and to Bupply pipe ol
all kinds upon the most reasonable terms- Persons
wishing to obtain water cannot be too early in applying, as no servioes can be put in during tbe win-

Cough

sale

and W. F.

Phillips

nol4-eodim*

& Co.

The Schooner ANNA M. NASH, ol
125 tons, carpenter’s
measurement. In good condition, well
found in sails, rigging, anchors and
chains.
lg an extra built vessel, and
cariles veil in proportion to her tonnage; lour years
old, and is a good sailer. Sold to close a concern.
For further particulars apply to
NICKERSON, PERRY & THACHER.
October 30, 1868. dti

Boothbay, Me..

sno*

CHARIiKS

PEARCE
6

August 26th, 1660.
♦

4k

CO.,

Union Street.
au27d3m

SALE.

Pistols Powder, Shot, and all kinds ot
Cartridge tor Rifles and Pistols, wholesale and
retail.
W. D. ROBINSON,
octlfl-aodSiu
40 exchange at.

GUNS,

J

4
44
44
’*
44
44
44
4‘

44
44

**

44

44

5
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Cures Fever*, Congestion, Inflamations, 25
Worms, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colic, 25
44
Crying Colic or Teething oiinfants, 25
44
Diarrhoea of children or adults,
25
44
Dysentery, Griping, Billions Colic, 25
4*
ChoIera-MorbnsNausea. Vomiting,25
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
41
Neuialgin, Toothache, Faceache 25

Headache*,Sick-Headache,Vertigo,25

44

Dynpepoia, Billious Stomach,

Suppressed

44

or

41

Malt

44

Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
Fever & Ague, Chill Fever, Ague,

44
44

Uhcnm,Erysipelas.Eruptions,

25
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50

Piles, blind or bleeding,
Opthalmy, and sore of weak eyes,
Catarrh, acute or cronic, Influenza,50
Whooping Cough,violent Coughs.50
50
Asthma, Oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges,Impaired Hearing,50
Merofula,en1argedGlands,Swellings, 50
General Debility,Physi alWeakness,50

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
Measickness, sickness from riding,

44
44

50
50

50
Kidney-Disease, Gravel,
Nervous* Debility,
Seminal
Emissions. Involuntary Dis100
charges
More Month, Canker,
50
Urinary Weakness, wetting bed, 50
Painful Periods, with Spasms,
50
Mu fieri n gs at Change of Life,
100
Epilepsy,Spasms, St.'Vitus’ Dance,100
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Tbroar. 50

44

44
44
44
44
44
44

large vials,

moroeco

case,

containing a specific for every
ordinary disease a family is subject to, and a book of directions, 910,00
Smaller Family and Traveling cases.
with 20 to 28 vials,.from $3 to $H
Specifics for all Private Diseases, both
for Curing and for Preventive treatment, in vials and pocket cases,.%'M to $5
Car*These Remedies by the caseor single Box are
gent to any part of tbe Country, by mail or express,
free of charge on receipt of the price. Address
Humphrey’s Mpecific
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMP V
Office and Depot No 562 Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter as above, for all "forms of disand •'roomait

Co, Agents.

Sc

BOOK, CARD,

$200,000

Job

00

Printing Office,

109
IN.

Exchange St.,

A.

FOSTER,

151,877 42
PROPRIETOR.

$351,877 42

Cash on hand, in Bank and in course of
transmission,
$42,682 81
U. S. & N. Y. State Bonds, market value, 127,239 05
Bonds and Mortgages (first liens), property
valued at $202,750,
82,681 71
Bills Receivable (prem. notes not due),
50,3 5 46
Loans secured by Collaterals,
12,645 04
Personal property, Office Furniture, &c.,
10,000 00
Duo from other sources,
22,099 85
Interest accrued but not due,
4,163 50

$351,877

The Latest

Wood and metal

42

-$51,039 07

Commonwealth

of

15

Massachusetts,

Insurance

Type,

—FOE—

Job

$£00,838

Best Styles

and
—OF—

LIABILITIES :
Losses adjusted. Dot due,
$4,002 88
do. (reported, but not investigated.)
Marine, Inland and Fire,
47,036 79
Total Net Assets,

»

Thorough
ed,

and

and

Priuting

Work.

experienced workmen
ot

every

are

employ-

description executed

in

the highest style ot the art, and

Department.)

Be it known unto aU to whom these presents come,
that the Albauv City Insurance Company,of the City
of Albany, in the State of New York, having been
duly admitted to do business in this Commonwealth
under the laws thereof, and having dulv complied
with all said laws,and being possessed of the requisite
tuuds and investments, is fully authorized to tracsact the business of Fire and Marine Insurance withiu this Commonweath. JOHN E. SANFORD,
Insurance Commissioner.

On the

Most Reasonable Terms.

Mammoth

Posters,

Marine and Fire Insurance,
John W. Munger & Son. Agents.
October 21-eod3w

“ATIj/TNTIC
II

Wan

St,

cor.

CIRCULARS,
HAND-BILL^

Company.

William, NEW YOBK,

Bill-Heads,
Town

Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Bisks.

The

has

4MsetM9

over

Labels

Thirteen

million Dollar*, viz:
United States and State of New-York Storks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864,485
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable.
-teal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
and other securities,
3,694,*68
Cash in Bank
373,374

AND

TRUSTEE*.

OF EYEBY DESCRIPTION.

Business

9

Cards,
Address Cards,
Wedding Cards,
Tickets,

Wm.Sturgie,
Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,

Clias. H. Russell.
Lowell

Holbrook,

R. Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot,
Wrn. E. Dodge,
Francis Skiddy,
David Lane.
James Bryce.

Charles P. Bnrdett,
Darnel S. Miller,
Paul Spoftord,

C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,

Beni. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Robt. B. Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham.
Fred’k Chauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm.H. Webb
R. L. Taylor,

Sheppard Ganby.
Rob’t C. Fergusson.
J^hn D. Jones,President.

J,

Work!

Book

413,108,177
JobnD.Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,
Henry Colt,
Wm.C. Pickersgili,
Lewis Curtis,

Tags.
Checks
&c
Cheap

as the

Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moors, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

Cheapest

tor

Portland Press

Insurance made to

fount w. Iflumrer,
Office 100 Fore StPortland.

Office,

109 Exchange Street.
OFFICE OF THE

ENGLAND”

Amerioan Fish Hook and

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
BOSTON.

Incorporated,

in 183®.

Needle Oo.

■STew Haven, ft., Aug. 15,1868.
appointed Messrs. JORDAN A
BLAKE, ot Portland, Me., Bole agents tor
the sale of our Hooks for the city of Portland. * ho
wilkbe prepared to fill all orders for the trade on the
same terms as bv us
CHARLES A. CROSBY, Secretary.
Sept 9-dtt

WE

have

__

James

M,

Electro Medical Instruments.

Palmer,

General Agent for Maine and. New

Hampshire.
Office 74 Middle St., Portland,
Car. Exchange St., ap. **• O.
23Agent, wanted, both local and travelling,
whom good commlesioue will be giveu.
octlStl

That inspiration, or the influx of
and promptings from the spiritual
realm, is not a miracle of a past age, but a
perpetual fact, the ceaseless method of the
divine economy for human elevation.
14. That ail angelic and all demoniac beings which have manifested themselves or
interposed iu human affairs in the past, were
Bimply disembodied human spirits or Iteings
of like character and origin iu different
grades of advancement.
15. That all authentic miracles (socalled)
iu the past, such M the raising of the apparently dead, the healing of the sick, by the
laying on of handB or other simple means,
unharmed contact with poisons, the movement of physicatobjects, without visible instrumentality, elc., etc., have been produced
in harmony with universal laws, and hence
may be repeated at any time under suitable
13.
ideas

16.
1 hat the causes ot all phenomena—
the sources of all life, intelligence and loveare to be sought in the internal, the spiritual
realm, not in the external or material.
17. That the chaiu of causation leads iuevitablv upward or onward to an infinite
spirit, who is not only a forming principle
(wisdom) but an afftctional source (love)—
thus sustaining the dual, parental relations
of father and mother to all finite intelligences
who, of course, are all brethren.
18. That man as the offspring of this infinite parent, is his highest representative on
this plane of being,—the perfect man being
the most complete' embodiment of the “Father’s, fulness" which we can contemplate;
and that each man is or has by virtue of this
parentage in his inmost a germ of divinity—
an incorruptible portion of the divine essence
which is ever prompting to the right, and
which in time will free itself from jll imperfections incident to the rudimeutal or earthly
condition, and will triumph over all evil.
19. That all evil is disharmony,greater or less
with this inmost or divine principle; and hence
whatever prompts and aids man to bring his
more external nature into subjection to, and
harmony with his interiors—whether it be
called “Christianity,’-“Spiritualism,” or the
“Harmonial Philosophy”—whether it recognize the “Holy Ghost,” the Bible, or a press
ent spiritual aud celestial influx-sis a “meanof salvation” from evil.
3d. Resolved, That the hearty aud intelligent conviction of these truths wi(h a realization of spirit communion, tends
1st. To enkindle lofty desires and spiritual
inspirations, an effect opposite to that of a
grovelling materialism, which limits existence to the present life.
2nd. To deliver from painful fears of
death and dread of imaginary evils consequent thereupon, as well as to prevent inordinate sorrow ami mounting for deceased

friends.

3d. To give a rational and inviting conception of the after-life to those who use the
4th. To stimulate to the highest aud
worthiest possible employment of the present life, in view of its momentous relations
to the future.
3th To energize the soul in all that is
good and elevating, and to restrain the passions from all that is evil and impure. This
must result according to the laws of moral
influence, from knowledge of the constant
presence or cognizance of the loved and the

exist and have access to us, our safety is not
in ignorance.
7th. To prompt our highest endeavors oy
purity of heart and life, by angelic unselfisliness, and by loftiness ol aspiration to live
constantly enrapport with the highest possible grades of spirit, life and thought.
8th. To stimulate the mind to the largest
investigation and the freest thought on all
subjects, especially on the vital themes of
spiritual philosophy and all cognate matters,
that it may be qualified to judge for itself
what is rifitt and true.
9. To deliver from all bondage to authority,
whether vested in creed, hook or church, extruth.
cept that of perceivedman
more an individual
10. To make every
and more a man, by taking away the supports
of authority and compelling him to put forth
and exercise his own God-given, truth determining powers.
11. At the same time to make each one modest, courteous, teachable and deferential. If
Gnd speaks in one person’s interiors, he does
the same in those of every other person, with
a clearness proportional to the individual developement; and if one would know the
truth in all its phases, it is well that he give a
patient ear to the divine voice through others,
as well as in himself, that all possible mistakes
in his own intuitions may be corrected. To
refuse to do this, is the extreme of egotism;
while unquestioning submission to another’s
convictions, is the extremejof selfishness.)
12. To promote charity and toleration for
all differences in so far as they result from variation in mental constitution, experience ami
13. To cultivate and wisely direct ihe atfectional nature, making persons more kind,

Feb G—dlmfteodto.ianrfi9*wKw

NEW

Hence, that no inspired communicain this or any tige (whatever claims may
be or have been set up as to its source), is
authoritative any farther than it expresses
truth to the individual consciousness—which
last is the final standard to which all inspired or spiritual teachings must he brought for
12.

tion,

growth.

AT TH*

H.Chapman.Secretary.

Applications

dressed.

To guard against the seductive and
degrading influence of the impure and the
unenlightened of thespiiitual world. If such

Reports,
Blanks,

aro

company

8.
1 hat the spiritual world is not far off,
hut near, around, or interblended without'
present state of existence; and hence that we
arc
constantly under the cognizance of spiritual beings.
9.
That as individuals art)
passing from
the earthly to the spiritual state iu all
stages
ot mental and moral growth, Chat state includes all grades of character from the lowest
to tlie highest.
10. That, as lleaven and heli, or
happiness
and misery, depend on internal states rather
than on external surroundings, there are as
many gradations of each as there are shades
of character—each one gravitating to his
own place by natural law of affinity.
They
may be divided into seven general degrees or
spheres; but these roust admit of indefinite
diversifications, “or many mansions,” corresponding to diversified individual characters
—each individual being as happy as his character will allow him to he'
11. That communications from the spirit
world, whether by mental impression, inspiration, or any other mode of transmission,
are not necessarily infallible truth, hut on
the contrary partake unavoidably ot the imperfections of the minds from which they
emanate and of the channels through which
they come, and are tmoreover, liable to misinterpretation by tfiose to whom they are ad-

pure.
6th.

Catalogues,

profit*

ol the company revert to the
divided an mi ally, upon tlio Premiums terminated during the year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, tor 1867.

Assured, aud

which the next commences.
7. That since growth (in some degree) is
the law of the human being in the present
life, and since the process called death is in
fact but a birth into another condition of life,
retaining all the advantages gained in the experiences of this life, it u,ay be inferred that
growth, developement, expansion or progression is the endless destiny of the human

present worthily.

PROGRAMMES,

Portland—Ofllce 106 Fore St.

Mutual Insurance

atid-divine law.
|
6. Hence Hmt'the experiences and attainments of this life lay the foundation on

conditions.

—AND—

of its Condition
day of Janaary, 1868.

Cash Capital,
Surplus.

5. That happiness or
suffering in the spiritual state, as in this, depends not on arbitrary decree or special provisions, hut on character, aspirations and degree of harmonization, or ol' personal conformity to universal

judgment.

CASES

FAMILY
Of 35

painfhl Periods,

White*, too profuse Periods,
C'roup^Cough. difficult Breath’ng,

44

29
30
31
32
33
34

Statement

For Sale!

FOR

No. 1
2
3

Cts,

Chartered 1835.

John W. Munger & Son, Agents
Oct 21-eod3m

1st

(JURA STUB.

ion.

Ofllce 166 Fore St., Portland.

that she
and have for
and
C'ronp

styrup, at No 15 Middle Street.
Also at if. H. Hav & Co, Burges-, Fobes, & Co.,

SIMIL1BUS

eases.
®-

oc22d1m

Reward.

$500.

ms\j

undersigned have been licensed
pHE
land Water
to do Water

Hams,
Lard,
Tongues,
Pickles,
Ketchnps!

FOR SALK BY

I3

octlOil3m

HAVE

Policies Non-Forfeiting !j
Cash Dividends Paid Annually.

The whole

$60 U. S. 6-20 Bond,.No. 2,667

Match_ Oorporation,

w. &

England

Mutual Insurance Co.,

the

Portland,

PROVED, from the most ami.la experience, an entire success; Simple—Prompt- Efficient and Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly adipted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be tree from danger, and so efficient us to be always reliable.
They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisfar-

44

Board of Local Reference in Portland:
Hon. Israel Washburn. Jr., William
Deering, Esq.
Hon. Samuel E. spring, Charles H. Breed. Esq.,
Hon. Augustus E. Sicveus, J. S. Ricker, Esq.
A GOOD INCOME
can bo secured in every county by earnest, active
canvassing agents. Apply to the above agency.
October 23. 1868. eod&w3m

dtf

Securities, viz:

PfrlfT’i Wharf, Commercial Street.
»ep '8-dGm

Star

Kimball,

General Agent for Maine.

All

deem ikg,

lit

Humphrey’s Hom<Eopathic Specifies,

44

Office AS Exchange Afreet, opposite Portland Savings Rattle, Portland.

Mutual.

COLE, Secretary.

No. 5.

January, 1868.

CEBIES!

Buckwheat,
Oat Meal,
Hominy,

No.

W<iOD t

SOFT

George

L.

identity.

niHCKLLANEOVR.

44

REFINED!

Produce

Graham Flour,
Crk’d Wheat,

|X)R

HARD

ment.

TAKEN AT CURRENT RATES.

my appaaratus and mode of preparing TRIPE lor
the market.
I have been in the business twenty-eUbt years and
1 do believe no one can produce an article of TRIPE
that can equal my STEAM REFINED.
It shall be my constant endeavor to make TRIPE
a luxury, the verdici I leave to be rendeied by the

COAL.

i

we

October 30,1868.

F

the convenience of our customers, we have
JP made arrangements to have orders taken at
Ilnrri*’ Hal Niorc. corner of Middle and Exchange Street, which will be promptly attended to.

f

PROPOSALS^

Notice.—We shall continue to make a specialty
of supplying families with Good Floor, all ot

is now located at his new store No 64 Federal st, a tew doors below Lime street, will attend
to his usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
I#'-Second-hand Clothing for sale at tair prices.
Ian s—eodt4

the Latest and m »st Fashiona]way* ou j am] and strict attention to
businesB, tobeabiet»iuit her customers, and receive the patronage or the
Ladies ot Portland,
tsar Apprentice wanted
oct 28-d3in

&

TH T IS

Aloanot one third ma le when desired, or commutation made in lieu ot dividend, and all policies
absolutely von-forfeitable attei; second annual pay-

Wharf.

Loug

assurances

rapidly-in-

travel.

CHASE BROTHERS,

-AND-

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal

keeping

be

11 A. M. to 1 P.M.

BYstreet,

ing Coal,

DIAMOND AND LORBERY.

Hud and Frank,” Just arrived.
Also for sale,

H

Cleansed

continued I rouble and annoyance of getting every
other year bad platv coal. Everv one has bad this
trouble. Johns Coal we will warrant losuit in every
case
We give a few reasons why the John* Coni
le. the BEST.
First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—it is the most Economical and gives tlie
beat beat.
Third—It will not clinker, and tor durability and
strength It is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It alwa>s comes the same.
We sell the Johns Coal at the same price as any
other good White Ash Coal. We have tor free-burn-

Schooner

it has

creasing day by day.
Prom the character of Its Directors—all ol whom
are personally interested in its stock—and from its
method of declaring dividends—upon the PARTNERSHIP PLAN—a lull explanation ot which is
given in the circulars—It is honestly believed that
persons insuring in this company, will, after a few
years? have decidedly belter chances tor dividends,
than in any other company.
Policies are issued in all the forms in present use,
and on the most liberal terms with respect to rate*,
division ot profits, restrictions on occupation and

consumer.

Medical Notica.
G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special at
tentionto DiseH esotthe Eye. No. 301J Congress St

OI.'o

for Johns Coal.

Lathe.

Engine

18 tee1 long, swing 27 inches.
New Drill Lathe.
KNOWLTON BROS.,
Enquire ol
iune 30dtf
Saccarappa-

COAL !

ot

market; and with a determination to make TRIPE
a luxury, 1 have been to a great expense to improve

one

n

Family

««

QTKtrn BKFIIVKD TRIPK takes the
0 lead oi anything of the kind ever offered in this

!

JfAFF

One Second-Hand

May

“

C. W. BELKNAP’S

N». lO Temple Ml.

nov5dtl

Office hours iro

Barrels Baltimore Extra Flour.
“
“

f.

Agent

*

Asbury claims to offer unusual advantages
rpHE
J l the
ic in

Total Assets,

goods before

our

J. W. BOUOHEB & 00.,

DAN* HAYES,
State Assayer lor Massachusetts.

OOAIj,

Suit Everybody.

to

2^®*" Please call and examine
put chasm?.

Also

{^““Prepared only by J. C. HUBSELL & CO.,
mav * ThSTu
ly
No 5 Chatham Row. Boston.
53P*Sold by W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay,
Portland.
Wholesale Druggists.

I

9lu»t be Mold within 60 day*.

Whole Stock

CAPITAL,.$150,000.

On

FLOUR 2
200
175

NATIVE

t hat the process of physical deeth in
way essentially transforms the mental
constitution or the moral character of those
who experience it. else it would destroy their

spirit.

LEMUEL BANGS. President
GEO. ELLIOTT Vice Pres, and Sec.
EMORY M’CLINTOCK, Actuary

been received with so much favor that us
to over $1,000,000 and

Damage by Fire

of Premium.

OLIVER H.

81M ILIA

IV ew-Y orli,

already amount

or

rrtes

CARTWRIGHT, Jr., President.

$30,000,000 i

ANBURY
Life Insurance Comp’y

by

STETSON «& POPE,
Whart and Dock, First, corner of E Street. Office
No. 10 State Street, Boston.
may27dPm

St.

Now is the time to buy your Winter
Boots 2

Respectfully,
S.
(Signed)

Agents

Temple

com-

of such

For Sale

reasonable

October 9, 1868.

1843.

IN

subjective.

no

Come of Middle and Plum Streets.

LIFE

Thus affording the Greatest Security, the
Lowest Kates and the Largest Dividends ot
any Company in this country.
oc30tf
W. D. lilTTL.fi Ac CO., Agent*.

PINE FLOORING AND STEP-

HOARDS.

at

Albany City Ins. Co.

dimensions.

HARD PINE PLANK.
HARD

Head aad No. O

No. lO
ublic

Andrews, New Brunswick.
Hotel—Michael Clark, Proprie^

hand and sawed to

Insure against nil Lou

Capital, $5,300,000.

Brewster, Proprietor.

Hard and White Pine Timber.

cent*

before

Assets,

Purely

The Hail Way
tor.

on

BOSTON, MASS.

Capital $300*000.

WHEAT

ESTABLISHED

in nowise compromised by the action of
majorities, and therefore ail resolutions cl
this Convention embodying declarations ol
principles or purpose* are to lie interpreted
as the responsible opinions of those
only wiio
vote in the affirmative.
2. Resolved. That Spiritualism teaches:
1. That man has a spiritual nature as
well as a corporeal; in other words, that the
real man is a spirit, which spirit has an organized form, composed of spiritual snbstance
with parts and organs corresponding to those
of the corporeal body.
2. That man, .vs a spirit, is immortal. lJeing found to survive that change called physical death, it may be reason,abb
supposed
that he will survive all future vicissitudes.
3. That there is a spiritual world, or
state,
with its substantial realities,objective as well
4.

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
OF

Hkowbegan.
A. C. Wade, Proprietor.
B.

Cincinnati,

YOUR
THE

Views of the Spirilnalisls.
The following resolutions were adopted by
the National Convention of Spiritualists held
at Rochester, N. Y., Aug.
26—29, 1868:
1. Resolved, That the rights ol minorities

as

ble terms.

INSURE

M&Thti

1868.

Hide and Leather Ins. Co.,
OF

ROHTON.

Kirkwood House—J. Gunnison, Proprietor.

S.

Co. of

#300,000
454,000

Fire Insurance!

THREE, FOUR or FIVE YEARS, on highly favora-

Scarboro*

Turner House.
Brewster’s Hotel.

land, Nov. 9,

JOHN W

New

York Hotel, 109 Main Street. Silas Gurney, Proprietor.
Saco House—J T. Cleaves & Co. Proprietor.

St.

Brilliant St. liouia, Gothic,
Prairie Belle
do
Castle,
Columbus Ml. do
Quincy Eagle,
of
the
Queeu
West, Kawaou’s minneaotn
Kert*chy’«i Best,
Glenwood, Ac., &c.
Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give
us a call before purchasing.
LATHAM, BUTLER & CO.
November 3, 1868. dtf

Boots and

PRICK

was ever

Enterprise Ins.

YORK.

W1NTHROP G. RAY, Agent.
Foi

Lnlon Insurance Co. of
Bangor,
Capital and Surplus 9330,000.

Waco.

rriHE well known Foundry situated on Green Sts.,
J. well furnished with all the conveniences tor the
business will be sold at a bargain, on account of the
ill health of the occupant.
Terms made easy.
Apply to L. B. GRAHAM on the premises, JOHN
DODGE, Portland. Me., or R. T. DODGE, Ipswich,
Mass.
ocil0-eoi6w

B v All

75

Pro-

Raymond’s Village.
Central House. W. H. Smith Proprietor.

j

Druggists.

St. S. B.

w—^————FI

PURITY FOR THE HAIR!

AIpo

Fine

FOR

House, Congress

Kroguian,
prietor.
Portland House, 71 Green St. R. Potter, Prop’r.
St Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. Taylor, Prok
prietor.
tJ. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
Cram & Co., Proprietors.
Walker House, opposite Boston Depot, Adams &

Chance !

FOUNDRY

ntJMSKl.l.’*

Hazellon and

AND

I

Messrs. LATHAM, BUTLEE & 00.,
Oil
TAKEN STORE No< 78 Commercial
Old Cortland and Haco Dye House, <
Street, (Thomas Block) and will keep conslantOrders receivod at r28 Congress St., No 9 Pore bt, j HAVE
on
hand
a large assortment of
I ly
and No 432 Coi gress st.
jy Goods of any description dyed at low rates I Choice Southern & Western Flour
and at shert. notice.
i
H. BCRKK
which (hey are prepared to sell at from lour (4)
Oct 21 eod?m
to eight (8) dollars below former prices.
The following brands may be tound in onr stock:

Fitters !

£1 tTuion Mtreet, Portlam!.

in

Money! New Flour Store.

have theix Dresses Dyed in
manner jor One Dollar at the

W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

das

now

Casco

4

JR are

dc16tf

can

No article

P ()!ST E

tilLLi

BANKRUPT stock

Liook Here! Lndiev Rubbvrs which cannot be bought at wholesale lor leu
than 70 ctw will be »old for 60
ccntM per pair.
|dT~The wlio’e stock in proportion. Call and be
shod lor the winter tor less money than you ever before paid for similar goods.
Remember the place, 4 Casco st.
oc22TT*S:Slm

ASD-

Your

Sale!

Will be sol i at retail at le9s than wholesale juices
by
the case. “Loud talk,” but tboe. Do you doubt it?
Come and see.

Advances made on Goods to the
Island ol Cuba.

LADIES

28-dGmoa

IMMENSE
THE
store

For Jobbing: Purposes'

Save

etors.

Preble

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Styles

Hobatio P. Easton,

CHARLES

G. W. LORD,
Commercial Street, BOSTON.

No.

METeALL,

prletor.
CtTY 1L tel, Corner of Congress and Green street,
John P. Davis & Co.
Falmouth Hotel, Ramsay dfc Wheeler, Propri-

on

Bankrupt

OP

——

LINEN

AND

SS'-Acenti lor Beman’s Patent Seine Rings.

a

STOCK

O

House, 117 Federal Street, J. G. Perry,
Proprietor.
American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
Commercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
Chamberlain & Foss, Proprietors.
Cumberland House, Green St. J. O. Kidder, Pro-

H.

THE

O

COTTON, FLAX,

Portland.
Albion

hand and manufictured to order at
I.©west Price*, by

Order.

to

W. Whitmarsh, Pro-

W.

Peak’s Island.
Union House—W. T. Jones, Proprietor

and

Seine Rope,Cork Buoys, !.etuis, &c,

May

market,
Portland. 16 Dec. 1867.

Oct 2?-d&'vi:

Founders

office

■

SJTUrders solicited and promptly attended'’o.

IT.

oar

Latest and Beat

W

100 Fedeml Hi., Portlnnd, Me.
d&wtl
sep28

Elm House, Main St.
prietor.

GILLING TWINE.
Island Cotton mackerel l.ines.

HO

CO.,

All.Mr.d8 of Plumbing Materials.

Iren

ISLAND

Sea

SUPERIOR PRINTING!

head Pipe, Braes, Topper, Iron Force
nnd tilt Pumpu, Bailn-g Tube, \\ alcr
Closets, lion Ninka. Hlmblt tfflkb>
bland Tons. »»np *ic»e Sinks,

Attomev

TYPE,

SEA

Constantly

Practical Plumbers, and dealers In

Tr*t?s.nnd

Norway.

Blue Fish Gill Netting.
Cotton Net, Heine and Patent
Twine,

prcz&hezs,

PLU MBING!

W.

Mackerel, Pohagen, Herring

FOSTER, Proprietor.

JVEW

Co.’s Cast Steel,
Naylor
Muntz's Yellow Metal Sheathing:.
Sept 8 d6m

No*

House!

OF NEW

Capital paid in,
Nurplu.,

Surplus, 9300,000.

taking policies.
Commencing business only in April last,

Wyomeyonio House, O. H. Perry, Proprietor.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Furnished and Fitted Complete In the best

and

pub

North tfrldgton.

Seines, Weirs, and Netting

Iron,

R. E. COOPER &

North Anson.
Somerset Hotel, Brown & Hilton, Proprietors.

manner.

ilostoH,

Russia and RG Sheet Iron
Imitation and FrencliPolislied sheet Iron,
Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway an«i Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc.
and Shapes,
Banca, Straits & Eng tin
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Steel oi every description, Kett'es,
Tinmen’s furnish’g goods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.
Also agents tor the sale of

Wash

Norridgewock.

WETS,

PROVIDUNCE,

OFFICE 291 BROADWAY,

Danforth House, D. Danlorth, Proprietor.

CARD,

Printing

Capital

Naples.

FOR BALE

OFFER

Proprietors.

POWEK

BOOK,.

Iron, Steel, Tin Plates, Sheet Iron,
and Metal3,

Best Refined Bar Iron,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls,
Plate, An vie and T Iron,
River Iron. Swarf Iron.
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Ship and Railroad Spikes,
Oval and hail round Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Naiis,

Lewiston House. Chapel St., J.'B. Hill & Co.

Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Propriesors,

-AA’D

Room-29, Old State House,
itpyegdlyrBOSTON, MASS.

HO North St.,

1'Cwiston.
DeWit? House, Lewiston. Waterhouse <& Mellon,

Mass.

d3m

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins.
Co.,

Cash

Hiram.
Mt. Cutler House-Hiram Bast
on, Proprietor.

POIITLHA’B.

Surplus 9430 OOO,

Metropolitan Ins. Co, of New York,
Capital and Surplus 9400,000.

Railway

Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Proprietor.

Press

Daily

STEAM

and

183,000.

G'a.h

November 20, 1868.

arc

Lamar Fire Insurance Co.,

am Five Ins. Co., of Hartford,
Capital

$500*000.

Surplus,

Ins. Co. of Hartford,
and Surplus 9430,000.

Capital

NEW YORK.

Cash Capital paid in.

NEW YORK,

Dixfleld.

Order

SMITH,

COUNSELLOR

Damariftcotta.

Proprietors.

octSdtt

OF

American

WITH

Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacob?, Proprietors.
Banrftlle Junction.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk
M.
W. Clark, Proprietor.
Depot,

Howard Fire Ins. Co.,

Merchants, Traders. Builders, an 1 others, wanting
large lines with reliable offices, may be aceommodaied wlih u .at the LOWEST RATES.
DWELLINGS. and FARM PROPERTY, Insured for ONE,

Cape Elisabeth.
Ocean House—J, P. Chamberlain, Proprietor,

>

DEXTER1

ZOEBISCII,

808 Washington Street, Boston,
Opposite Boston Theatre.
tcpt28

WALTEIf COKE V ,

Merchants’ Ins. Co. of Hartford,
Capital and Surplus,
9433,000.

Pro-

Buxton.

Arcade, Wo. 18 Free Streel,

GOODS

the following FIRST-CLASS COMPANto issue Policies lor $50,000
good property, at the most favorof other sound
offices, vk: the

Friday Morning,

a

190 Fore Street.

Phoenix Ins. Co. of Hartford.
Conn,
Capital and Surplus, 91,330,000.

No.

will be continued

agents,

Assets, 91,400,000.

prietor.

FURNITURE!

Invite the ppec'al attention oi the Trade qf Maine
to their large stock of

rates

CARROLL,

H

A

X- L

Magnetic and Galvanic Batteries,
Philosophical

to

*

tk.
the

beet

m
in

^ayWSm

us#
us.

Instruments I

and Institutions. For
LOWELL & SENTER.
•* Fkcbange Street.

tor families

fraternal, unselfish, angelic.
14. To quicken the religions

nature, giving
a m >re immediate sense of the diviue existand
ence, presence, power, wisdom, goodness
w thont
parental care than is apt to beorfelt
mediation.
a realization of angelic ministry
To q licken all philanthropic impulses,
15
laand
unselfish
to
enlightened
stimulating
the encouraging
bors for human good, under
and exalted
assurance that the redeemed
spirits of onr race, instead of retiring to idle
of
an
eternity
inglorious
ease,
away
are encompassing us about as a great cloud of
witnesses inspiring us to the work, and aiding
it forward to a certain and glorious issue.
Resolved 4th, That we are Spiritualists, and
know no other name under which to live and
have a being; and that any other prettx or suffix is calculated only to retard anil injure us
Nabefore the world; arid that hereafter onr
tional Convention shall be known as the Conso
be
designated
vention of Spiritualists,” and
In the call.
varied
the
That
phenomena
6th,
Resolved
and developments of Spiritualism constitute
of sci;
the foundation of a universal system
and religion; and that we
ence philosophy
consider the subject of mediumship entitled to
examination by those
a candid and critical

=—

7
ih\

eW

POBl'LAN1)

Fire Insurance Agency

LITTLE A CO.,
insurance

OF

Bethel.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co.. Prop’rs.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

WALTER COREY & CO.,

<

ness

House,

able

t/wfwiro

daily press.

THE

Prepared
.'JISLS11
upward, on all

ena

Bangor,

DEPUTY SHERIFF,
iFFICE address, Naples, Maine. All busiPOST
otherwise promptly attended
by mall
November 10. dtt

1

1,223,164.15
1,845,896.95
2.046.509.36

OENEB1L AUENT6.

Cousidcratiou.

Offlcc 49} Exchange Street,

Williams,

Turner

Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.

Thin increase ol over SIX MILLION DOLLARS iu the As.-ets’during the past lour yejrs has been attained notwithstanding that nearly TWO MILLION DOLLARS tor losses,and over ONE MILLION DOLLARS for dividends have been actually paid cut during that period.
Special are iu the selection of its risks, s-trict economy, and a sate and Judicious investment oi its fund-',
emphatically characterize its management.
This being a pureiy Mutual Company, * LL ITS PROFIT3 ARE DIVIDED AMONG THE ASSURED.
It ORIGINATED the
system of non-forfeiture ol Policies, an 110 it the public are indebted tor a teature so
lavoi.ib'e to the insured
Suicide dm 8 not cau»e a forfeit ire of the policy. Its DIVIDENDS are declared annually, and are available IMMEDIATELY IN CASH.
In this company a party always has a dividend, which can be used in
tiie payment of the second and all subsequent annual pi em um*.
Experh nee lias shown that cases arise where policies, although equitably claims, are not legally so. The
records of th s company bear many acknowledgments from wi tows and relatives ot deceased members ot
its ibcralityaud fairness in set Moment of all eucb losses.
AGKNTt) \V A NT A. If ON LIBERAL TERMS. A few good men wanted to canvass in this city,
with whom liberal arrangements will be made.

M. W.

St.

State

Sl,Oil5,2l7.63
....

-----

young, Jfc-xopri-

Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin
Square, Bulflnch, Bingham, Wrisley & Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson, Proprietor.
Tremont House. Tremont St. Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.

8,7 74,326.01
Total Increase,

November 16.

CHlJKlH,

House,
Proprietor

Increase of Assets over
previous vear.

$3 658.755.55
....

W. D.

%

general

Augusta

11,000,000.
1,642,425.59

•

Insurance !

Security b t|,e Paramount

Augusta.

Maine.

Portland,

Assets,

novlGu2w

JOHN

Street,

Auburn.
St. W. S. «Sf A.

eiois.

During the twenty-three years of Its existence, this Company has issued policies upon the lives of more
than FIFTY TiIOI mXU
PERSONS, and has pill iu losses $5,000,000 to the lamilies and
representatives ot those who hive deceased while m-mbers of the Company.
The progress of the Company for the past FOUR YEARS will be seen in'the following statement.

General Commissiin Merchants,
No. t»5 Commercial Ms., I'orlhind.

Elm House, Coml.

Agents,

General

-A-ccumulated Capital over
Divisible Surplus, J an. 1, ’68,

1865
18i>6
1867

CO.,

ITIORRILL,

Reliable

Directory,

^

INSURANCE.

Of the I ate J. B.

For Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,

1864

IF. T. BROWN &

YORK

ESTABLISHED IN 1843.
President.
W. H. DEERS, Vice Prest. and Actuary.

FRANKLIN,

TURNER

fcuenl insertion.

OCHIW&ns,

INSURANCE.

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State,at which
tho Daily Press may always be found.

112 and 114 Broadway, New York,

a her;
evei y of

JOSFPH W. AKERS
is State Agent for the Press, Daily aud Weekly,
anu is authoiized to appoint local Agents, receive
subscriptions and to seule bills.

Hotel

OFFICE.'

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

week

Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large ciicuiatton in every part
Ct the Slate) lor $1.00 per square lor first insertion
aud 50 cents per squaie lor each subsequent inser
tioii.

BifrlJTW

NEW

$1.50

per square daily first week. 75 cents per
three insertions, or less, $1.00; contmuher day alter first week, 50 cents.
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best qualified

to classify its tacts,
eluehiata lu
and popularize a knowledge ut the
same, to the eud that a scientific Psychology
ainl Physiology may lie developed, the sufferings ot humanity mitigated, and a rational
ot life and its relations established
for the bei.etit of mankind.
Resolved Gth, That the object of all reformation may he best and easiest gained by
proper
formation ; that tlie human lieing, rightly generated, will not require any special re-generaU13 capable ofspontaneous growth and
progression In harmony with natora;

principles

philosophy

^lnB

pol'uu'itVdepIl1.tiJh,at,the.

flrs’. aud18 “ost lm
th« anU>a«mnnits
tbe child, and,
upon
receiT® the
careful attention of parents
**
entists, lo the end that a
'.
the requirements of the case
may
observance of the laws of n ture, and the iz
tabiishment ot proper conditions of artistic
maternity, that every child may be conceived
‘without sin” in the most excellent spirit of
conjugal love and purity, thus securing tbs
formation oi |>erieet individual character.
Resolved 8th, That woman an 1 man have
been equally endowed by nature, and should
have the same political, social and religious

ina?*“‘0iedu™t*°“
"» „‘1M,0"gih th,*,par-D,s
iOUll
eT.V.ect
1“

privileges.

Resolved 9tli, That all punishment for crime
which does not aim at the security of
society,
reparation for tlie injury done, aad the reformation of the criminal, is
wrong in principle
and pernicious in practice; hence the death penalty. being destructive of each of these euds,
should he abolished.
Resolved 10th, That we deplore the universal
spirit ot war, the alarming increase of intemperance, including the use of tobacco, intoxicating drinks and the practical disregard of the
laws of life and health; aud that we will
co-operate with any anil all agencies to
promote
temperance, purity, peace and universal charity and love.
Resolved 11th, That we extend our moral
tiiniience and sympathies, and so tar as
possible our practical co-operation with all efforts
lo ameliorate the condition ul the
Indiana, anil
carry out a civilized, humane and wise policy
in relation to them.
Resolved 12tli, That we recommend “The
Spiritual Harp” for use in all our societies.
Resolved 13th, That the thanks of this Convention are hereby extended to the Reporters
of the daily papers of Rochester for the able
and impartial manner in which our proceedings have beeu published; lo Prefs. Tillotson
and Beals for their sweet
music; to Mr. Flemming, agent of Corinthian Hall, tor the provision made for our
comfort; to the people of
this goodly city, who have treated us with so
much
hospitality anil kindness; to our Preainent. Vice-Presn'euts, Secretaries, and all other officers of the Convention, for the
ability and
faithfulness with which they have penrormed their duties; and finally, we render our unfeigned thanks to the Angel World and the Infinite Spirit for the harmony vouchee led to us
during our entire session.
The following resolution, offered by Prof.
Rhen, was accepted by the Committee on Resolutions and adopted by the Convention.

Whereas, From the manifest tendency of the
various Pro'testaut organizations to consolidate, and ot the Ritualistic movement toward
Roman Catholicism, it is evident that the ultimate purpose of these efforts is more effectually to assert and maintain the dogma of authority as against the true Protestant doctrine of
the right of private judgment; and
Whereas, The Spiritual movement is the
chief and avowed exponent of the sovereign
right of every man and woman to judge in nil
matters ot faith and conscience; and
Whereas, The issue to be met, not far in ths
future, is plainly, that of authority on the one
hand and the right ot private judgment on the
other; therefore,

Resolved,

That in view

of this

impending

conflict, it becomes the duty of all liberal

men

and women to UDite to meet this issue
by concerted action; and that a committee at
seven be appointed
by this Convection to devise a plan of organization to be recommended
to the liberal minds of every locality in the
United States.
A committee was raised, which reported a
plan of organization that was adopted.
V a vie tiers.
—An Ohio girl astonished the handsome
young men of a Cleveland dry goods store, the
other day, by asking for “three yards of Grecian bend."
—Pike’s opera house at New York, which
the Erie railroad has just bought, will be used
this winter for musical performances as
usual,
and the company will sell tickets good for both
railroad tare and admission to tbe opera.
—The cook is continually occupied in de-

stroying our health, and the doctor in restoring it. But there exists this great difference,
that the former is much more likely to suooeed than the latter.
—A quaint expression of

lowing—“the

Nasby's is tbe folchild-like confidence of a pawn-

broker.”
—The funeral ot the wile ct Judge Samuel
M. Blatchford, of New York city, took place

Saturday morning. Secretary Seward, Thorlow Weed and William B. Astor were atnoug
the pall-bearers. Mrs. Blatchford was a granddaughter of

Alexander Hamilton.
—Lawrence county, Ohio, claims to have
much the largest Republican gain ot any la
the country, having changed MO Democratic

majority

last year into 1016 majority for Grant.
—Miss Julia Drorn^, a young lady from New

York,

now residing in Berlin, is said to posaese
vocal talent of great promise.
—The fires in the Oregon woods are driving
tbe wild lieasts into the settlements, endangering tbe lives of the people. Children are
attacked by cougars, and in Lynn county a
girl nine years of age was killed and eaten by
one of these animals.
—In recommending the World’s Marble tor
the mayoralty, the New York Sun evidently
desires to have the City Government of the

Commercial Emporium based upon the corner stone of New York Democracy.
—Short dresses are good things for tbe shoemakers and bad for the doctors.

The ladles

buy and wear better shoes, and the doctors reporta noticeable decline in the diseases among
When
women coming from cold, damp feet.
long garments prevailed women were very
careless in this respect, often wearing thin and
broken shoes, and this, together with the
dampness always clinging to their long skirts,
brought on illness, which not unfrequently
terminated fatally.
—The New York Times says: “Why is coal
so high?
That is one of the questions ot tbe
hour. The dealers tell you, ‘strikes at the
mines.’ Bah! that may have accounted for a
rise in tbe retail price irom 86 to $7 or 88 per
ton; but what caused the rise from 88 to 812?
The strikes took place last summer, were limited in range, and brief induration; afterward
work went on without interruption. The Baltimore Gazette declares that coal was sold at
the mouth of the mines sixty days ago at 82.80
a ton, and now from $3.50 to $4 a ton; and,
figuring up transportation and all costs, It
shows that there is no reason in coal oostiow
more than trom 86.50 to 87.
The same is tru#
of New York. How, then, do you account
for its actually costing from SH to 812 a ton?
It is very convenient to put this matter on the
backs of the strikers—but the ‘striking1 that
hurts the people most is from the hands of the

coal-dealers."
—A recent reviewer says that husbands lies
to snub clever, superior wives by flat contradiction, with an impression tbat they ars asserting their rights, and diverting respect and
attention into their proper channels.”
—Tburlow Weed, it is said, does not intend
to resume either his editorial labors or his active participatiou in public and political af-

fairs, but will, however, spend a portion of the
coming winter in Washington.
—Our bonds in the London market have not
been iu the slightest degree affected by the rise
in gold on this side, which is purely of a speculative character, and has no cause in the finances,

loftiness

or

exchanges of the country.

Instead of suffering depreciation, our Recarlties abroad have advanced and strengthened
within the last day or two.
—The final illness of Rossini

was IndammnAbout three weeks ago hie
iufirmities increased so tbat he was obliged to
take to his bed
On the 38th of October the
celebrated Dr. Nelatou, with other physiolane,
held a consultation at the house of the patient,

tion of the

lungs.

who himself was very weak and had no hopes
of his own recovery. From that time to hit
at hit
death a physician remained constantly
bedside. It is understood that at the-funeral
the last composition of Rossini, his petiU
will b#
masse, written for the banker Piilet,

performed.
es*.»u—A clerk in ft >ew lorn mercantile
lishment relate* a colloquy from which a
off sec*
sprightly youth in the same store came
ouil best. A poor boy came along with his
machine, inquiring: “Any knives to grind?
“Dou't think we have," replied the young gen-

can
you sharpen
tleman, facetiously; “but
was th#
wits?” “Yes, if you’v* got any,’
the interrogator at a lost
leaving
reply,
prompt

produce the article.
—There are bat few people capable of the
candid operatim thus suggested by Hawto

thorne

:

“A

perception,

a

moment, of one’*

as

if it were another

for

eventual aud moral self,

person—the observant faculty being separated,
and looking intently at the qualities of the
character. There Is a surprise when this haptb*ft
pens—this getting out of one’s self—»n,l
is.
the observer sees how queer a fellow he
fro*
—Miss Adelaide Phillip* has returned
in the spring to sing
Europe. She goes back
in opera, under a long engagement,
is robbing us of all our slngere.

Europe

THE

Explanation of Minister Johnson's
Behavior.
Is there any fatality about the name of JohnWith the three Rebel
son or its cognates?

Morning, November 20, 1868.

Friday

Generals, the Vice-Presidential nominee on
the tioket with Douglas, afterwards a Rebel,
Andrew and Reverdy, all of some variation of
that name, it would almost seem so. But
then, there is “Rare Ben” of pleasant memory,
the learned aud benevolent old hear '‘Sam,”

First Page to-day—View9 of the Spiritualists; Varieties.
Fourth Page -Late Autumn ; Successful
Potatoes; A
How Prussians

Dig

Failures;

Beautiful
Linoolu.

Custom;

Anecdote

of

two distinguished Union generals, the
old soldier that “killed Tecumsch” and
numbers of estimable gentlemen in the circle
of the personal acquaintance of almost everybody, to contradict the theory. The widest
one

President

__

The Englhh Ifilectioun.
-uc
The Liberals have not thus far made
elections
Parliamentary
in
the English
gains
have
as was expected, and‘the Tory Journals

generalization, therefore, that can be made is
that the Johnson, or Johnstone or Jousou that

are
not
already beguu to crow. Perhaps they
out of the woods, but they think t.»ey are,

enters the told of the Democratic party “is
lost.” Our minister to E ugland is a striking
example, we may say “a warning,” to all iu
like manner offending. He seemed a pleasant
gentleman enough—and tractable. He voted
for the reconstruction laws and gave good din-

since they have a ministry that has evinced a
to hold office against
purpose aud a power
anything but a very large opposition majority.
If present appearances are not changed by
elections held subsequently—and the English
elections from a variety of causes may be extended over an indefinite period—Disraeli will
able to hold on for some time yet and perhaps adhere to his State and Church policy
w:th success.
How it happens that the Liberals who confidently expected to increase their majority up
to anywhere Lorn 100 to 120 have lost as many
boroughs as they have gained does uot yet appear. It may be that the voters who were enfranchised by the re’form bill of last year have
uot yet been brought to realize the value of
the newly acquired power and the necessity
lor exercising it. It may he, too, that the
our American Tories who are called Democrats, have corrupted and bough the
ignorant citizens who have uot yet been electors long enough to learn independence aud
integrity. The repeated exercise of the frauchi>e will correct all that. Nothing like a bal*
lot-box for an educator, and the unsatisfactory

To.ies, like

English equivalent for that useful little wonder worker—for they have no ballot box in
Britain yet—may do something in the course
ol time to purify the “rotten boroughs.”
Much interest was felt on this side of the
Atlantic in the political fate of particular indiMuch regret would be felt here,
in
England, at the defeat of John Stuart Mill

viduals.

were it not that the flexibility of the British
election system permits another constituency
to return the candidate rejected at West minister. Lute dispatches contain a.-surances on
this point that make it certain that the House
of Commons is uot to lose the services of the

greatest ol modern speculative philosophers.
is yet heard of Thomas Hughes who
withdrew as Liberal candidate for owe of the
London
constituencies and offered himself to
the obscene borough of Lorme. All good
Americans will pray that 44 Tom Brown” is
elected. But if Mill and Hughes are both defeated it is some consolation to Americans to
kuow that Roebuck, Russell aud
Trollope go
with them.
Later dispatches contain the untrustworthy

Nothing

intelligence that on Wednesday Disraeli visited the Queen and placed his resignation in
her hands, on the ground that the election returns show a minority support for the present
ministry. If that consideaation has weight
with the Premier he ought to have resigned
months ago.
Onr French

Claims.

Mr. Editor,—On further consideration I
find that I must add one word more. X was
mistaken as to the amount ol losses in this
district. Instead of eight hundred thousand
dollars it was only six hundred thousaud, reported by the committee of merchants and
shipowners chosen to investigate the subject
(in 1800, if I remember rightly). Bnl I wrote
from recollection only, having lost all my
pap. rs and m v correspondence on the subject
for thirty-five years, by the fire of 1866. Of
course, therefore, the total amount of claims
for th is district, with simple interest added
would be only about two millions instead of
three.
To show the profligate and wicked
temper
ot the men who tor so long a lime succeeded
in baffling ihe sufierers, let me mention a sin-

gle fact just here.

They took the ground that
the claims of the sufferers had been
bought
up by speculators, and that therefore they
ought uot to he paid, however honest in themselves, since paymenT must go into the hands
of strangers who had speculated on the necessities of their countrymen. Was there ever
a more shameless
plea? The allegation was
not true—Mr. Peter C. Brooks of Boston being the only person I ever heard ot who had
bought in. But if it were true, what then?
If the claims had become worthless—or nearly so—wh'Jse fault was it? Is a debtor, who
by his bad faith and pitiless delay, has driven
his unhappy creditor to sell out tor
anything
he can get, to take advantage of his own
wrong, and refuse to pay anybody?
J. N.
Among the suggestions made by the Superintendent of Public Buildings in his annual
report is one that “each State build and furnish
houses for its Senators ^gud
Representatives;
that grounds be purchased and a

great public

park be made in the suburbs of the city

on the
that measures be taken to put ail
the government reservations in
good condition.” This seems a proper supplement for the
suggestions previously made that a new Presidential mansion be built and that the President's salary be raised to 1100,000. But it is a
half way measure. What really
ought to be
done is to raise every Congressman’s
salary to
$10,000 and give him not only a house in

north, and

Washington but a horse and carriage, a pleasure yacht, a grand piano, an immense Newfoundland dog, a gold watch, a pair of linen
shirts, a silk hat, a season ticket to all the theatres, a pair of patent leather boots and a basket of champagne, with two silk
dresses, a
Grecian bend, “a love ol a bonnet” and a
poo
die tor his wife. These little additions to the

salary, mileage, franking privilege and Pillsbury penknives they now enjoy would enable
Congressmen worthily to support the dignity
and Btate that behoove their
position as representatives of sovereign States. There is
very
little known by the public generally of the

suffering for the necessaries of life that exists
in Congressional circles. Let us make these
gentlemen comfortable, and go on with oyr retrenchment resolutions.
Ir the journals of this State reflect public
sentiment with any fidelity the revival of
capital punishment will excite a storm of
indignation everywhere. With few
exceptions the
papers endorse what the Press has said on this
subject and many of tliem do not hesitate to
give their views considerable emphasis. The
Gardiner Home Journal says it seems “to.)
late iu this nineteenth
century lor Maine lo
go back to the dark ages of capital punishment.'* Wlej same paper
says that if Governor Ohamberlain does intend to assert his
prerogative it hopes he will not commence with
that half-witted negro, but commence with the
fint one sentenced, and go through with the

lot, on

the

principle

of “first come, first serve.”
The Rockland Free Press says that the Legialature will relieve the Governor from the neoeeaity of again issuing his warrant by

provid-

ing

that the gallows shall not again be set
up
in this State.
The Maine Farmer trusts that the whole
subject will receive its quietus by the total abolition of capital punishment in Maine.

The Democratic papers sneeringly allude to
the election riots in some of the Southern
States as proofs ot the incapacity of negroes
for self-government.
Recent events in connection with the elections in England indicate
tfcat their logic is likely to prove too much.

Oar English oousins have of late been indulg-

somewhat largely in the luxury of mobs
riots.
The immaculate perfection of a
white man s government’* does not save them
from disorder.

ing

and

We do not mean to imply that the blacks
are the
principal offenders at the South. We
only wish to remind the defamers of the negro
that human nature is very much the same
whatever he the color of the skin, and that if
proves black men unfit for self-government, the same conclusion must be accepted in
the case of white men.

rioting

The Public Lands.—Thicker than
autumn
leaves come the reports of heads
of government bureaus to their
departments. The\
usually present little that is of intense infer**t to the general reader. From
the vert vo
luminous rsport of the Commissioner of the
Laud Office we make the following extractsThe total area of the public
domain, indud
lug Alaska, may be stated in round number*
•t 1,800,000,000; total
disposed of 400,000000having uudisposed of 1,400,000,000 acres.
The anuual earnings of the American
people are estimated at
*7,500,000,000, and their
domestic trade at nearly *6,000,000,000 a year,
land grants of the general
government
tbc
of an artillu
t .,
ste, illustrating
the importance of nonu ui1 ln
inP pu
•elbgence in a community.
The different grants of
Congress in aid of
publlo schools, ol seminaries and college- c«peoiallarv agricultural college-, are aualvzud
and statistics showing the extension
and del
velopment of educational estahlisliments of
the country from the commencement of
our
national existeuce are giveu. Bv ih.- eenm,*
of 1860 it is shown that in th it year our
whole
number of educational establishments was
1X3,006, with 148,742 teachers, giving instruction to 5,417,880 pupils, their anuual income
being *33,990,482. In the absence of later gen
eral statistics, tbe latest
reports of educational
movements in some of our
young Western
cities are cited as illustrations of educational
progress during the current decade.

l
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or
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was obscured by a
ners and though his vision
hurt gained in practicing with a pistol preparatory to fighting a duel, it did not injure his
social or political standing. So the good natured Republicans o! the Senate, Sumner and
all, voted to confirm a Democratic Johnson’s
nomination of another Democratic Johnson
to he minister to England. Immediately upon
h s arrival the innate depravity of the man

the astonishment and chagrin of
appeared,
the good people ot two hemispheres. The
New ifork Post explains how all this happened in a manner that needs the authority of
nothing less than that sober, discreet and cautious journal to give any sort of probability
to the story. The Post says:
A curious story comes to us trout Washington, iu refereucs to the course of Mr. Reverdy
Johnson. It is related that Mr. Johnson received, when he ielt this country for England,
besides bis general instructions from the Secretary of State, special and private instruclions from the President. It is asserted that
these private orders prescribed to the Minister
the extraordinary course he has pursued iu
England; that lie was told by the President to
pay his c-urt to the Tories, and to turn away
front the Liberals; to he most atentive to those
persons who, like Roebuck, Lord Wharncliffe,
and Laird, had been the most conspicuous
friends of the rebels, from 1801 to 1805; ami to
have as little as possible to do with the Liberals, who were the (riends of the Union cause
during our late war.
Rumor iu Washington asserts that when the
President gave his private orders to Mr. Rev
erdy Johnson, he was under the belief that the
Democratic parly would elect its candidates,
and would rule the country for the next tour
years; aud that his object was to assist in the
restoration of the rebel leaders to predominance iu the country, by giving to their English allies the countenance and moral support
of thi government through the Ministry. Rumor supposes the President to have reasoned
that under a Democratic administration men
who were ■•rominent in the rebellion would
govern iu Washington, and represent the United States abroad; anil that there would be
something awkward in a person like Alexander H. Stephens, for instance, going to England as United States Minister, and meeting
there, suddenly those English leaders who have
thought him aud his cause inexcusably bad.
It was, therefore, made the office of Mr. Reverdy Johnson to prepare, by his own cringing
adulation of men like Roebuck and Laird, a
smooth ci,trance for some person like Stephens, Mason or Pendleton.
It is asserted in Washington that Mr. Reverdy Johnson has kept up a special correspondence with the President upon this part of his
duties; that the President supports him in
those acts which .have mortified the whole
country; aud that", finally, the Secretary of
State is kept iu ignorance of the progress of
certain of Mr. Johnson’s negotiations, and was
recently obliged to confess this lack of information to the British Minister.
to

The W

tut

of iTIuuliuoaa in

ColleffeM*

College boys are naturally “good” boys: As
a genera! rule, in fact, they are, in the United
States, the best boys collected into the fold of
numerous cherishing mothers from the district
schools and academies.
It is unfortunate,

however,

that there is

a

tradition almost uni-

versally prevalent that they must be rowdies.
They do not as a general rule venture to contradict the popular impression. They are in-

subordinate, rude and noisy, much given to
boyish prauks, to midnight bowlings, to the
blowing of tin horns and

to

the robbing of hen

roosts.
The boys arc the victims of certain traditions
the influence of which is felt to a greater or
less extent in all academic institutions in the
It is the “common law” of universiantagonism shall exist between the
faculty and the undergraduates, that students
cooperating with the college authorities shall
be dubbed “faculty dogs” and universally contemned, that a student vindicates, his manli-

country.
ties that

an

by “cutting” recitations and prayers,
makes himself a hero by stealing a turkey and

ness

that students going in a body to any entertainment are bound to make a disturbance.
These are facts. The boys have a good many
friends, and we desire to be counted among
them, but if they chose to behave themselves
we should be prouder to acknowledge it.
They
have ha 1 an undue amount of toleration for
their hazings, their “initiation” rites, their
midnight hords and their raids upon the prop-

erty ot citizens, and

last they have come to
believe that a code of manners and of morals
differing (torn that ol the “common people”
properly governs their conduct. They have
even enlisted a degree of public sympathy for
their capriccios, and when they annually turn
Worcester into a pandemonium and rebel, as
at

Williams, the other day, against the authorities, grave journalists tickle their vanity by
writing them down as “waggish fellows” who

at

determined to enjoy life.
All this toleration is nonsense. There is not
a word to be suid in extenuation of the lawlessness of the young men whoso opportunities
for knowing the rules of elementary ethics are
better than those of -others who are held to a
strict observance of them.
The purpose of
university education is to make gentlemen and
scholars and not cultivated roughs who put ou
comical airs of offended dignity when their unmanliness is rebuked.
are

Npnuish

Executions—A
the

Suggestion

for

liCgislature.

“G. K.,” who evidently “knows
two” aud is neither “sliocked” nor

a

thing

or

“surprised”

that we objected to the strangling of Harris,
writes from Brunswick thus:
“Your idea
about substituting the guillotine for the usual
American process of hanging by the neck,
(and that superstitiously ou Friday as an ‘unlucky day',) has led me to a different suggestion of the probable superiority of the

OEN. PRIM.

A Vienna paper gives a good description of
Gen. Prim, the leading man, perhaps, in the
Spanish revolution, who has caused Liberals
everywhere the
disappointment by de-

claring

greatest
a monarchy:

in favor of

Gen. Prim wears a oommon militaiy tunic,
with two golden stars on the collar and a
white kepi similar to that of the Spanish cavalborder. This is all that
ry with a broad gold

him to be a soldier. When in civilian’s
dress he gives you the idea of a drawing-room
dandy, with a hobby for riding, hunting and
There is nothing martial
love adventures.
about him, no roughness—not even soldierly
plainness— in his character; and his manner is
not in in the slightest degree that ot a swashHe is slight, well-formed, barely
buckler.
above the middle height, and when on horse
back looks like anything but a Mars. But his
bead is far more attractive than a dozen ordiThere is a mysterious
nary soldiers’ heads.
brilliancy about it like that which distinguishThe
es the fancy portraits of a Tintoretto.
deep, intense blackness of his large eyes, his
whiskers
and
and
his
moustache,
hair,
silky
are striking even in the South, where dark
people are uot wanting, and combined with
his olive complexion, gives an expression ot
strong passion. His countenance is constantly working under the impulse of ail internal
restlessness.
speaker colfax’s bride.
shows

A Washington paper describes, as in duty
bound, Miss Wade, the bride of the Vice President elect:
Miss Wade resides with her stepmother)
her father and mother both being dead. She
is the niece of Senator Wade, who resides at
Jefferson, fifteen miles from Andover. Miss
Wade is about thirty years of age, of medium
size, good figure, dark hair, brown eyes, and
has a pleasing* lace, indicating goodness and
intelligence. All who know her speak of her

amiabilityandquietgoudsen.se, as qualifying
her admirably to preside at the house ot the

Vice President elect. Three years ago she
spent the wiuter in Washington with her
aunt, Mrs. Senator Wade, at the house of Mr.
Barrett, on Four-aml-a half street, where Mr.
Colfax also stopped; and the friendship form
ed at that time probably laid the foundations
Miss
for the present more intimate relations.
Wade was one ol the excursion party with
Senator Wade and Mr. Colfax that came so
near being cut off by the Indians on their
Kooky Mountain trip. The other ladies of the
parly were Mrs. Matthews, mother of Mr.
Collax; Miss Carrie Matthews, his sister; Miss
Sue Matthews, his cousin, and Mi9s Sallie
Bowles, daughter of Sam Bowles, of tie
Springfield Republican. These ladies are said
to have displayed an amount of courage and
self-possession on the occasion of the Indian
attack that won tor them an enthusiastic vote
of admiration from the:r companions, and from
the tough mountaineers.
MRS.

LINCOLN.

A Paris paper notices the presence ot Mrs.
Lincoln in France in a very “Frencby” way,
thus:
Madame Lincoln, widow ol the late President ot the United States, is traveling through
France, in order to take up her abode in Nice.
We do uot know it the honors to which she is
entitled as the widow oi a great citizen have
becD naid to her in our country. And if Madame Lincoln only were a Japanese.
But, un-

fortunately, everybody

is uot

a

Japanese.

Whereupon an American paper impudently
echoes the sentiment, “would she were a Japanese.”
Report of the Commissioner of Pensions.
—The report of the Hon. C. C. Cox, Commisof Pensions, gives the following statistics of tho work of his dcpaitment:
The number of original invalid pensions admitted during the year was 9325, at an annual
aggregate rate of $628,271 70.
Increase of pensions allowed, 4854, at an annual aggregate rate of $280,487 28.
The average rate of original pensions granted is $67 37 1-2, or $4 351-2 less thau the preceding year.
Of the original applicatious by widows, orphans and other dependent relatives, 19,242
were granted, at an annual aggregate rate of
$1,910,202 70.
Increase of pensions under this class, 27,053,
at an annual aggregate rate of $1,725,960.
Whole number of invalid pensioners borne
upon the rolls on the 30th day ot June, 1868,
74,783, who were paid in the aggregate at the
rate of $6,828,025 26.
Total number of widows, orphans, and other
dependent relatives in this class, 92,243, who
were paid in the aggregate at the rate of $12,065,008 94.
The total number ot both classes was 167,025, a total annual rate of $18,893,094 20.
Original invalid pensions allowed, 135, at
the annual rate of $12,890; and the same class
was increased 50 at the total annual rate of

$2994.
Widows, minors, &c., admitted, 219, at the
aggregate rate ot $26,102. Increased 72, at the
total annual rate of $3600.
Total number of Navy Invalid Pensioners

the rolls at the close of the fiscal year was
1175, at an annual rate ot $94,833 75, and of
on

widows, minors, &c., 1443,

at

$237,256, making

total of 2618 at $831,099 75.
The total amount actually paid to Invalid
Pensioners during the year ending June 30
1868, was $97,340, and to widows, &c., $155,043
21.
The total amount of Navy Pensions paid
Was $352,283 21.
Prior to the date of the last aunual report of
this office the sole surviving soldier of the
Revolution pensioned under the general laws
had died.
Of the two soldiers pensioned hy
special acts of Congress men upon the rolls,
John Gray of Ohio and Daniel F. Bakeman ot
New York. Nancy Serena, widow of Joseph
Serena, ot Pennsylvania, still survives, the
only representative on the roils ot that class of
Revnlutionary widows, married prior to the
close of the war. Of those married prior to
Jan. 1,1794, there are 55 surviving. Of those
married prior to Jan. 1, 1800, 45, and of those
married since the latter date, 787—making a
total of 888. Revolutionary widows upon the
rolls, less by 109 than the number returned the
previous year.
There are now upon the rolls 1033 widows
and orphans ot soldiers who served in wars
subsequent to the Revolution, and prior to
1861—an increase of 551 since the last report.
The total pensioners of all classes June 30,
1868, was 169,643, paid at tho aggregate rate of
a

$19,224,183.95.

Pensions granted during the year, 28,921.—
The number dropped from the rolls, 14,762.—
Number of increase during the yea-,32,029.—
The amount aotually paid far pensions, including expenses of disbursement, was $24,010,981.99, an excess of $5,391,025.53 over the previous
year.

State News.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says Horace Flinn, a
young mason, 23 years of age, attempted to
pass between two cars, a part of the noon
freight train on the M. C. It. R., Wednesday.
The cars were standing still at Auburn station,
when Flinn tried to cross. Just as he was
passing the hunters the train backed a few
leet, catching his right leg just above the foot.
The alarm was at at once sounded and the
train had hardly moved a rod when the leg of
the unfortunate man was extricated. He was
taken to his home and Dr. Wiggin was summoned, who found the small bone of the leg
broken near the ankle, and a blood vessel
ruptured. The leg was of course badly jammed.
The injury, however, is not serious.
FRANKLIN

garrote,

Ijver

by law, or performed by “Jack
Ketch;”
While humanity’s sell might exult thus to
alter,
To qnlet repose, the death throe of the halter.

The Bangor Whig.—After many years of
constant labor in the editorial profession Wm.
H. Wheeler of the Bangor Whig retires from
that paper, having disposed of his interest to
John H. Lynde, the junior partner.
Mr.
Wheeler’s retirement is dictated by “the demandsof

failing

health aud of failing eye-sight
overtasked as both have been by constant service in an editorial life, of twenty-two years,

active connection in the printing business of more, than thirty-five years.” If the

ane

an

Whig proves

good

paper under new editorial management as it has been heretofore its
patrons will certainly have no reason to com"
plain, hut Maine .journalism loses in Mr.
Wheeler one of its ablest and most successful
writers.
as

a
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of the clerk
count* for in the
Plantation stood Seymour
Who is

12, Or,

has been
on ,he
Part
ThU * »<’-

wf th?

responsible!?

It was a
Copperhead
clerk who failed to make a return
according
to law.
In September Chamberlain had
20
votes and Pillsbury 11.
The Republicans
knowing the vote could not be counted, made
no effort to throw their vote in
November,
which is as strong for Grant as it was for

Chamberlain.
in a

held iu London by the members
of the D Orleans
family it was decided unanim ;usly that the Duke of
Montspensier should
decli
the crown of Spain.
council

she

explains:

But what was my astonishment, on going
upon the stage at Music Hall, to find an audience composed principally of peeple whose
puritanic prejudices were traced in their faces
with the pencil of the master—palpably people
without culture, with no taste tor art, no liking
for it, and who esteemed one branch of it—the
dramatic—as a branch of the house oi Beelzebub & Co. I say I read this in the faces of the
That I did not read
people all about me.
falsely, was quickly shown. While I was dropping from my lips the frothy pleasantries
which lie at the beginning of “Stage-Struck,"
1 saw half a dozen men spring up with holy
horror in their faces which no words can express-clutch their meek wives frantically by
the arm, and drag them out of my presence as
if I had been the embodiment of all the witchcraft for which their ancestors had in vain
murdered old woman for so many years. I
confess that I was affected by this. I had been
so accustomed to seeiug good breeding in audiences that the conduct of these persons
threw me off my guard. What! Men get up
and turn their backs on me, with faces pale
with consternation,and drag their companions
out of my presence as if they feared I should
corrupt their morals beyond cure! What did
it mean? Was I a sort of intellectual Banshee? Where was I? Was I dreaming? Was
this a nightmare? No; 1 was wide awake.
But T stood for the first time before an audi
ence such as I had never addressed before, and
lease God, never will again. For a moment
seriously debated whether I should not quietly turn my back on these good people, and refute to speak further. But I saw standing up,
all about the hall (for it was densely crowded)
a class of people such as I am accustomed to
seeiDg in the best seats at my' lectures—a class
such as go to hear Miss Kellogg sing—and for
their sake I continued my “performance.”
But, alas! this was my Bull Run. I had
triumphed on many a field before, and I have
faith to believe I may know a Gettysburg yet.
But this time l was vanquished.
I lost my art.
It I am not an artist I am nothing. “Stagestruck," inartistically delivered, is pathos.
Lecture committees please take notice.
I
have yet to face a good many New England
audiences. We shall see what we shall see

f

Municipal War Debts.—The Commissionappointed by the Governor in the act of
the Legislature lor the equalization of municipal war debts, have issued a circular to the
municipal officers of the several cities aud
towns in the State, informing them that in order to establish their claims under the act they
will be required to furnish the commission
with abstracts from the records, showing the
time when, aud the authority whereby, money
was raised or bonds issued for the
payment of
bounties to soldiers; tbe abstracts should also
contain the names of men furnished for the
military or naval service of the United States,
under the call of the President of July 2,1862,
and all subsequent calls, specifying which if
practicable, with the term of service of each
man, and the amount paid to each. Receipts
and all other vouchers pertaining to the
payment of soldiers bounties will also be
required,
but if no written vouchers are obtainable,
verbal testimony will be admitted. The municipal authorities will be notified when to
present their claims, and by having them
properly prepared and presenting them at the
specified time, they will avoid vexatious delays
and incur less expense.

ers

Augusta Journal says that at the Granite Church, Augusta, during the
morning service last teabbath, while Rev. Mr.
Bingham
was delivering one of his most able
and effective sermons from the Savior’s
“I am
words,
the light of the world; he that followeth me
shall not walk in daikness but shall have the
light of life,” a pure white dove came and
perched m the window near the chancel above
the altar, and remained till the reverend
gentleman had finished his eloquent discourse.
The Committee on Equalization of Municipal War Debts adjourned to meet in Augusta
on the thirtieth
instant, and not on the"20th
as we had it
Wednesday.
The Gardiner Journal says Rufus
Gerry a
person well known to most of our readers, as
an uncommonly hardy and robust
man, died
suddenly Tuesday night, in Pittston. He had
R.
G.
drank some
liquor, (a practice he was
too much addicted to,) and was taken with
died
iu four hours.
and
vomiting
WALDO

COUNTY.

The Rockland Free Press says Mr. Joseph
Dean, of Lincolnville, was severely injured by
accident i.n the 11th inst. He mounted the
rail of a hay-iack in his barn, intending to
step from it to the mow. Standing with one
foot on each side ot a stake of the rack, the
rail broke,and Mr. D. fell'upon the stake,
which entered the lower part of his body in
front, and penetrated the abdomen some fourteen or fifteen inches. Dr. C. W. Thomas of
Camden, was sent for, who examined and
dressed the wound, and although it was
thought the man could not recover, lie was doing well up to Tuesday of this week, and it is
hoped he will recover.

—Already is careless farming wearing out
the rich lands of California.
Though onefuurth more acreage was cultivated with wheat
t lis year
than last, the crop is probably no
larger, simply because of the falling off in
m the old
yie
and heavy wheat counties.

”7

the
The

lnu°h greater crops than the
lies in deeper
plowing,
and
manuring
rotation of
crops.
save

<

remedy

News

Items.

New England used to be

vigorously shaken
by earthquakes a century and more ago.—
Wednesday was the anniversary of one of the
“most fearful,” according to the old annalists.

Municipal

Court*

JUDGE KIXGSBUBY PKBSIDliSQ.

Thursday.—Sta e by William M. Wiswell, complainant, v. Alexander Haskell The facts are that
Wiswell complained of Haskell for an assault upon
him as follows: Wiswell lost some sash and accused
Haskell of stealing them. Haskell gave him reason
to

searched. Haskell asked him it he had been upon
the upper loft, aud Wiswell said he had. Haskell
asked him what business he had up there? He then
suggested that the sash might be down in the manure
cellar. Wiswell refused to go down, and finally
Haskell made him leave, and Wiswell says he was
struck and pushed.
The evidence did not sustain the charge and Haskell

was

discharged.

Both

parties pleaded their

own

case.

G. A. R. Concert.—City Hal) was filled
last night with an audience that in point of
numbers almost rivalled that of the previous
evening, and would have fully done so if it
had not been that Miss Kellogg was the acknowledged “prima donna” of America and
had never before been heard in this city.
It was a fine concert. The music was not of
a highly classical order, embracing, as it did, a
great many ballads aud songe, but it gave
great satisfaction to the large audience. One
fault it possessed, which we know is considered a good fault by many, aud that was the
length of the programme. It was too long by
about four selections. Mile. Urso was particularly good in the “Witches Dance,” whose
quaint, fantastic and weird music she gave as

only a mistress (or master) of the instrument
could have done. The “Pastorale Fantasia”
was also finely executed, and in response to an
she gave “Homo, Sweet Home.” Ahl
intense home-sickness the violin can
what
breathe forth in that pathetic melody, which
encoro

an

instrument,

other

not even the human
voice, can express, but—alas! that we should
have to say it—what a descent from the beautiful music that had just preceded, sta*i linger
no

ear, to “When Johnny comes
home.” We hope never again to
hear such a fall from the sublime to the ridic•
ulous.
We like Miss Whitten’s voice. It is sweet
yet powerful and filled the hall easily. She
enunciates her words also very distinctly, a
too rare gift of public singers now-a-days, and
all the best qualities of her voice were displayed in the Cavatina “Reguava'be]
the

on

jng

marching

Silenzio,”

which she executed capitally. Mrs. Barry
has a sweet aud quite flexible contralto. Macdonald rendered Archer’s beautiful song “Alice” excellently, though the audience preferred
that played-out song of Perring’s, “Beware”—
played-out because it has been sung to death—
and called him out, when he gave another ballad, very pretty, and not so familiar. B&rnabee pleased us most in the duo with Macdon-

ald, entitled the “Fishermen,” and rendered
his legend of “Blue Beard” in his intensely
comic manner, which of course created an enthusiasm only to be quelled by the “Falls of

Niagara.” Mr. Dow accompanied very acceptably, and we could only wish that there
had been one piano solo to display {he merits
of the fine “Checkering” from Bailey & Noyes’,
kindly furnished for the occasion.
A marked improvement in the hall should
be noticed between Wednesday night and
Thursday night, in the carpeting the passage

present, including Dr. Geo. Loring of Salem,

The snow
his boots caused him to slip and fall on the
floor. His wife asked him to get up, but he
said '‘he guessed he’d lay there a spell.” and
she put a pillow under his head and went to
bed. About midnight she woke up and saw
him in the same position. He again refused
to get up, and she, thinking it better to let him
sleep off the effects of the rum where be was,

Simon

Brown of Concord, and Mr.
Charles L. Flint of Boston, Secretary of the

Sudden Death .—Coroner Hall was called
yesterday morning to view the body of Edward
Maley, a laboring man about 40 years of age,
residing in Spring Lane, who came to his death
under the following circumstances: His wife
says that he came home about 10 o’clock Wed-

nesday night slightly intoxicated.

when she Woke, he was lying in the same
position. She asked him why he did not get
up. He made no reply but raised his hand
and rubbed his face and rolled over, but did
not attempt to rise. An hour afterwards the

have been smuggled through from
Canada will probably by followed by the news
of seizures at other leading western cities.

wife discoveied that he was dead, having
breathed his last without a struggle. Corouer
Hall, after carefully investigating the circum-

to

Political

Notes.

Iowa,

uoiniby n ay
of a joke, aad it has since been found that by
the adoption of the amendment to the State
Constitution, which they little expected, he is
eligible to the office. He now publishes his
declination, utterly refusing to hold any office
which may be conferred upon him by the
Democratic party.
The Bucyrus (Ohio) Forum good humoredly saysj “The beastly majorities which many
of the States gave the Black Republican candidates bear sad testimony of the ignorance
which prevails among the masses.”
Carl Schurz, Gov. Fletcher and Henry T.
Blow, are mentioned in connection with the
Missouri U. S. Senatorship.
n a

tod

«.

uopro (ot Jaofcioo of ik«

went to

Pc.co

The State government of New York is Republican and the Governor’s salary is $4,000;
the government of New York city is Democratic and the salary of the keeper of the City
Hall is $3,700.

Judge Noah Davis is spoken of as a candidate for the Uu ted States Senrtorship in New
York.
The Democratic Union Convention in New
York nominated Jas. Kelly for Mayor and A.
R. Lawrence for corporation counsel.
The Philadelphia Press contends that great
injustice is done to President Tyler by associating his name with that ot Andrew Johnson.
—A Dutchman, in describing a span of
horses which he had lost, said, “Dey wash very
mooch like, ’specially the off one. One lookt
mooch like poth I could not tell todder from
which; when I went after one I always caught
de oder; an' X whipped de one most dead, because de Oder kicked at me.”

so

probable

ami

Vicinity.

Advertisements litis Oat.

Vew

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

City Hall—Petroleum V. Nasby,
Congress St. Meth. Church—Levee and Festival.
Ciiy Hall—M. L. A. lecture.

Early Thursday

morn-

an

inquest unnecessary.

that the man’s

death

was

It is
caused by

congestion of the brain, the effect of intemperate

habits.

Deceased

was a man

of considera-

New Music—We have received the followNew Music from J. N. Davis, No. 40 Centre St.

ing

“Why

NEW

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

you weeping dear Kathleen,” song
aud chorus—words hy J. M. Brown, music
by
F. Wilder.
No. 1 of Ed. Fox’s Songs, entitled “Sweetest
ever

seen”—song and dance.

“Be kind to thy

mother”—song composed by

J. Leonore.
“Like the Songs of happy
birds’’—song, by
the same as the proceeding.
“Colfax Polka” by D. L. Downing.
“A larmer’s wife I’ll
be”—song, by J. F
Bacon.

North Yai mouth Academy-James M. Ba'es.
Freedom Notice—Lorenzo D. Townsend
The

Notice.
«S&“ Toe Carriers of the “Press are not allowed
to sell papers singly or by the
week, under any cirPersons who are, or have been, receiving the Press in this monnor, wm coaler a lavor by leaving word at this office.

Siiiprenie

Judicial Court.
TERM-TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—The oase of Charles Webb v.
Henry
Rowe, (reported yesterday) was given to the jury,
who returned a verdict for delendant. Plaintiff flies
exceptions.
Deane & Verrill.
Carleton—Vinton.
No. 1081—Phebe J. Cook, libellant, v. Lewis
J.
Cook. Libel for divorce; cause desertion. Divorce
decreed and custody of child given to the mo-Jier
until further order of Court. J.H. Williams for
libellant; no appearance for libelleeNo. 249—\V illiam H. Smith & wile v.
George Robinson. Action lor damages for a collision in the
public highway in the town of Windham, April
27,18C6
when plaintiffs were riding towards Portland
in a
buggy wagon and defendant going in a contrary direction with a four ox team, with four
wheels, loaded with logs. The accident occurred at a
narrow
place in the road, elevated by dumping, and the
fence was drawn in so as to make a
railing. The
road at the point of collision was 23 feet wide.
The
defendant's ox wagon from end to end of
axletree
was nine feet in
width, within a barley corn and
plaintiff’s wagon five feet, five and a half inches
both wagons requiring fourteen and a
half feet. The
traveled part of the road was somewhat to the
right
sido, which plaintiff took, so that plaintiff'says it was
impossible ior him to pass without collision as the
d leudaut did not turn out from the
centre of travel
The collision occurred with the ltiud
wheel ot the ox
wagon and the forward wheel of the
buggy. Both
Plaintiffs were thrown out violently and
injured tlm
woman being under medical
treatment for some
time. This is the case as the plaintiffs
present it
After the testimony fot the plaintiffs
was out, ihe
OCTOBER

fendant

moved

a

non-suit

de’

on

the

ground

that

plaintiff's own negligence contributed to the
injury
He drove by on a trot and caused a collision
when he

slacked bis pace and walked. The
Court
overruled the motion on the ground that
plaintiff
had a right to infer that detqudant would have
turned tmt some and given him a lew inches more of
the
roa<l. Mr. Gage will open the defence this mornin*
Cobb—Milltr.
Strout &
should have

Gage."

Superior

€ourr.

NOVEMBER TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—No. 90—Florence McCarty v. AUord

Dyer. Action of assumpsit to recover the sum of
$250.93, lor labor done and materials furnished in
excavating a cellar for house on Hanover street. Defence that the work was done
tween Dyer and Isaac S.

sub-contractor.
^T0bb

under

a

contract

be-

Gould, McCarty being a

Decision reserved.

Carleton.

Co.’s, Congress

st.

Fob a nice present to a lady get one ot those
and elegant Dressing Cases at the Falmouth Bazaar, 118 Middle street.

was .old
a few year.
ago,
Thousand are .old now.

f.ame Bach.
New York, Nov a3d, 1859.
T Allcock
Co.—Gentlemen: I lately suSered severely trom a
weakness In iny back. Having
ear
your Pla-tcrs much recommended tor
cases ot
this kmd,l procured one, and
the result
all 1
could desire. A single Plaster
cured mo In a week.
Yours respectfully,
J.O. BRIGS,
Proprietor ot the Brandreth House.

500 yabds of Velvteeens for $1,25 yer yard,
and everything else at the
same rate, at Robinson’s, No. 3 Elm Street.
novl9d3t
Ladies’ Fobs of every variety, Hats, Caps
and Gloves can be found at McCallar’s, 93
Middle street, Casco Bank block. Call and

Principal Office, Brandreth House,
arsold by all Druggists,

novl8d3t

To Holders ot Government Bonds

week.

Union Safe

AND OTHER

eBOUmiEJ

Elder James White,
E. G. White.

Ip any lady is in want of au elegant
cloak,
would advise her to just drop in to E. E.
Little’s Cloak Rooms, corner Congress and

al', given away

Brown streets, and there see tor herself
garments of every pattern and color, and so
cheap
that she will thank us for this bit of advice.
We would not forget to say to those in want
of shawls also, that we there saw some of the

to

most

elegant Paisley

square)

ever seen

shawls (both
in Portland.

long

t0DBoston, Mar

Gristadoro’s
Is

Mr. and Mrs. Buchanan have been induced
of numerous friends and patto remain with us two nights longer. Tonight they will repeat Richelieu, or the Conspiracy. Mr. Buchanan’s Cardinal Richelieu
is acknowledged as the most masterly piece of
acting ever seen in Bangor, and it is by the
express desire of many of our first citizens
that he has consented to repeat this beautiful
play. He is well and ably supported by a first
class company, and the entertainment to-night
is well worthy the patronage of all intelligent

luxuriance,

where it has been

at

Bros., Portland.

nov20deodlw

NOTICES.

WEBER

P. L. I.—At a meeting of the members of
Portland Tdgbt Infantry, last evening,
George Webster was elected 2d Lieutenant,
t’fce Charles Scott resigned; A. D. Reeves 3d
Lieutenant, vice Webster promoted; H. H.
McDuffie 4th Lieutenant, vice Reeves promoted.
the

The Infantry have voted to go to Biddelord
sometime this month, for the purpose of giving a public parade in the afternoon and a
promenade concert in the evening.
Db. Ilsley’s New Story.—By reference to
our column of business notices it will be seen
that Dr. Ilsley is to furnish the Lewiston
Journal with a serial story founded upon facts
that occurred

in

this vicinity.
The well
known popularity of the Doctor as the author of many pleasing stories is an assurance
that his latest will be among the best of his

the ‘Kissing Song’ also, which followed,”
should read with the “Kissing Song” also, as
en encore, which followed. These mistakes
will occur, and we must beg the
our readers.

indulgence

of

Fragments.—This is the title of a neat volof Poems by Moses Owen, formerly a student of law in our city, and ;no doubt for its
pleasing poems and pretty binding will be welcomed by his many friends. Prospectus and
ume

received at Loring, Short and
Harmon’s, where it can be seen.

subscriptions

Arrest op Mr. AViswell.—We are requeued to state the officers who arrested Mr. AVilliam M. Wiswell, Wednesday morning did so
oil a complaint and warrant lor assault and
battery alleged to have been committed by him
on

Boon

the best HAIR DRESSING In the world,
miakiDg lifeless, stiff, brashy hair, soft and glos. v.
Price $1.00. For sale by all druggists.
R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.

JOISTES,

be finished

Lindsey, Wil-on, Philadelphia.
Cld 4th. Franklin, Hos.-ed, New Orleans
Ar at Deal 5tb, Sarah A Staples, staples, Philadelphia lor London, (and proceeded )
Off Dartmouth 7th, American Congress, irom Lon-

don tor New York.
In Portland Roads 5 h, M A Herrera, Havener,
from London lor Baltimore.
Sid Iro Falmouth 5th, John N Cushing, Swap, (tm
Rangoon) lor Schiedam.
Put back to Bristol 5th, Arthur Kinsman, Buskman for New’ York,(anchors fouled.)
Sid im Queenstown 4th. Moonbeam, Field, (from
Rangoon) lor Bremen.
Ar at Batavia Sept
New York.
Ar at Samaraug Sept

oct20eod&eow

Batavia.

Family

h i»] J

deaux

lor

Savannah.

ftPOKEM.

Sept 13,

no

Flour!

NEW

MERRILL,
Counsellor at Law,

Building.
SNtf

_

TRY

G

to be the best in

Dealers treble their sales with them.
Sold m Portland, Me., bv
NttlL.dllDUHH.Ai Market xquare,
And by all dealers in choice flavors. se25 fimlawSro

Essay tor Young:

the market.

Price 33 cent, and 91.00 per boiile.

the

J)

Sold

norb

Yarmouth,

,TR.,

Q

d&w3msn

AL

L.

SS

_DIED.

OF

novlSeodtwsn

M.

For sale by

S. WHITTIER,

Pcrmaueut Care for Catarrh ! A WonDiscovery ! It you have an offensive dis-

derful

charge

head, nostrils obstructed or dry;
partial loss of heariog or smellling; pain over the
eyes; or a substance sticking iu the throat, afiectlng
from the

formerly of Portland.

IMPtlR’l

the voice, get Dr. Kennedy’s
“Permanent Care for Catarrh!”
It completely eradicates all of the above symptoms
ol this loathsome disorder, and is curing thousands
who had become discouraged with using Snuffs and
caustic solutions.
This wonderful remedy is sold

by

all druggists, and is warranted to

cure

any

PICTOU, NS.
to J L Farmer.
WINDSOR, NS.
to order.

18
19
19
21
21
Hammonia.New York. .Hamburg
Nov 24
South America-New Y'ork. .Rio Janeiro
Nov 23
Scotia.New York.. Liverp iol.Nov 2Y
Aleppo.New York.. Liverpool.Nov 26
Columbia.New Y'ork. .Glasgow.Nov 28
Germania.New York. Hamburg.Die 1
Russia.New York. .Liverpool.Doc 2
Samaria.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 3
Allemannia—
New York.. Hamburg.Dec 8
China.New Y'ork..Liverpool. ...Dec 9
....

pressly adapted to their condition, will be sent by
oc13-sn- I * w6 w
maif, postage paid.

Balsam!

no

without it.
persoh
Sold by all Druggists.
B. F.

no5d6msN

Diseases ol

Give it

one

Miniutme

tilal.

Sun sets.4.29

Gurer I

Boston.
Sch Hepzlbah. Crosby. Bangor for Boston.
Sell D K Arey. Ryan, Bangor tor Boston.
Sclis Adriana, Eastman, and Sarah Louisa
Gardiner lor New Y'ork.

TH1S. is«traordlnary

remedy for the LIVER
an l KIDNEYS, when diseased. It is
compounded ot several of the best Kootn.Herb** and Barba
known, which act directly on the LIVER aud KIDNEYS, correcting Digestion, PuritSing the Blood,
Regulating the Nervous System, Caking Pain in the
Side, Shoulders. Back, Head, Neck and Limbs,Sinking and Faintnass ot the Stomach, Weakness of the
Limbs, Languid ness, Yellowness ot the Eyes and
Skin, Jaundice, Pain in the Bones, Dyspepsia, Dry

—

Henry
Brig Charlena, Nichols Sagua-Geo S Hunt.
Bng Kate,(Br)Stewart,St John, NB-A D Whidden, ancl John Porteous
Sch Pioneer,(Br) Miller, WoliyiUe, NS—John Por-

Cough, Sore throat, Night Sweats, Irritability, Nervousness, Loss of Memory, Weak Eyes, Dizziness,
Dropsy, etc. These difficulties arise from a bad Liv-

teous.
Sch Julia,

(Br) McDougal, St George, NB.
Sch Eclipse, (Br) Mcllurnie, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth
Eastern
Packet Co.

er.

jgT^Itisa valuable remedy tor Scrotulous and
Syphilitic Diseases,and all Glandular Enlargements,
Canker, Humor in the Stomach and Boweis,Costiveness, Rheumatism, etc. It is tree trom Calomel and
Aloes—has all the good properties ot those Drugs
and none ot tlie bad. Tnis is a Purely
Vegetasate lor all.

JEREMIAH
Also

only by

IIUXTOX,

JR.,

Proprietor of the Great German Cough Remedy.
$1.00.

YARMOUTH,

ME.

auglOS&wtlss

Batchelor's Hair Dye.

splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
only trne and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill edects nt Bad
Dyes Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautitul blarkor
brown. Sold by ail Druggists and Perfumers; and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory IS Bond
street, New York.
Jaullxsdlv
This

The

notice/
50 bbls. Honey Sweet Apples,
New York Fruit, for sale by

THOMES & BERRY BROS.,
nov20

No. 7

dlw

Central Wharf.

FEliREOaRAPH!

at DAVIS’ PHOTO KAPH ROOMS and
J see the new picture f .r the times, No. 80 Aid.
die Street. Look at the prices:

('IALL.

Thirty Tin-Types for.*..... .20cents.

rout teen union Caid
Pictures,.
$1,00
Four Album Card Pictures.75
cents.
Large Icture tor Frame,.75 •«
Large Picture with n>»e-wood frame,.$1.50
November 20. dlw*
....

North Yarmouth
of this

TUESDAY,
For

Academy!

Institution will

Dee.

1st,

Ami continue ten weeks.
information inquire of

J.

com-

1868,

WEBB, A. M., Principal,
JAMES M. BATES, M. D., Sec’y.
Yarmouth, Me., Nov M-d&wSw
B.

Or.

rTHEBlirrMH At NORTH
AMERICAN HOY \L M.lILSTEAM.ULsrsH1 PS betw/en NEW YORE auct
■®Saaasc«l I V ERPOOL, calling at Cork Harbor.
SAILING EVERY WI-.DNESAY.
Nov 18
JAVA,
Dec 18,
CUBA,
SCOllA,
Nov 28
Dec 28.
JAVA,
Dec 2
RLSSIa,
AUSTRALASIAN," SO.
CHINA,
Dec 9
>

Chief Cabin

P.issage,..8130

1

Second Cabin Passage. 80 U0^1
The owners o these ships will not be
accountable
lor Specie or valuables, unless bills of l,ailing
havtu
the value expressed are signed theretor.

}

SAILING EVERY THURSDAY FROM N Y
SIBERIA, Nov 19.
PALMYRA,
Dec 17.
ALEPPO, Nov 26.
TAKIsA.
Dec 24.

SAMaKIA,

Tub
Cabin

Oil,

Dec 3.

SIBERIA,

Dee 10.

Dec 31.

Pavjago,.
Steerage

.$eo, cold.
Passage,..
.$30, currency.
lliese steamers sail irom Liverpool
every Tue-day.
bringing freight and passenger' dhect to Bo ton
For passage
apply to CHARLES O. eRANCKLi N, 103 State sr, Boston.
nonfood! f

Estate ut Samuel M. Gerts.
\fOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber hai
As been duly appmutedand takennpon himjelf >h»
trust OI Administrate! ot the estate ot SAMUEL M
GERTS, late ot Boston, in the county ofouftolk ami
Commonwealth of Mas-achusctts,
deceased, and itiv.
en bonds as tbe law directs. All
persons having demands upon the estate otsaid^ieceascd. are
requited
to exhibit the ame; and all
persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
WM.

N

E.
ot

17, 1868.

v

MORRIS,

said Portland, Adrn’r.
uo20dtaw3w

Freedom Notice.
I have this day given uijr

is to
I|!HIS
certify that
A son, Ephraitn H.

Townsend, his time to act and
trade lor hiuu-elt, and that 1 shall not claim
any of
his earning' or pay anv ot his aebta after this date.
lokenzo i>. Townsend.
Witness, J. Buxton, Jr.
Yarmouth, Nov 19, lb68.
uol'0d3t
_

Found.
enclosure of Mr. Ck les Goodwin
/ of Cane Elizabeth,
C1AMK
Saturday, Nov 14th.
Red and White
8
7
mto

the

u

on

one

years old.—
Cow, apparently or
The owner is requested to pay charges and take the
same away.
no20dCt*
%
a

experiineed

N

Accountant

\ gagciuent each altcrnoon.
Address I*, o. Box

isopen for an

1026._

cn«

no20d3t*

Holiday Moods!

—

j^ySold by alb Druggists and Medicine Dealers.
and Sold

PATENTS|

latent Rights bought and sold.
Inventors
invited to correspond. All new Invention, solicited. Agents wanted.
nov.OdSm

Swett

brig Cornelia, from Windsor. NS. for
Bridgeport, Ct,(in Hog Island Roads.)
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake,
Sherwood, New Y'ork
Fox.
BELOW—Hr

CO.,

arc

Portland,

Thursday, November 19.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Carlotta,Colby. Halifax. NS.
Brig Anna Mitchell, (Br)Scott, l’ictou, NS.
Sch Violet. (Br) Camp, Frederickton, N B, for

-AND

Prepared

DEALERS IN VALUABLE

PORT OK FORTLA VI>.

Liver Regulator

Itemcdy,

I Moon seta.10 10 PM
High water.... 3.10 PYI

I

MABINE NTTh:Vv 8.

WELLCOME’S

ble

Alaiunac.November 20.

Sunrises.7.03

BRADBURY, Proprietor,
Bangor.

Dyspeptic

Us.

DESTINATION

Java.New York.. I »verpool.Nov
Siberia.New York.. Liverpool.Nov
Oolumbia.Now York. .Havana..Nov
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.Nov
Nova Scotian.Quebec..... Liverpool.Nov

return

has
superior lor all
the Throat and Lungs.
POSITIVELY
No
should be

Brig Kalarno—260 tons plaster,

VIOI1

XAMK

complicated with other disease. John
F. Henry (successor to Derass Barnes;* Co*) 2t
Park Row, New York, Sole Agent.
Persons sending $2.25 and a history of their case to
Dr. A. S. KENNEDY, Auburn, New York, will receive his personal attention, and the
Remedy, ex-

Gough

-.

Mitchell—27ti tons coal,

DEFAHTnilfilOFOCEAiN Mi Hi

case

ot Catarrh not

Warren’s

Anna

<C

'J33 l-'J Congress St.. Portland, ill..,

Winter Terra
rpHE
1. mence

In Naples, June 30, i'rs. Mary, wife ol John Gammon, iu the 65tli year ol her age.
In Sumner, Nov. 3, Inlaid child ol Rev. H. H.
Hutchinson, aged 7 weeks.
In Waterville, Nov. 7, Mrs. C. C. Dawes, of Skowhegan, aged 70 years
In Rangoon, India, Oct. 17, Capt. R. Howard, ol
Hallowed, aged 35 years.
In Fryeburg, O.-t. 21, Eliza W. Atwood, aged 32
years 10 months.
In East Boston, Rev. Win. Hav, aged 74 years,—

HOABHOCND AND ANISE MKED)
Cures any Cough in 24 hours.

HAYDEN, McLELLAN

Angelette Lapham.

m:

WHITNEY.'

New England Patent Agency.

THE

J,n Winthrop, Not. 2, Charles B. Cobb, of Waterviiie, and Agnes M. Berry, ol Winthrop.

Store.

20-d& w2m

nov

Box P., Philadelphia,
»ep22d&w3n)SN

city. Nov. 7, by Rev. Mr. Southworth, John
R. Thorne and Miss Susie K. Murry.
In Auburn, Oct. 22, Alonzo H. Libby and Mrs.
•
Ahbie A. Brewer.
In Norrldgewock, Oct. 29. M.O. Hatch and Mis.
Sarah J Batten, both of Skowhesan.
In rittston, Oct. 1, Capt. Jos. A. Kenney and Miss

MRS. DINSMORE’S

B

Men.

In this

by the trade

Me.

f*<eed

KENDALL ctf

MARRIED

PREPARED ONLY BY

BUXTON,

Potatoes!

Portland Agricultural W arc-House and

sent

ASSOCIATION,

^

tJSE WELLCOME’S

£3^"“ Recommended highly.

y*

ab

Errors and Abuses incident

HOWARD

L

Bose

to Youth and
ONEarly
Manhood, with the humane view of treatR ment
and cure,
by mail free ol charge. Address
Pa>

lor Dyepjpsia and Indigestion

l

vicinity,”

G

WELLCOME'S
acknowledged

Spices

Ex-Gov. James Y. Smith, of Providence, It. I..
says: “My w le pronounce'* them superior to auy
flavoring extracts she has ever used.”
Ex-Gov. Wm. A. Buckingham, of Connecticut,
says: “For a long time we have used them, and
find them very fine,”
Dr. J,G. Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) air her of
“Katrina,” *&c., the well-known author oi Spring
field, Mass., says: “They are the standard in this

A.

^OV 18.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

e .1 it e

strength.

oc23sNdlm

At Boom No. 2 Oasco Bank

iron*

Calcutta for London.
Nov 12, lat 391. Ion 73 50, barque Horaee Beals, im
New York lor New Orleans.
Nov 17, South of Fire Mand Light Ship 25 miles,
brig Antilles, irom Turks Inlands for Boston.
No date, lat 32 N, ion 34 W, barque Sagadahoc,
lroiu Callao for Canary Islands.

Their strict purity, delicious flavors,
unrivaled strength and great economy,
are attracting a trade* from lovers of choice flavors which i9 without a parallel.
Their ereat success is because they are the true
rich flavors of the fruits and spices of remarkable

29 Commercial Street,
Near Grand Trunk Depot, foot ol Franklin
street,
hP*A single bbl. of Flour to families a* wholesale*
Prices.

y.\iO

Choice Fruits and

Flour (jo,,

Family

lat, &c, ship Celestial Empire,

are now prepaid to fill orders tor
the original grower at the
Prices:
One lb 80 ceuts; i at $2.00, by
following
mail, post paid by us. One Peck $5.00. Vrl es g viu
««>r larger
quiudties on applic itiou.
Goodrich,
Harison end Gleason Potatoes for seed,at fair prices,

-OF THE-

Delivered free of expense and warranted at

St. Louis

Sept 28tb, Vicksburg,

Clarabelie, Tracey, Irom
Marseilles. 2>tb, Sandy Hook, Barstow. Licata.
Ar at Messina 26th ult. C C Colson, Perry, Bangor;
30th, Mattano, Jarvis, Genoa.
Ar at Naples 26th ult, Cardenas. Palmer. Philadel
phia.
Sid 28th, Perl. Cole, Messina.
Ar at Marseilles 3d inst, Oimus, Pettenglll, and
Anna M Gray, Ginn, New York; 4tb, Trovatore,
Blanchard. Philadelphia.
Sid fm Bordeaux 3d inst, D B Duane. Veazie, (or
New York.
Ar at Pauillac 3d, E A Kennedy, Hofises, tm Bor-

subscribers
THE
the Rose Potato trom

WXJL.JL- BUY

A Bb). of Good

14, North American,MitoheU

Arat Table Bay, GGH,
Thompson, Cardin.
Ar at Palermo ,3d ult,

in

Penny Maved worth two Earned.

#11

3, W A Farnsworth, Howqs,

It is

CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUM, 21 Browr
BLIND
street. Is very successful in all diseases of ibe

Price

New Brick Houses.—Mr. Elias Banks is
now building two handsome houses ou the
corner of Oak and Spring streets, which will

(Per steamer Scctia, at New York.)
Ar at Liverpool 4th inst, Universe, Jolley, from
New York.
Put back 3th, Eni na, Swett. lor Boston, (and iemained in the river 7th 1
Sid6th, Galveston, Mcrriman, Havana; Samuel

aad it it has

blood, in describing the present and future, in basinese matters, ac.
sepl4dtt

Tuesday.

Personal.- Hon. Charles H. Prince, one of
the Representatives in Congress from the State
of Georgia, arrived in this city yesterday and
•topped at the Falmouth Hotel. He is ou his
way to visit his father in Bucktield.

Cld 18th, barque Reunion, Dunbar, Cardenas.

use.

productions.
Typographical.—In our notice of the M.
L. A. Concert we were made to say “eliauson
de vie” instead of “chanson de rire.” “With

Kemedy.”

At Teneriife 22d ult, ships Ocean Express, Waraud Harrv Blufl Oliver, from Callao.
Cld at Gibraltar 27th nit, sch W J rarkY, Bogart,
Boston.
Ar at Hamburg31st nit, ship Cosmopolite, Watts,
Mobile.
Sid tm Liverpool 6th inst, ship Oriental, Balch,
Bos on.
At Demerara 28th ulr. brig Hubert Mowe, Dickinson, tor New York 2 .lays.
Arat St John. NB. ioth inst, schs Euroclydon,
Wllligar, Portland; 13th, Black Bird, Haley, Portland.

saw.

Can have their hair restored to Its natuial color,
fallen out. create a new growth, by its

12-d2wa*>

MISS

hope they

them.

Sid fin Padang Aug 30, ship Borneo, Smith, to*
Boston.
Arat Passaroa.ig Sept 12, ship Naple#, Hutohtnson. Piobullngo lor Boston.
Arat Messina 29th ult. barque Volunteer, (roxa
Boston.
Ar ai Cadiz 2 »th ult, barque Harvest Home, Dicky
(41bra'tar.
Ar at Liverpool 17tb inst, ship Tanjore, Humphry,

PERSONS WHO ARE GRAY

our

for the last time in this city previous to
their tour eastward. Those who wish to see
wonderful performances should go and witness

kee[>fog

RENEWER.

143 middle St.

J.

will make such representations to
the Directors of the railroads as may induce
them to keep the trains on during the winter.

ot

MAI R.

00,,

day is over, can take the care for Boston, and
vice versa. Moreover, the advantages ot the
mails arriving lrom New York and the West,

discontinued.
Twenty-four hours is
gained in answering correspondents, whose
letters arrive in the night train. This is of no
little importance to our business men, and we

means

HALL’S
SICILIAN

WH

generally.

train

as a

Curtis, Richardson,

H

FALL RIVER—Ar l.th, sch Anna Gardiner,
Knowles, Bangor.
Shi i7th. sch Atalauta, Robinson, New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ai 15th, sebs Senator Grimes,
Gove, and Sarah, Morton, tm New Yor* ior Boston;
Rio, Young, and Orion, Osborne, do tor do; Franklin, Biown. and Union, Rose brook, New York ior
Bangor; Geo Kilboru, Stanley. Philadelphia tor
Saugus: Harriet Baxer, Webber, and Mary Louisa,
Hamilton, do lor Portland.
Ar 16th, brig A F Larrabee, Carlisle. Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 18th. sch* Duroc, Hardy, Bangor,
T H Hughlett, Buitleii. Bath.
Ar 19th, schs Lucy, Clark, Calais; Alice it, Bennett, Franklin; B Franklin, Patterson, Wiscussct.
SALEM—Ar 17tb, brig S B Hart, Burgee*. Calais
tor New Bedford ; Nathl Stevens, Saunders, Bangor
ior New York ; ecbs Ida L Howaid, Harrington,
Elizabeth port tor Port'and; Olio, Fullerton, Ellaworth: Ann Maria, Pickett, MiUoridge.
Cld 18th, sch Adaic Ryerson, Houghton, Lubeo.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 17th,. *cbs Nora. Dow, Millbridge ior New York ; Y .•*- -burg, Ka'loch, Ko< kland
tor do; Rising Sun,>■.
Port Johnson tor Portulout tor Bangor* Boas,
land; Mary A, Jellison.
Brown, and Forest Qu vu, laguire, do.

Cld at Havre 4ih, Fannie, Carver, CardiiT.

business men, who, after the business of the

as

will incline

article is “i>r

au

are the only authorized Agents tor the sale
of these celebrated Instruments in the State of
Maine.

Nov

and

Fortes!

&

use

Tobias’ Venetian Liniment.” It has stood betor^the public for 21 years,
and has never failed giving satisfaction in a sing e
instance. Every drop of this valuable compound is
mixed by Dr Tobias himself, therefore can always be
relied upon. It is warranted superior to any other,
for the cure ot Chronic Rheumatism, Toothache,
Headache, Sore Throat, Vomiting, Frosted Feet,
Mumps, Crodp, Burns, Cuts, S a Sickness. Insect
Stings, Sprains, Cholera, Cholic, Spasms.Dysentery,
Bruises, Colds, Coughs, Old Sores, Swellings, Pain
in the Limbs, Back and Chest. Tjiere is no medicine
in the “World” that stands more on its own merits
than the “Venetian Liniment.” Thousands of certificates can be seen at the Doctor’s office, attesting
to Its rare virtues. The great sale for Dr. Tobias
Venetian Liniment, has induced several unprincipled persons to counterfeit this Valuable Remedy;
purchasers cannot be too careful to see that “Dr
Tobias’ Venetian Lininunt” is stamped on the glass,
done up in yellow paper, and signed “S.I. Tobias,”
All others are dangerous counterfeits, and although
they may resemble the Venetian Liniment in color
and smell, beware ot them.
Sold by all Druggists
and Storeheepers throughout the United States.—
Price 50 cts and $1 per bottle. De;*>t 10 Park Place,
New York.
cc28eod&eowlm

Persons desiring to subscribe for the paper
can do so by addressing
Journal, Lewiston,
Me. Subscription price $2 per annum.

Liver Regulator & Dyspeptic Curer.

soon

tried,

W Standard
Such

and it cannot fail to attract geueral
attention.
The story will be published first in the Lewiston Weekly Journal, and will occupy from
twelve to twenty numbers of that paper. .The
first chapters will appear in the Weekly Journal of Nov. 26th inst., copies of which may be
had every Thursday at A. Robinson’s and at

STEYENS

Its

the hair tree from scurf and dandruff, and the scalp
from extoliations, is perfectly invaluable.
Sold by all Druggists, and applied by all Hair
Dressers. Manufactory No «8 Maiden Lane.
Prinoct .'Send &»eow1 mss
cipal Depot No 6-Astor !*•

terpiece,

S. H,

gloss.

BRISTOL—Ar nth, sell

Bangor.

Cormga.

straigh test hair to curl and prevent the dryest
from turning gray. It is the favorite at every toilet

the past year,
been engaged in writing a new extended story,
entitled “Treasure Trore, or the Signet Ring,”
bas?d on the finding of a curiously designed,
ancient signet ring in a buried jar, on Richmond’s Island, Portland harbor, in May, 185G*
The story is pronounced by good judges, who
have read it in manuscript, the Doctor’s mas-

»

dullness with

toll W S Swett, Holbrook,*
New York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed up 17th lust, brig
Dudley, troth Malaga ior Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—below 17tli inst, barque Pleiades
Bradley, from Londonderry.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, sub Ida L, Bears#.
Portland.
Cid itftii, brig Premia* Hobbs, Snow, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar litli, fbtp Rangoon, Evans, im
Antwerp; sobs Island Belle, Bunker, Calais; bob,
Hickey, end ihenix, Johnson, do ; Kenciuskeag,
Wyatt; Ragaduce, Brown; Jda S Burgess, Bulges*;
Ricnd Dean, Hallock, and Ossuna, Ha*kelJ, Banner;
Zeyla, Warren, Bath Robert Foster, Clark, Cherry
field; William, Wood. Ellsworth: Lucy Ames Saunders; Maggie Bell, Ball, aud Uardsvrauble, Jones,
Ro klaim; Leonesau, Myers, do ; J G Craig. Maxwell, Portland ior Baltimore.
Ar lath, ship Crcinorne. Gates, baa Francisco; sch
Dresden. Smith, Shulee, NS.
Cld Ibth, barque Czarina, Blanchard, Callao; sch
Starlight. Blatchlord, Calais.
NEW HAY EN —Ar I7tb, sclie Baltimore, Hemingway, Elizabeth port ior Providence ; Hamburg,
■Sprague, Alexandria.
NEW LONDON—Ar nth, sch Minnie
Cobb, Ingraham. Rockland.
* k- hallos, French, and
»^!iK'xv<jH~LArief7,b/
Pacific.
Wass Rockland.
Sid lith, sebs H B Metcalf, and
Jenny r.ind, tor
New Yorx; Leader, for Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—AY Hth, brigs Welwder Keller,
Haskell, Bangor ; F H Odiorne, Sutherland, Pictou;
sch L 1> Wentworth, Dean, Bangor.
PAWTUCKET—Ar Wh, sob Essex, Si rout, Mill-

FOREIGN FOKIN

the

Daughter,” &c., has, during

JPiano

Dye

Cristadoro's Hair Preservative

Da. Ilsley’s New Stoby.—Dr. Charles P
Ilsley, formerly of Portland, well known as
the author of “Forest and Shore,” “Wrecker’s

SPECIAL

Hair

Ntaple of the Toilet.

AND BEAUT!FYER is a preparation of equal merit
and repute. Its effect upon the hair is electrical, it
fastens every loosening fibre, replaces harshuess
with silkiness and flexibility, semi-baldness with

people.

Fessenden

a

Its Effect is Perfect ; Us Action Instantaneous !

rons

will present Richelieu
Monday next, Nov. 23d.

or

It is demanded wherever personal blemishes are considered ot sufficient consequence 10 be removed.

by the request

on

Hair, free to
sent by mail

the

on

Drug Stores,

This book should in every house. It tcache>
cultivate and have beautiinl hair, and restore grav
hair to its original color, stop its falling out, and re
move all irritation or daudrutt from the scalp, thu^
keeping the hair beatiful to the latest period ot life.
SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D.,
nolTeodSNlm
1123 Broadway, N Y.

terms:

Mr. Buchanan

at the

free.

Theatbb.—The Bangor Whig and Courier
speaks of the Bnchanans in tho following

Deering Hall

application

HENRY LEE. Manager.

13,186».-SNeod&wly

Chevalier’* Treatise

and

We trust the decision
will be to continue them. They have become
popular, especially with our merchants and

merchants can get their letters as
the Post Office is opened in the mornsuch that they will regret to see this

Ntate lit., Boston.

40

we

Portland and Boston.

that

Deposit Vaults,

H1GGIN80N & Co., otter tor Ub>t. Safes
inside their V atilcs, at rates from
$20 to $100 per
annum. They also otter to
receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees, securities ot persons
living in the
country or traveling abroad, Officers of the Armj
and Navy, Masters ot
Vessels, and others. Circular?
containing full particulars, forwarded on

Great German Gough Remedy
It i.

so

VALUABLE.

AijJD

Mb. Doyle, the well known clerk at the
American House, Boston, is one ot the great
favorites with the traveling public. His well
known race at the office is only an intimation
of the thorough comfort and uniform courtesy
which meets the guest throughout its extensive ramifications.
2a

All the above are from the
publishing house
of G. D. Russell and Company, 126 Tremont

The Six o’clock Train to Boston.—We
learn that next week it is to be decided whether
or not to continue the
evening trains between

York

New

2d eo<i&eowlni.s>'

oct

Postponed.—The series of meetings advertised to commence at Seventh Day Advent
Hall, Friday evening, the 20th, and continue
over Saturday and
Sunday, is postponed one

Clark.

street, Boston.

a

They strengthen, warm and invigorate the part
which they areapplied, and relieve nervous altectlons of the bowels, lumbago, pains in the side,
and usually all local pains, lu auctions
ot the kidneys they are of great service.

regular price $2,00,

examine.

1.^
NOKFOLK-Ar 15th.

SALES!

OF

Where One

new

G

ing

Ferreograph—Davis.

Chas. Custis &

—

upon

“Linger long sweet dream”—song and chorus, by Melvin Wright, arranged by G-. M.

ning, sword performances and wire walking,
with the curious tricks produced were surprising as well as pleasing to the large audience
assembled. They will perform again this even-

Sweet Apples—Thornes & Berry Bros.
Situation Wanted by an Accountant.
Stray Cow.
Administratoi’s Notice—Wm. E. Morris.
Biiiish and North American Steamships

at

are

Japanese Entertainment.—Deering Hall
Was well filled last evening to witness the extraordinary performance of the Japanese
troupe. Their gymnastics, balances, top spin-

Early Rose Potatoes—Kendall & Whitney.
Patents—Hayden, McLellan & Co.

Undeb-Shibts and Drawers in all qualities

A

AUCTION COLUMN.

Wooden Dwelling—E. M. Patten & Co.
Cloaks—E. M. Patten & Co.
Beds, Bedding, &c.—E. M. Patten & Co.

Men’s Gloves at Chas. Custis & Co.’s.

INCREASE

INDIANOLA
cm 10th, brig Belle ol the Bay,
K«we». New York.
b“qM Triu“Ph- Mcfr”'

Allcock’s Porous Plasters.

last seen was rivalling Dexter's half-mile
rime,
of 1.06, us he turned the corner of Pore st.

ble property.

ing, are
Cortland

sleep again.

ing

stances, deemed

The Democrats of Winterset,

IMMENSE

snow-slide,

on

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, Col.
Thomas S. Lang of Vassalboro’, Maine, and
Mr. Tucker of Vermont, known as a successful stock breeder.
Mr. Gladstone tells his friends that ho is not
inclined to enter upou the duties of premier
and form his cabinet before Christmas.
The Queen of England has written a letter
to King Ferdinand of Portugal, pressing him
to accept the Spanish crown.
The announcement of the seizure at Cincinnati of §40,000 worth of English books sup-

posed

SPECIAL NOTICES.

suppose that he had carried them away, and they

ways and keeping the dc or from slamming. A
good feature also was the little newspaper, circulated after the style of theatre pap'ers in
other cities.

Hon.

Run
Away.—Yesterday morning a horse
attached to a light wagon, which was
standing
on Union St., in front of one of
the large brick
stores, took fright from a
and when

might be found on his (Haskell’s) premises. Accordingly Wiswell repaired to the latter’s barn and

It occurred in 1765.
Jas. Ashbury, owner of the yacht Cambria,
which defeated the Sappho iu England last
summer, has sent a note to the New York
Yaeht Clubchallenging all America to a yacht
race for the Queen’s cup, won
by the yacht
America in 1851.
A Farmer’s Convention will be held at Manchester, N. H., on December 29th and 30th.—
Many of the ablest agriculturists in New England have been invited and will probably be

COUNTY.

The Chronicle says a man named
Joseph
Greeu hailing from Livermore, was arrested in
Phillips last week by Major Dill acting as
Deputy U. S. Marshal, for a violation of the
Revenue Laws in manufacturing and selling
unstamped friction matches. Green was taken
to Augusta and committed to jail.
The Farmington Chronicle states that a
Characteristics,
Coroner’s inquest is being held at the Selectcidents and Scenes.”
men’s office, in that place. The verdict has
not yet been rendered, but
And here is the rhyme:
enough is known
to show this to be another case of death resultAnother ol pastimes, at which people play,
ing from the procurement of au abortion. The
And where women and men, if not dogs, -‘have
deceased is a young lady, whose parents live
iu this town near Keith’s Mills. She was
their day,”
about twenty years of age, and liad been emIs when the law seizes a man
by the throat,
ployed lor some tithe as a. telegraph operator,
And may realize trhim the lull term garrote.
and as a clerk in a drug store at Livermore
In lieu oi I he ancient suspension
Falls.
Some time in August she suddenly
by neck.
left for parts unknown, and nothing was
With a drop and a swing at the hangman’s
rough
heard from her until last Thursday, when her
beck—
corpse arrived at her home by express.—Her
X’ne body suspended betwixt heaven and earth,
father at the same time received a letter from
For stupidity’s gaze, or rude
a man in
ribaldry’s mirth—
Massachusetts, stating that she died
A platform is built, quite as cozy and nice
of consumption, and containing
many pious
As for Orator Bunkum, and Chairman or
words
of
consolation
to the bereaved parents.
Vice,
-Tile letter continued a papar purporting to ho
At a People’s Convention of ins or ot
outs,
the certificate of the attending physician, to
Where parties are pledg’d, and “resolved” are all
the effect that the young lady died of
consumpdoubts.
tion. The suspicious circumstances connectA chair, as for shaving, is placed on the
ed with her leaving Livermore
stand,
Falls, her conAnd the convict then seated at word ol command:
cealment and.subsequent d< ath, led to a postAflor briet priestly o»ces, rendered a
mortem examination on
ew,
Saturday. The examination proved that the lungs, heart and
The lace by white veil is concealed from the
view,
were in a
And instead ol the fixing of knot and of
perfectly
l
healthy condition,
noose,
that the deceased had recently been relieved
To the neck is attached iron collar and
screws;
from a state o advanced
pregnacy, and that
With one or two turns, ap ly mace in
the abortion produced was the cause of her
atrice,
A death-squeeze is given, as
death. The inquest to-day will
by grip of a vice;
probably reMo struggle Is seen as the spirit
sult in iurther deveiopemeuts in the case, and
departs—
in
the
arrest
of
seems
An&garroting
suspected parties.
truly refinement on arts
Of old execu tion, with neck on a
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
stretch,
sanctioned

self describes her reception in a graphic manShe says
ner in a letter to a New York paper.
that she was expected to be demure on the
stage. But she was not demure and the result

sioner

the operation of which I have witnessed in
Spain, to either of the other modes of capital
execution. The process, with my views upon
it, I could hardly communicate in prose in any
shorter way than I have given it in an
unpublished rhyming effusion, thrown into the form
of a lecture ou “Spanish
In-

As

A Boston Audience.—Miss Olive Logan recently delivered her lecture “Stage-Struck” in
Boston, The papers announced at the time
that the effort was a failure. Miss Logan her-

|

MEMORANDA.
Sch Intrepid, Bunker, irom New York for Bangor,
witii orn and flour, was run iuto on tin- 13tb, off
Cape Elisabeth, by an unknown vessel, and bad
starboard bow stove in and foremast earned away,
and sustained other damage. She put iu to Portsmouth Kith lor repairs.
Lane, ol Vinalhaven. has been unrej aiia ai d aOerations at GlouAn additional deck has been added and tier
increased to 171 tons.

Sch Kebecca 0

deigoing extensive
cester.

tonnage

Launched—At Rockland I4ib Inst irom the yard
Snow, Farwell *<o, a sctor ol 280 tons, named
Edith Hall; owned by the builders and others, and
to
be commanded by Capfc A L Snow.
j
ot

domestic forts.
brig

SA.n FRANCISCO—At 1st Inst,
Johnson Coos Bay.
SKI 1st, ship Asa
Baker,
Sid I6tn, ships Calhoun. Craiv,

Eldrtdge,

M A

Reed,

Huug Kong.
Now York; J L

Dimmock, Harward. Shangbae.
NEW ORLEANS —Ar 13th, barque Rosetta Me
Neil, Kelleran, Boston.
j Southard. Bishop, Havre.
Cldl?b,shipJ
MOBILE—Cld 13th, ship Success, Chase, Havre.

/iuy

Em I v and Aviiid Ilia Kush!

Quick

Sales and Small Profit*!
^all offer great inducements in Watches,
IJold vpwrlry, silver i»*td Plaiea
Ware, till Jan. 1st, ns we contemplate making a
change In our business.
We are opeuing the largest stock of

W

«

w»n«*

Fancy

Goods

and

Toys!

at prices lower tban ever,
Writing Des* s, Work Boxes, Ladies
conststing
and Gents Companions. Smokers Jetts, Jewel Boxes,
Glove and Handkerchief Boxes, Back-Uauunon
B mrds, Chessmen, Portfolios. Vases, Watch Stands,
Opera Glasses, Tre trope, Parlor Croquet, and Jmp)§«
ments ibr Pari or croquet. Traveling Bags Card Bt«
ceivers, and K<>cking Horses
Our stock of* Toys are mo numerous to ruentljn;
we have everything in the Toy Hue, bought at the
lowest New folk prices.
We also hire a large assortment or SLEDS, and
LADIES' and GENTS' SKATES,
ever

offered in this city,
of

tap-Wholesale and Retail.
CHAS. DAY, JH., dt CO.,

94 Kxchauge ft tree*
Nov liKitis t Uwtlll licit) t dt|al

STATE

first Ala bam:
State fair held since I860, commenced hen
It
was
largely attended, and inau]
yesterday.
visitors were from other States. The numbe:
of articles and stock exhibited was far beyonc

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

expectations.
The Legislature adjourned yesterday

November 20,1868.

of the fair, and will probably do
iness this week.
count

on

no

ac-

bus-

grant's majority.
This State gives Grant about 4200 majority.

WASHINGTON.

The number of white voters in the Stale acto the census of 1866, is 106,009, and ol
negro voters 90,000.
Grant received 76,366 and
Seymour 72,086 votes. It is estimated at least
vote*. The Democrats
not
30,000 whites did
carry thirty-nine out of sixty-one counties,
aud have elected three of the six Congress-

COUNTERFEIT FIFTY DOLLAR NOTES.

Nov. 19.—The Treasurer has
the Assistant Treasurer to
return all legal tenders of 850 denomination,
as they have been
successfully counterfeited.
The design is to withdraw them from circulation. All mutilated notes of every denomination will be returned also.
GEN. HALLECK’S REPORT.
Gon. Halleck has forwarded to the
Adjutant
General of the Army his annual report of the
afleirs in Ins military division of the Pacific,
which includes Oregon, California and Nevada and the territories of Alaska, Washington,
Idaho and Arizona. He recommends the establishment of military posts in the vicinity ot
the large tribes in Alaska, aud a war vessel in
the waters thereabouts to protect the traders.
He does not think a Territorial
Government,
necessary, except a Court at Sitka and another ai Keodiac with criminal jurisdiction.
He
•ays the mineral wealth ot Arizona has been
over
stated.
The
greatly
agricultural tacilities
would yield far more than the minerals.

addressed

note to

a

DESTRUCTION OF A LUNATIC ASYLUM—FIVE
PERSONS SMOTHERED.

Cleveland. Nov. 19.—The Central Ohio
Lunatic Asylum, at
Columbus, was totally destroyed by fire last night. Marv Brophy,
Bridget Brophy, Lizzie Harrold, Caroline Connor and Susan
Parker were smotiiered to
death. The surviving inmates were removed
to other public institutions. There were 330
persons onfined in the building at tlio time.
ELLIflOIS.

MAMMA*: HliMRTTM.
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

Pitsstield, Nov. 19.—The train on the
Housaionio Railroad was thrown from the
track yesterday by a broken rail near Suffield.
Every passenger was injured and Miss Sarah
Hays of Pittsfield seriously.
THE SUFFRAGE CONVENTION.

Boston, Nov. 19.—There was a large attendance on the reassembling o. the Women’s
Rights Convention lo-day. Rev. James Freeman Clarke, the President of the
Convention,
advocated educating the sexes together, and
detailed the progress of this idea in the schools
of West Roxbury. The best way was to educate boys and girls together, aud
they would
not fall into vice so quick when together as their
studies were not couductive to love making. It
would he a very useful and practical thing to
put women on school committees. Men did
not like to become members of such bodies
and neglected their duties. Addresses followed
bv Rev. Charles Barnard, Fred. Douglass and
Hon. Frank W. Bird, expressive of sympathy
vith the movement to establish suffrage for
women.

A series of resolutions were presented and
laid over for discussion. This one embraces
their general scope:
Resolved, That we invite the Republican party to drop the watchword of “manhood suffrage,” and the Democratic party to abandon
-its motto of “a white man’s government,” and
to unite in an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States extending suffrage to ail
meu aud women as the inalienable
birthright
of every American citizen.
Rev. B. P. Bowies of Springfield, Rev. D.
A. Wasson, Lucy Stone and her husband, aud
Mr. Blackwell made addresses. The latter advocated forming a league to obtain and use the
balance of political power to effect the enfranchisement of women in Massachusetts.
Mr. Samuel E. Sewell read the
proposed
Constitution, the preamble of which is as follows:
Believing in the national equality of the
two sexes and that women ought to
enjoy the
same legal rights and privileges as
men; that
as long as women are denied the elective franchise taey suffer a great wrong, the undersigned agree to unite in an association to be
oalled the New England Wouiau
Suffrage Association. The object of the associatii.w is declared to be to procure the right of suffrage for
women and support such changes in the laws
as shall place women in all respects on an
equal footin', with men.
He proposed a list of officers as follows: For
President, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe; Vice Presidents, William Lloyd Garrison, Pauline W.
Davis, James F. Clark, Sarah S. Russell, Louisa Alcott, Lucy Goddard, Samuel E. Sewell,
Lvdia Emerson, Jona. E. Hankerson, A. K.
Hum, Mrs. Nath’l White, L. M. Alcott, J. G.
Whittier: Corresponding Secretary, Sarah
Clarke; Recording Secretary, Chas. K. Whipple; Treasurer, Ebenezer Draper.
This list was unanimously elected, and also
an Executive Committee of filteen.
Win. Lloyd Garrison and Senator Wilson
spoke, ami were warmly welcomed,
Mr. Garr'Sot) spoke ot the progress there
had been since the day when years ago eight
hundred auti-slavety men withdrew trout a
meeting because a wornati was appointed on a
committee. He had always been in favor of
giving womeu all political rights with meu.
Senator Wilsou expressed himself strongly
in favor of leinale suffrage, hut did not insist
that or any other question should he put forward till the Southern question was fully settled He had no doubt that Congress would authorize the colored man to vote in every State,
but as some good men doubted it it was proposed the coming winter to put forward an
amendment to the Constitution, referring the
political dogma that a colored man has the
right to vote in every State. With twenty-six
Legislatures in our favor to only eight against
us our case was probable.
That done the female shffrage question would have clear swav
and be aided h.v the success of the ottier, and
it would stand-a better chance of a speedy triumph, because men could not feel prejudiced
against their own sisters, lovers, mothers and
Irieuds as they have been against the colored
man heretofore. Make the colored suffrage
sure first before taking another step.
A letter was read from George William Curtis fayoring the objects ol the Convention.
The evening oession was crowded and remained so till half-past 11, owing to the war of
words which arose,
Fred Douglass opposed the fourth resolution, claiming that it looked to deserting the
negro in his hour of need. He was aided by
Mrs. Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Foster and others,
while Mrs. English. Miss Gibson, Lucy Stone,
Rev. Mr. O’Connor and others supported the
resolution, which was finally adopted by a

51,150.

OGOKGI A.
THE ELECTION.

Augusta,
46,346

GREAT BRITAIN.

proceeded to review and lustily the action of
the Conservative party ou the reform question. He then defended the government from
tbe charge of extravagance.
The expenditures were large; the government could not be
conducted cheaply, hut be maintained that the
financial management had been in every seuse
economical. Ho advocated the extension of
education, and favored the creation of a department of public instruction with a Cabinet
Minister at its bead, but insisted that neither
a compulsory educational
system nor the imposition of a new tax lor educational purposes
were in accordance with the opinion ot the
country. He then contrasted the foreign policy of the preceding with that of the present
Ministry. The relations which now existed
with foreign powers were those of confidence
and sympathy, and all the disagreements
with tbe united Stales were now removed.
He concluded with a discussion ot the Irish
question. Tbe resolutions for the disestablishment of the Irish church, introduced by
the leader of the
opposition, could not mitigate the evils ot Fenianism. The troubles ot
Ireland were greatly exaggerated.
Ireland
had really progressed within the last twentyyears more than England. Disestablishment
was dangerous to the
rights of property. It
would only serve to increase the discontent ol
the Irish people, while at tbe same time it
would be sure to sever the connection between
the State and religious principle.
London, Nov. 19—10 P. M.—According to
returns received up to this hour 437 members
of the House of Commons have been
elected,
of whom 287 are Liberals and 150 Conservatives. Among the elected are:—Edward Horsman, Liberal, from Strand; John Francis Maguire, Liberal, from Cork city; William Monscl, Liberal, from Limerick county; Sir Stafford Henry Northcate, present
Secretary of
State for India, Conservative, from North
arid
John A. Blake, Liberal, from
Devonshire,
Waterford city. The city of Limeridk returns
her former members, George Gavin and Francis F. Russell, both Liberals.
John Ennis,
Conservative, has carried Athlone, which was
represented by a Liberal in the last Parliament.

ELELMB OL B’S

Nov. 19—Eveni: g.—Official returns ot
the Bank ot England show that the amount of specie
in its vaults has decreased
£1,000*000 during the
week.
London, Nov. 19—Evening.—Consols at 94$ tor
money.
American securities—United States *5-20*8 at
74$;
Illinois Central shares 96; Erie shares are quiet ana
•

steady.
Liverpool, Nov. 19—Evening.—Cotton firm and
slightly higher; Middling uplands 10$d; Middling

Orleans lid; sales 12,000 bales
common

July.

....

t...-

\i:w

Ruby’s Husband,

Jack,

re-

BAILEY &

New York, Nov. 19.—By a special dispatch
dated the 15th from Havana, we learn that
Manzanillo was besieged by the insurgents,
who held all the country from Puerto Principe
to Santiagode Cubaexcept two or three towns.
They number ten thousand men, and skirmishes are frequent.
The Spanish troops are fortifying Puerto Principe audhave met with such
reverses in the interior that they dare not
sally
out lrom their works.
The New York brig Jenny Clark, with arms
and ammunition, which had been seized at
Nuevitas by the authorities to load arms for
the government troops, had been captured by
the insurgents.
Communication with the coast is cut off and
the insurgents are within four miles of Santi«.
agoT he report forwarded to the press of this city
that Captain General Lersnndi did not refuse
to allow the American Consul telegram demanding naval reinforcements in Cuba to
protect American interests, is contradicted.—
A citizen of the Doited States was sent by
the Consul to Washington by the steamer Alabama as a special bearer of dispatches in consequence of said refusal, and he asserts that
the relusal was peremptory. The report that
Lersundi gave in his adhesion to the provisional government of Spain is also denied.
Another report in connection with the Cuban revolt is that a certain wealthy Cuban
planter, now in New YorK, has entered into
arrangements with a leading anti-slavery organ there to advocate the annexation of Cuba
with an agreement that slavery shall be temporarily allowed and be abolished only by deThis same planter is reported to have
grees.
given consent to aid filibusters and rebels on
tbe above conditions. He is reported to very
wealthy and a great slave owner, and largely
interested in the coolie trade.

Christian Convention fo-day
resolutions were offered congratulating Gen.
Grant on his election, and were referred to the
Business Committee.
MtTKDEK CASE.

Albany, Nov. 19. —In the Cole
the following witnesses for the

case

to-day

prosecution

were
examinedEgbert Whitaker, John H.
Mann, Dr. Jas. M. Armstrong and Ezra C.

Treadwell. These same witnesses swore, as at
the previous trial, to the homicide, nature of
the wounds, soarcli of the prisoner, and finding of the pistol and letters. \ym. J. Hadl y
opened the case for the prisoner, anil to about
the same effect as on the previous trial. Jas.
T. Brady appeared for the defence lor flic first
time to-day.
THE ELECTION.

counties in the

•tate, except Kings and the reported vote
that county, gives Seymour 9454 majority.

of

NEW

UAJIFsHiBE.
DEFEATED.

Concord, Nov. 19.—The official returns trom
N*-w Hampshire show a majority for Grant of

The proposition calling for a Constitu7103
tional Convention was defeated by 127 votes.

it
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Capt Geo W. Parker.
Lieut. James T. Brown,
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to

by pleasure, perverting
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situation in school at
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for
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checJ:
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Money Market.

York, Nov. 19.—Money easy at 5 @ 7 per
with some transactions as low as 4 per
prime discounts 7 @ 10 per cent. Sterling
Exchange firm at 109* @109*. Gold Irregular and
unsettled, opening at i:-44, advancing to 135, closing
wean at 134*.
It is reported that Government will
resume payment shortly. Governments
strong Henry Clewes & Co. turnish the tallowing 4.3 ■quotations -.—Coupon 6’s 1881,114* @ 1144; do 5.20’s 16G2,
110 @110*; do 1864 107* @ 107*; do 1865,107* @ 1074;
do new, 110 @ 110*; d.» 1867. 1104 (a) 1101;
do 1868,
*
110* @ 1104; 10-40’s, 105 @ 105*.
Border State bonds dull; new Tennessee’s. 674 @
68i; new North Carolina’s, 65.

The Stock market has been excited and variable
with Erie as the leading leatuie. Before 2.15 I*.
the close oftbeday for deliveries among brokers
Erie sold at 60 @ 62 cash. Immediately thereafter
the price declined io 42 @ 43, and afterwards rallied
tc 4V*. and later, the excitement abating, fell to 45*.
At the close a great deni of stock came on the market
at high cash quotations. Outside speculator arc,
however, not disposed to toueh Erie at the
fearing the comer is not over. The balance of the
market had been dull, but in the afternoon the excitement extended to New York Central under rumors of an order
Judge Barnard to re-open the
transfer books, which were recently closed at one
was run up to 1283 @ 129
day’s notice, and theitprice
in advance, all the rest of the
for carrying; with
North Western and Koc'c Island,
list
The tull rise w.is not, however, mainwas effected.
tained to the close, but the market was left at 5.30
excited and strong, except for Erie, which was very
dull. The following are 5.30 figures:—Pacific Mail,
New oik
1151; Western Union

M.*

decline,

by

particularly

3G*;

COMBINING the maximum of efficiency, durability and economy with the minimum ot weight and
prioe. They are #idely and favorably known, more
All warranted satisfactory,
than 600 being in use.
or no sale
Descriptive circulars sent on application.

Address,
,/. C. HOADLEr & CO ,
nov 18 dBm
LAWRENCE, MASS.
Good evening, walk in, says Mrs. Thrifty to
her neighbor, Mrs. O. Fogy, take eff your bonnet and shawl and stop to tea, it is ready this
moment.

85.

land, 10C*W 106*; North Western, 85J

^Mining shares dull; Gregory 510.
5!5nc6 at th(i Sub-Treasury to-day amounted
$84,540,007; export of
$12,000.

U.N.KW

Domestic markets.
is..-Flour-gales 9300 bbls.;
,vNov.
W

State and
astern rather more aeUve but
prices still
rule in t ivor of buyers; superline state 5 60 ii 6 95;
extra C 40: round hoop Ohio G 70 ® « oo extra West7 ?0; choice White Wheat
ern 6 25
00 ®
e
9 75; Southeru quiet and drooping; sales 4MI bbls
extra 7 60 ® 13 25; sales
Calltonda
qtff et
sales at 6 75 @ 10 25.
Wheat without decided
change
in price with some speculative demand;
shippers and
millers are holding off; No. 2 Spring at 1 50 ® l 52
Amber Michigan 2 00 @ 2 01; White California 2 35

i

«T?8

■

tritfing;

■

What beautiful bread you have, says

Mrs. Fogy as soon as they were comfortably
seated at the table; Fogy pays sixteen and
seventeen dollars for
flour, and we don’t begin
to have such bread.
Well, Mr. Thrifty always
buys his flour at Chase’s, No. 169 Fore street,
and be only paid ten dollars for this; Mr. Chase
is

a,

sight.

Portable Steam Engines,

w

Hook

STATE.

Jas. Merrill, Sec’y

DEPOSITS
six
or more may be made at five per cent.
The capital
of ONE MILLION DOLLARS is divided among aver
500 shareholders, comprising many gentlemen ol
large wealth and financial experience, who are also
personally liable to depositors for all obligations 01
the Company to double llie amount ©t their capita!
stock. As ihe NATIONAL TRUST CO. receives deposits in large or small amounts, and permils them
tr.be drawn a« a whole or in part by CHECK AT
SIGHT and WITHOUT NOTICE, allowing interest
on all daily BALANCES, parties throughout the
country can keep accounts in this insiitution with
special advantages of security, convenience ami
profit.
june29deod&eow6mis

cull,

&

Maxgau, Pres.
and

COMMBKCIA 1
New
cent, on
cent.;

tt.

on

writ of habeas corpus in

iVew York Stock and

ONE MILLION Dollar#.

allows FOUR PER CENT
deposits
all daily balances, subject to
RECEIVES
INTEREST
at
SPECIAL
tor
month

THE WHALEN CASE.

Applications

NEW YORK,

BROADWAY,

CHARTERED BY THE
v.iciM

The Portland Stone Ware Co.

for

delicate

CARD

later day

to

restraint of

i'asbionanle dress, absolutely forbidding

the exercise

indispensable

impression, while the

night air; the

to the

now

attainment and

with

Monday Evening,
AT THE

Oongrafs

St. Methodist Church
Refreshments, Tea, Coffee and Ice Cream and
Confectionery for sale. Admittance 95 cents.
November 20.

2tF&M

T*

A*

Deeriug’s Bridge.
(£3T*A lull assortment of Stone Ware constantly

must ol

necessity, produce

least

early marriage

an

their

PROMENADE^

FULL

Day

1

lor

the untortunate one, hitherto

utterly regardlees of the plain dictates and remonstrances
of her
delicate nature, becomes an

to exercise the

ASSORTMENT

common

BR

The

Mr.

old wholesale dealer and is selling flour
by the single barrel at wholesale prices. 1
certainly should advise you to go there and

and healthy; cures Wind Colic,
Griping, inflammation of the Bowels, and
all complaints arising from the effects of
Teething. Call for Mother Bailey’s Quieting
Syrup, and take no other, and you are safe.
Sold by Druggists and all dealers in Med-

trade, it is the best place in Portland to buy
flour, or in fact any kind of groceries. I will
go at once or send Fogy for a barrel of flour.
19-d3t
subscriber has
hereby given,
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
NOTICE
late of
URIEL
that the

HIDEOUT,
Cape Elizabeth,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken npon himself that trust by giving bonds as the

All persons having demands
law directs.
upon
the estate ot said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
DORANCE DAY, Executor, ot Lyman.
noll-law3w*
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. 4th, 1868.

Gift Books,

a

icine.

Directions for use, diet, and advice, accompany.
A.

RICHARDS,

London, Conn.,

Aeent for the United States.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents tor Maine.

Females

in

every period of life, from Infancy to
age, will find it a remedy to aid nature
the discharge of its functions.
Strength is the glory
ofmanhoo.l and womanhood.

J. S. PEASLEY’S

Feather

Renovator !

been in successful operation, in this city, and
has met with a very liberal patronage and lias
not failed in a single istance o give perfect satisfaction, as cau be shown by names ot souio ol the first
families of this city.
ll3P"The Machine will remain here but a few weeks

HAS

lo ger.

Orders left at Marrett, Poor & Co’s No 90 Middle
Commercial St, will meet with prompt at-

St, and 35
tention.

Enquiries by letter

Something
Best

answered

personally.

nol2tt

New for the Children !

thing:

Out

i

strengthening than' any of the preparations
of Bark or Iron, infinitely
safer, and more pleasant,
Helmbold’s Extract Buchu
having reoeived the endorsement of the most prominent
physicians in the
United Slates, is now ottered to afflicted humanity as
a certain cure for the
following diseases and symptoms, fiom whatever cause originating: General
Debility, Mental and Physical Depression, Imbecility, Determination ot Blood to the Head, contused
Ideas. Hysteria, General Irratability, Restlessness
and S’eeplessness at
Night, Absence of Muscular Kfficieney, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Emaciation
Low Spirits, Disorganization or
Paralysis of the Or-

gans of Generation, Paldltation of the Heart, and, in
tact, all the coucomitantsol a Nervor and Debilitated state of the system. T ) insure the genuine, cut
this out. AskforHELMBOLD’S. Take no other.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere.
Price 81.43

HARPER’S

School and

Family

PRINTINO>
FTrITHMET?’;
This is the best
tl.iog

ever

Room or flresiae.
For sale Wholesale and

Slate I

per

bottle,

Mi

for

Delivered to any address. Describes symptoms In'all
communications. Address

WOWING

H.

Nov 14-dtw

02-vr

T.

K.

HELnuOI.il,

BABB’S,

Poplins, Thibets,

and Red Flannels,

Quilts, Diaper,
Blankets,
Men’s and Boys’
BALMORAL

Broadway,

New

York,

Woolens,
SKIRTS,

OOTTOH3, DAMASKS, Ao,

Ac.

Prepared Solder

mending Tin and other metal wares (without
soldering Iron), simply wuh lighted lamp. Bottle with directions how to use tor sa'c by ail
apothecaries tor 25c, savin •/ twenty times its cost.
Nov 19-eod*

FOR

None are genuine unless done up In a steel-engraved wrapper, with fac-simile of my chemical waiehouse, and signed
II. T. HELMBOLD.

Square, Congress

street.

OctS0-d3wis

Feb 20

eod&eowly

Mptf

jyTickets can be obtained for Reserved Seats at
J. F. LAND & COS.
Cour>e Tickets to be had at the usual place*.
Nov 12-eodtf

Comer.

West-

Wanted.
BOY WANTED. One residing in the
part of the city preferred. Address Box

OFFICE

'-

F. O.

J. W.

IIAH.EV. Auctioneer

HOLMES,

A V C T I O X E E K
•‘WH> Congress

Street.

of any kind ol
Sf'Salea
properly In
promptly attended to <>u

iLe

5»n*v*
terni!4,

the

City

or vttavorabu
dt

most

Ocioberl2.

Notice

Dr.

to the

Sick !

GEEGORIE LAMONT.

From New York, Member b\
Diploma ol the Refonned Medical College, N Y, celebrated both in
Europe and this country during the last twenty five
years of bis practice for the remarkable cures he ha*
effected, m thousand* of cases, and many in the 1-aat
stages ot Lomsumption, after they had been given
up by
every other practice as incurable, treats all
i.iseases ot the Chest, by Hoots, Herbs. Gums, Balsams, Leaves nnd Barks, in connectio
with Cold
Medicated Vapor aud Constitutional
Appliances,

With

a

Mucccmm Unknown 10 the
riuna of thin (Country.

Phy«i

sad invites the attention ot the Sick and Afflicted,
laboring under any ot the various forms of diseases
such as Congbg, Ulcerated or Tuberculous
Lungs.
of Blood, Pain in the Chest, Shoulders
Sides and Back. Sore Throat. Bleeding
Lungs.Chroaic Catarrh. Nlglit Sweats, Nervous Complaints, Palpitation, Ossification, or Dionsy of the heart,Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, ana aiFemale Complaints, such as
Prolapsus Uteri o
railing ol the Womb, and ail Uterine Complaint*
such as Cancers, Tumors,
Enlargements,
Suptressmn of the Menses, Excessive
Menstruation, Leucorfhopa or Whites, Scrofulous A flections,
Spinal
:,ons, Gravel and Poisonous lnuoculaiiond, and
all Diseases of the Blood. DK. LA fr.ONT is the
only
Physician in this country gifted with

Spitting

The Power af

Talliug

Di»cn*«»

Bight.

ut

By looking

into his eye, without the patient saying
a word to him. he can tell them how
tney are anbct>
ed in every particular, and prescribe tor the immediate relief an i permanent cure ot their complaints
He can be consulted for a short time, FREE OF

CHARGE,
Every Tuesday, Wednesday and Tbuis lay trom
A M till 9 P M, also on Friday from 9AM till 6

uovlOdlwis

»

P

M, till Itirther notice, at 384k Cengress st, a tew doors
below the City Hotel, and cfirectly over W F Cobb's
Music Store, Portland.
and to those who are not able to call, bv
sending
their address. Dr. Lamont will call and give
advice free.
Invalids requiring his professional servic s are requested to call or send without
delay, so that they may receive the tnll benefit ot his

peculiar

aud highly successful mode ol treatment.Dr. Lamont is permitted to refer to the veuerable
Wooster Beach,M. D.,President, and dames J. Vere,
M. D., Secretary ol the Reformed Medical
College,

Dr. Lamont uses nothing but Roots, Herbs, Qumi
and Balsams, Leaves and Barks.
Please show this to your friends.
It may
be the means of saving a valuable life.
Terms very moderate, in accordance with the
times.
GREGORIE
M. fc.

LAMONT,

July 22, 1868, dtf

go,

MISS

FVBBISWS

NATIONAL

BOOK !

Consisting of Poetical contributions from the moat
distinguished write s in America, tmd beautiful lith-

ographs In colors of patriotic emblems. The unique
character of the illustrations, distinguish s this volume from all others, which feature added to that ol
its great literary merit must insure Its wide circula-

kV Sold
by subscription. Canvasser*
everywhere. Circulars giving a more extended account of the work may be had by
applying to

exclusively

warned

nol8dlw

BAIL El it NO YES,
Exchange 81, Portland, Vie.

THE OBIGINAL

.foil i ft

Crockett S
BE

FOUND

AT

SANBORN <t LEAVITT’S,

Furniture

Ntore,

he would be happy to see and wait upon all
his old friends and eust mers.

Where

Corner Market and Federal Streets,
Reax*

Post

Office,

PORTLAND. ML.

I7dlw

Special Steamboat Notioe.
Steamer CITY OF BICHMOND
will make her last trip to Bangor
or as *hr as the Ice will
permit,
leaving Railroad Wharf, loot ot
State street, Monday, Nov 23d, at
ten P M, and returning will leave the Penobscot
river Wednesday morning. Nov 25.
ROSS & STURDIVANT, Agents,
nolSdtd
179 Commercial st.

€ II A IDE HERS?
J. KINSMAN
HAS

A

and
^

well

n.

ierted Mtock

GAS
Ot all

FIXTUBE8 I
kinds,

and offer*
them at

LOW

Opposite

Printers’

PRICES!

Kxtliange,

1Vo. 12H Exchange Street.
Oct 23-dtf

WHI. €. BECKETT,
Merchant Tailor,
No. 137 Middle Street,
Has

supplied himself with

Wednesday Evening, Dec’r id,

JOHN B.

“CURIOSITY.’

VaiidrnhofT i* engaged (or
<l*y Evening, Her.

ey Course Tirltet.
To be
at Mr.
Street.

Vestings,
SPECIALLY

SELECTED FOR THE SEASON I
The Coatings embrac" all the substantial varieties
now In is.shion; and among the Pantaloon
and Vest
Patterns are new styles, equal In elegance 10 any
ever brought to this D'arket.
y Oarments cut and made to order.
oo*Mtf

lsw( at
at the

lor

Ticket*

Tate*,

on

sale

at

CO#

early application

_■gTtVX'l* ticket office
4» 1 4 K*efc»n«*' «•»•**> Penlaad.s
w, O. LITTLE J CO.,

Agents**
I_»
City ot Portland.
John Curtis and others have
gjlT'HEKFAS,
▼ ▼
the
Council to
a

*i 7B-

petitioned

»r.«lue«-

Evening Tickets SO ct*.

Pain*’’. M"slc
^

Falmouth. S lums T. Harrison. 8t
Oeorjce, Cone,
Choice Brands

other

Fouis Flours:
Also M good assortment of Michigan, Illinois and
Iowa White and Bed Wheat Flourh in store find lor
sale by

O’Brion,

Pierce & Co.

t’BAH,
Commission Merchant,
HI8

City

lay

out

new

Street or Public Way in said city, beginning at the
terminus of Cumberland street on North street, and
extending to Eastern Promenade; and whereas said
petition was referred by the City Council, Nov. 9th.
1868 to the undersigned, for them to consider and
act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested# that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Connell
on laying out new streets, will meet to bear the parties and view the proposed way on the twenty-eighth
in tno afterday tf Novemer, 1868, at tour o’clock
noon at the junction ot Cumberland and Noitb Nts.
to determine ana
and will then and there
adjudge whether thelaid out. convenience requires said
street or way to be
Given under our hands on this eighteenth day
November, A. D., 1868.
JACOB McLKLLAN.
1 ryinim,^
ComDliw*« on
ALBERT
!
EZRA CARTER.
! , ...
0,11
J F. LEAVITT,

proceed

public

_

MABWIL&

JAMES NOYEs.
QEO. H. CHADWICK,
Novcnbsr 18. dt<l

\ Layln*

/

^
StT—t*

Argus

copy.

dti

¥.~0.

Sale,

choice stock of

Mar

GOUGH, Esq

HUHJEUT,
Mr.

a

Overcoat, Dress and Frock Coat,
and Pantaloon Cloth, and

Passage

Entertainment of the Course will be
given on

OFFERS

13074.

A"1’

CALIFORNIA!

JL.

L.

Portland, Sep 11.

SALE
to I et at Morrill’s
IrOR
brook, the best GROCERY STAND In iheStatc
together with lot

lower

£irlSSkii
’.'.ullages, Harnesses, Ac.

-----

the LOWKST
goods and priced

two store store and dwelling,
O. A. HILL,
of one*hall acre. Enquire or
on ,he Ptemlies.
novlDdtt

l

Tickets to the Gallery will entitle the holder to
the same seat during the Course. Attentive ushers
will be in attendance each evening.
S J.OO
Course Tickets to lower floor,
Course Tickets to Gallery, including reserved seat,
3.00
Evening Tickets. SOc.
with
Reserved
Tickets
Seats.
73c.
Evening

Aud

—a

Wilson’s

t'ouu.

Arrangements tor this entertainment ‘have not
been fully completed, but it Is expected to Include a
Grand Concert by Mi«s ADELAIDE PHILLIPS, M.
ARBUCKLE. and other eminent artists.

I am determined to sell all goods at
market rates. Call and exumine

or

at Auction
o’clock A. M on n.
1
s,li‘n
“OH Hr,.
l0,’M*rket"lre<rt,
at It

AGAIN,

oblfained

FOB SAFE.
594

arriases, Ac,

L'VERY' SATURDAY,

Store

Doming 9

EIGHTH.

The Second

Winsies, A1 pace its. Stripe Poplins,
Bright Plaids, Cloakings, Flannels, Beavers,
Bepellant
Cloths, Linens, Patches,
White Flannels, Gray

Market

€•

Hanford,

M.

-for-

Shawls,

eod3w

or

not.

CYRUS K. BIBB,

Dma & Chemical Warehouse

LOSING, 3H0 T & HARMON, Agents.

them ivhether

VeryLow Prices

88.30.

got out for the Schoo

Retail by

Of

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

C.

13.

Horsts,

Concert !

Henry

our

noud

more

'sell11
rie'JJ:

GRAND

Vocal

Hon.

extreme old

is

PATENT

or

Sire t

land
o', "I
Bake,.
?•*
t.
,1V.
T5e p*rt here advertised Is tlie
of
tn*.
property
ward, He r2e Frederick Rn««eJ
Sal-* on the premises.
JOHN HR CSS ILL, Guardian,
w Tl‘e remainder of the lot will he offered
tor
sale at the same time and
Said lot Is a very
place.
Provision or Clothing
tor^
(ir.cery,
Sion
Opposite Weeks gr eery and provision store.
November

Barton,

A LECTURE BY

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

Helmbold’s Extract Buchu l

MR.

glad,

they buy

one-qn,rter ;.art In common
'«»■' »t •*“« 1300 squa «
,'or" i""1 old Franklin
S'
1'rr,nkl"> street, In Porttu
,air hei« "I A kzander

,orn,‘r
"lW

BY

Clara

we

see

.i'oV, 5
If,

.oin

fee ".?£72rt.or.Sh®,0‘

BY AN AMATEUR OLUB OF ELEVEN
GENTLEMEN FROM BOSTON.

Extract of Buohu. STOCK AND NEW STORE.
to

no20i*«l

Laud for 'ale at Auction.
OURSUANT to a Tceuse grant'd by the Hon.
A .Judge oi p obate
lor Cumberland County, I ihall
Jion u" SATURDAY', Dec 12tb,
Vsrof
1“ 51

Of Washington, D. 0., well known ns the Nurse of
the Army ot the Potomac.
SUBJECT—“Works and Incident* of Army Life.**

a

Invite the Publie

We are

/

Y7 ilie one and a hall story Wooden
dwelling
Federal si, back of th'e Garve Ya,d. To be lemaw
Wit MU ten day from sale.

O A *!*

J. A. HOWARD, Accompanist.

A

to call and examine

KX(,iijN<iK

WINCH, Bass,

F.

J.

Quieting Remedy for Children.

Acidity of the

lu*> Auctioned*
STKKBT.

,,

Wooden Oweliuif- »t 4llcU
\N SATURDAY. Nov 21st, lscs, at 12
i-So’cioek

Mr. WM. J. WINCH, Tenor,

A LECTURE

STOCK

and

it,

Last Trl/t of the Season /

by the following favorites:

Mr.

Plain and Nice Binding,

Contains NO MORPHINE OR POISONOUS DRUG; sure to Regulate the Bowels;

GRAND

SMITH, Soprano,
C. HALL, Contralto,

all the late

thall also keep en hand

Wo

-T-

P4TTKN
.Enrol?
OFF'CE

no

Alice Dniiuu, the (lelebrate.l Fiaa*

ITIiss

HKLMBOLD’8

strong

the fol-

01

Vocal and Instrumental Concert?

Mrs. D.

I

Compound

will consist
entertainments:

course

STEWART L. WOODFORD,

Mrs. H. M.
m

-IN-

children

It.

A.

PUBLICATIONS.

perfec

<1

OAN

remainder of the

New York & Boston,

to receive

*'•

16-dtd

nov

“ I-ostpou#
st halt past

m1 J

Nov 20-d6i

Assisted

-in-

Standard

weak

HA.LL!

i«t,

HOUSES

Philadelphia,

^ ^l»v‘li01l1adA“ Bf»“‘iue themy
2w Tn'is
.'.A
H,i DAY,
Fii.l.y,

thenl-.VB
twroP. M.

tion.

Mr. Nasby has been addressing crowded houses
during the past two months in Pennsylvania, New
York aud Massachusetts, and in no instance has his
wit, humor and exceedingly quaint expressions tailed to make the moat melancholy ol his audience
partake ol his own cheerfulness
Tickets 35 cents; Reserved Seats 50 cts, to be obtained at Paine’s Music Store and at the door. Sale
tj commence Monday, Nov 25.
Doois opene at 7; lecture to begin at 8 o'clock.

mi..

have also made arrangements with

FULL

TOU CHILDREN TEETHING}

AT’Till

SUBJECT—“Fort Sumter and its History."

RECEIVED

fe-

ere

«„f?hlbm'»

m

Ijienf* Got. of New York.

Binding, Lithographing, Printing and Ruling.
We

*ned m

publish to-day,
connection with B. B.
WERussell
of Boston, and S. S. Bovdan of Chica-

PORTLAND.

IN

A

Female Weakness and Debility .Whites or Leu-

most

Nasby,

FOR

life; and as we shall subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberlty, to

offer the

st.
at

The Nigger in American Politics,

0

ORDERS

emotions and associations at an early period

we

commence

LECTURE BY

MANUFACTUBING.

of

For

Parker,

This very popular and humorous lec urer, the huihor ol the elebrated “Nasby Letters.” and the
greatest satirist since the time of “Jack downing,”
will deliver his famous lecture

lowing;

of

Marshall.

J. E.
R. H.

nol8-dtd

facilities for

functions ol

with the

COMMITTEE:

<«.

Books !

and

generative organs, they require an education of
their peculiar nervous
system, composed of what is

Down, or Prolapsus Uteri,

New

will give

Nov. 25, ’68.

Dancing

so

unwilling subject

mental

our

Blank

misery,

eorrhcea, Too Profuse Menstruation, Exhaustion,Too
Long Continued Periods, tor Prolapsus and Bearing

and

CONCERT !

X3Iu»le by Cbaudlrr’i Baud.

TO

of the

OP

nature has sell-completed their
development.

ONLY 25 GENTS

sick

A.

tuckey,

legitimate effect. At

caps the climax ol

habits which sap the very life of their victims

oct23dlm

correete

R.

rPJHE Irish American Relief Association
A a Promenade Concert, at

PLATES, MO HOCITY
G-RAMS, &c.

to

I allies' cloak*.
ku"w" establishment cl .Mr. A. D.
!.’®y are nrule from the heat nu'eriai#
mauufiirture ur «t>d trim*
the latest slyle
ftoil> Tuesday morning until hoar
■

»

of

and

MERCHANTS

change of temperature; the

male breast and lips, evidently under the control of

acids, and

Pain ;
makes

Nov. 23d,

On Friday (Nov. 27th) Evening*,

health and strength; the exposure

sudden

it is perfectly smooth, not affected by frost or
will last lor ages.
We have now on hand
tour, five and six inch Pipe, with BUANCHES, CON
CESS
POOLS, &c., &c., ami in the
NECTIONS,
spring will have all sizes troin two to twelve inches.
Samples may be seen and orders left at Office ot
Eastern Express Company, or Factory Nonh End ot

as

new

receiving orders

the

only Pipe

the

re-

called the tissue, which is, in

allays all
Stomach;

!

LOfKE.J
Formerly Paster uy the church uv the Noo Dispeu»hun, late Professor uv Bibllkle Politics In the
Southern Military and Classicle Institoot,
and now Post Master at Confe.ierlt X
Rodes, wieh is in the State uv Ken-

We auo call the attention ol the

constant

DRAINS AND SEWERS

The Great

LEVEE

Ladies of the St. Lawrence Street
Society will
hold a

(O. K.

another in prospective keeps the mind morbid-

Long before the ability

an

is

SOCIAL

Petroleum V.

Messrs. Lowell & Brett, ol
Boston,

MORRILL,

Slreeet,

CITY OF

.130

OK THE CON9PIRICY.
Cardinal Richelieu,
Mr. McKean Buchanan.
Julia I)e Mortimer, an
Orphan,
Virginia Buchanan.
._~
Adrien De Maupsct,
H W. Matuard.
Barrados,
K. W. Watson.
Other character?
by the excellent Stock Company.
Doors open at 7 o’clock—curtain rise at 8 o*c)o< k‘.
35c; Parquette 50c; Orchestra
Admission—Gallery
,a a' Box OOlce open at be Theatre for the
sale ot Scats on Saturday. Nov.
1st, and every day
■‘“ting t e stay ot the Company In Portia d.
BV“Thanksgiving Afcerncon. Nov. 26th, 1868, a
gran1 Matinee, commencing at 2 o’cIick. Admission 30 cts. Children 13 cts.
tilde Tain's Cabin will be
proilnn ri !
nolSdlw
H. W. MAYNARD, Business Manager.

OP

NATIONAL TRUST OO'Y,
THE

J !

The

hundred* fllty

entitled,

°C|«X=«-

Als) with

excitement is

one

us

and

OF

acts

*),a Rarness Shop on Pretie
W^'^?.cAlel?€y’at
Llotbing checked free.
10

YORK

Loading Styles

medical treatment. This is butatruthlnl
picture of
the experience of thousands ol our
women.
young

prepared to furnish the best and
that should he, used for

furnish

day.

!XO.

presented Bnlwer's Historical Plav In five

Tickets ro cents-To be obtained of the Oommit
tee and at the Hall. Members’ Tickets tor sale b

-IN-

XNJSW

body hall clothed,

ly sensitive

and

the

Nov 19-eod Iw

Toronto, Nov. 19.—A man named Joseph
Nelson, who has obtained considerable notoriety by bringing extraordinary charges
against Mr. Bridges, Manager of the Grand
Trunk Railway, was arrested here to-day .it
the instance of parties from New York on the
charge of fraudulently representing himself as
an ageut of the Canadian Government and
procuring a large quantity of coal.

Philadelphia.
Evens Nov 2:Jd, 08,

FLOOR
K. H. Coleman,
J. J. Sheahan.

made arrangements with

General Aleuts,

yuEBEc, Nov. 19.—The harbor is nearly bare
of shipping, and but few arrivals or departures.
The river is clear of ice, except along the
wharves. Nearly two feet ot snow tell yester-

York and

Nlouday

at Htoi»
occupied by Mr. Oever, No. 13 Kre#

«flln,bn<>"e

Princlral Theatres of Boston New

irom

Select

and

op-

complete prostration produced by excessive
dancing,

WARE

hand.

Artistes,

BV A

Talented Dramatic ’ompany
Selected
the
On

‘asbionable Cloaks

—

Fash tenable Stationers

the hours des'gned by nature for

revel

tention of organic

ViTRiFlED DOUBLE GLAZED

now

Living:

SUPPORTED

Wednesday Evening,

PORTLAND !

less

that nature designated for

thus aggravating the evil.

to

Are

Greatest

LAIS CASTER HALL !

A D E

—

consequence ol this early strain upon her sys-

votary

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP"

STOIE

CatilSnKl“d l.lho-

Store

have Just opened.
Our store has been fitted up
especially for us, which makes it the most convenient of any in the city, and we intend
making it the

Fashionable, Literary

ot woman in all classes oi

tem, unnecessary effort is required

the Bowels and Wind Colie.
We believe it the BEST and SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRH03A IN CHILDREN,
whether arising from teething or any other causa
Full directions for usin? will accompany each
bottle.

the facsimile of
the outside wrapper.
imitations.

Whose performances In all the
Principal Theatres of
■treat Britain, Australia,
narN
ol America, have been receive I
with great enthns*
asm, oy cron led and fashioniMo
an.lienees,and
hv
them pronounced to 1 p
among the

Ve^trj

HEADQUARTERS

sleep and rest, the work of destruction Is hall accomplished.

Teething:

Having

ME McKHAH and MfSsJ VIRGINIA
BIT i) M. A \ a >T

that

restraints otdress, the early confinement oi

and the mind

Chripinp in

sure

Mommy Evruiug, Nov 43d.
and continuing, during the week.

Harmon,

wish to call the attention or the
RETAIL
TRADE ol PORTLAND to the

APPLY TO

pended.

&

I would

worse.

Injustice to the af-

NEW YORK LIFE INS. 00.
&

r t Wescott

Corp. Geo. C Fletcher

Under Falmouth Hotel,

a cure

specific known:

TURNER

Lieut. Edw. W. Lovelti.

Members of mUltary companies, and officers and
soldiers and sailors of the Army and Navv are requested to appear in unitorm.
commence at 9 o’clock. Clothing

palnflil to contemplate the at-

years

of the ball room.

This valuable preparation has been used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS IN THOUSANDS OF CASES.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
Invigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects
acidity, and gives tone and energy to the whole
system. It will also instantly relieve

man

it oi

I

sifoA

school, and especially In the unhealthy excitement

MOTHERS! MOTHERS!!
MOTHERS!!!

Be

Deering Hall.

torn miming

?i r0'p i,P‘-k,r'

corporeal development to be wasted and perverted

an

easily get

but I

riage, causes the

For Children

Theatre.

Will be

ARRANGEMENTS:

bieut. Charles J. Pennell,
James T. Brown,
Adj. F. R. Harris,
»'T Wesenrt
Ge°C. Fletcher,
Corp’
Sergt. Wm. C. vM'®111'
PHvate Thos. J. Murpliv,
Young,
Privale Albert Hawes.

the welfare ot the entire human
family. The
mania that exists for precocious education
and mar-
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ST. JOHN.

silence,

largely

Nowhere else

Yesterday
day ot panic and disorder.
Nothing like it was never known before in St.
John. Early in the day it became known that
S. J. Scovill, agent of the St, Stepheus Bank,
had failed. He had for some years been doing
a large private banking and exchange business, and had a large number of depositors.
His liabilities are supposed to be $200,000. He
is now in jail, where writs are accumulating
against him. The St. Stepheus and People's
Bauks both met the runs upon them until
about noon, when the St. Stephens Bank sus-

Hon. Jacob McLellan.
I. Washburn, Jr.,
•<
Samuel E. Spring:

Moore,

Eftwara

N

ateudant evils consequent upon them. It Is but simple Justice la the subject to enumerate
a tew oi the
many additional causes which so
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145,000 Policies Issued in 1867,

St. John, Nov. 19.—The St. Stephens Bauk
th's morniDg. Seovill’s liabilities
are said to be over §500,000.

A, ®J,lller’
^L‘ B-Il8,*nBradbury,

brane of the vagina itselt.

Examine at

Urs. Winslow’s Sootling Syrni

You are invited to iky it. You will lind it to pay,
and PAY WELL!
An Endowment Policy which
will leave your family a thousand dollars in case of
> yourse'fif
de
ath
or
t
give
your
you live to be sixty
years of age nearly twenty-five hundred dollars will
cost you only about $25 a year if your age does nor
exceed 30 years.

••

i)(>vep-*S| -IIGeo. \\ .Parker,
James W.HUck,
Jeh“ C-Perry.

..

cottee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oftener caused by direct
Irritation, applied the mucous mem-

\o. 90 Middle St.

felt, JPortlaud.

Reader,

Shepley,

F.

M-l«r sc. Gordon,alker,
J^has.P Mattocks.
Capt. Chas.
I1-G. Wallace, ol

otliie, by laborious employment, unwholesome air
and iood, profuse
menstruation, the use ol tea and

1 50
1 50
l 50
2 50

can you get so much real value for so
little money as you find in a Liie Insurance l’olisy—
much for yonr«elf, so much for your wife, so
much lor your child*eu, whether you live in the
city or in the country, whether you be rich or
poor.
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«

say
although it may
produced irom excessive exhaustion oithe powers

be

and embracing all
in Cloths of nil

(Over Marrett & Poor

and

apply
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Insuring at least Four Hundred and Twenty Millions or Dollars.

Capt. Enoch Knight.
V41L Chas. W. Roberts.
Lieut. K. G. Bolton,
C. D. Thornes,
b. F. Whitney,
.John F. Hand,
*’
C. S. Bicklord, of
Satcarappa.
Corp David Moulton,

Ge°-J-Beale.
a- Roberts,
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hope
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CHANGE OP PROGRAMME NIGHTLY!
Tlit; \Vor!d~Rcuowned Trage lian and
Comedienne,

managers:

Others apply yainly to druggists and
doctors, who either merely tantalize them with the

! 50

in good health,
immediate capital
oi Ten Thousand Dollars to be paid to his family in
case ot Ins death by the simple payment of $236
Those who have tried this investment, are so convinced of its great value that they not only continue
making it lor themselves, but induce their iriends
and neighbors to make it also.
tJould tli«-re be
any better evidence ©fit* real value ?

OUBEBNATOBIAL QUESTION.

OFFICIAL VOTE—THE CONVENTION

Hundreds suffer

and Winter

freshj, fu&hioiiable,
the JLatest Styles

Look at Those Figures!
#100,000 Tor $236

ST. STEPHENS BANK SUSPENDED.

Tallahassee, Nov. 19.-Judges Hart and
Wescott were present in ilie Supreme Court

this morning, ami on information filed -againt
Lieut. Gov. Gleason ordered a rule mis returnaDie on Tuesday next, calling on Gleason to
show why a writ of quo warranto should not
be issued on application. This brings the case
before the Supreme Court, when the merits of
the controversy will probably be fully ventilated.
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home.

EVERYBODY IS
AND

ABBEST OF MB. NELSON.

at $6000.
Bishop
In the Natioual

Dr. C's remedies

QUESTION
FOR

gentlemen are announced as the
Stall of Gen. Shepley for the occasion:
Col. J. F. Miller,
Major W. p Jo-dau
Lieut. C. W. Roberts.
Capt. Geo. W. Parker,

bB

Japanwle'rtuihion"

.lie

no,3'1‘l

Geo.J. L. Chambeilain.
"
obit C. Caldwell,

VLv !

Top Spinners, Acrobats, Gymnasts
■inggiers. Actors, Dancers,
Athletes, Dioiaimers
and Posturists.
The Master Troupe
of (he World!

checkedfteeriU

AND

NOYES,

Kxclmuge

A

CUBA.

New Yohk, Nov. 19.—A deputation Horn the
Cuban insurgents is said to have arrived here
and is in conference with the fillibuster leaders.
The Chamber of Life Insurance Companies
to-day elected James G. Battersou, of Hartford, President; John Eadie, of New York,
Vice President; Wm. M. Cole, of Brooklyn,
Secretary; Andrew M. Morgan, of New York,
Treasurer; Elizur Wright, Actuaiy; and Guy
R. Phelps, A. D. Morgan. Pliny Freeman, Simon Butklin and A. I). Jones, Director-. Adlourned till February.
The Superintendent of Public Buildings is
overhauling the condition of the places of
amusement in regard to egress in case of fire.
Jos. E. Moore and Michael Kennedy were
to-day held to bail on the charge, respectively,
of dealing in and using false naturalization
papers.
The primary Convention of the Diocese of
Long Island to-day fixed the salary of the

96]
105$

the

nol3dti

WEST INDIES.

VICINTrr.

Harlaud,

Sn.’

diseases ot t he

rriu*oat

163$

Conquerer, by E. C. Bowen,
Cal'* Any of toe above works will be forwarded by
mail upon receipt of price.

port that the Roman government has come to
a favorable
understanding with the Emperor,
Napoleon, in regard to Italy.

MEW YORK.

Marion

Hawthorne’s Passages from American Note
Books, Set,
Woman’s Kingdom,
Cheap edition of Waverly. 4 vols. in one,
The Gates Ajar, by E. S.Thiliips,
Poems by Lucy Larcom,
New Edition of Mrs. Akers Poems,
JUVUNIL.ES.
Changing Base, by Everett,
Lion Ben, by Rev. Elijah Kellogg,
The Nursery Series, in 3 vols, viz:
The Sick DoJl,
The Child’s Auction,
The Great Secret,

inspected

E^ir,

Price,

The Music Stage, by
George M. Baker,
The Flower of Liberty, by Miss Julia A. fit.

iUU uniform, and be
Mali by Brig. Gen. George
at 8J o’clock, after which th< v will pass

am

1(8

i 50

will appear in
Company
in the

Ft®'m review.

Eye,
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The

ROME.

AT

Extract

1868, upon

E.

Arts of Writing, Reading and Speaking,*
by Edw. W. Cox,
Dr. Howell’s Family, by Mrs. H. B. Goodwin,
Author of Madge Sherbrooke, &c,

the

floob director:

HAS

131$

Street, Portland.

EVENING !

November 26th, 1868.

Oculist and Aurist,

SALE BY

Pomrov, by Mrs. MaryJ

Tucker,

Madrid, Nov. 19.—It is rumored that Gen.
Prim is negotiating with the Prince of the
Austrians, with the intention of making the
Prince King of Spain and himself Regent.
Rome

110

LEERS,

Life of Mark M.
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other goods.
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COL. THOS. A. ROBERTS.

RETURNED to Poytmud and canl be
consulted at the V. S. Hoiel, until Dec. 1st,

110$

PUBLISHED,

Exchange
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Furbish.

from

114$
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Ladies’

ASSISTANTS:

DR.
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TWO

BALL!

possible

Bailey & Noyes, Tailoring Goods.
BOOKS E

SPAIN.

mother of Dt. A. 8. McLean.

II

RECEIVED, AND NOW FOR

new American Minister to Paraguay, remained at Rio Janeiro, where he awaited instructions from his government as to what action
to take in regard to the outrage of the Paraguayan government upon the American legation at Asuncion.

Springfield, Nov. 19.—Mrs. Anna McLean
ot this city fell from a window last night dor-*
lug an attack of somnambulism aud was instantly killed. She was 83 years old, aDd

!■ Mil
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Lieut. Chas. J. Pennell,

sold at the

And all
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London, Nov. 19.—At the latest dates from
^
South America, Gen. Martin McMahon, the

FATAL ACCIDENT FROM SOMNAMBULISM.
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will be

auction

B

Thursday

Portland Mechanic Blues

CATARRH,

1*865.

Franklin Company, Lewiston..
Kastern Railroad..
Union Pacific R R Sixes, gold.
Central Pacific Railroad 7s, gold,.

PARAGUAY.

THE FINANCIAL PANIC

fevening.—Spirits Turpentine

19—
Fine Resin 34s 6d.

6d.

1867
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Michisan Central Railroad...

F. Patten.

Nov. 19.—Letteis

Resin-

iiOHtaii Stock 1*1*^
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Nov 19.
U S Coupon Sixes, 1881.
Oiuteu States 5-2«s, 1062.V.

HOLLAND.

London,

6s 3d.

London, Nov.

20s

Lard dull.

Everything

hall.

TUB

&c.

price", and satisfaction guaranteed,
novld-d&wlw

Ball!

DEEBING

B.

P.

00008!

London,

Bremen, Nov. 19.—Several vessels are loading with rice from the wreck of the ship .Tas.

The other resolutions were adopted unauione from Mr. Garrison congratulating his English friends on the progress of
human rights everywhere.
The discussion was very excitiug, and applause, laughter and uproar marked its continuance. Adjourned finally'.

THE

__

E U It O P E

mottsly; also,

all

Nov. 19.—Returns from all but
county give a Democratic majority of

one

large majority.

from

semi-otficially anSpringfield to-day that the Con-

London, Nov. 19.—The Right Honorable'
Ben.j. Disraeli made a speech to-day to his
constituents at Aylesbury. After returning
his acknowledgments lor their unanimity in
returning him to the House of Commons, he

To-day the contested election case, arising
under the municipal eleetiou ot last
June, was
decided by the Supreme Court of the District
ot Columbia. The petitioner was elected
Assessor by twemy-five majority, but the Court
said it appeared troni uncontroverted
proof
that ei„hty-flve soldiers were legistered and
voted with uo other residence in the
precinct
where they voted than the stay of a soldier
under the command of a superior. All hut
one voted for the petitioner.
This military
vote was, in part aud a whole, a
flagrant fraud
the
citizens
of
the
ward and of the city
upon
ot Washington, made up, as it
was, from the
ballots of men who never had a legal residence
in the city or in a ward, and who,
by reason of
their military occupation, could uot
acquire
such resideuce. The views were concurred in
by Judges Carter, Fisher and Wylie. Judge
Oliu delivered a dissenting opinion, in which
he said that ho believed the Judges ot
Registration bad acted conscientiously, and their
judgmeut as to who were eDtit'ed to vote was
conclusive. The petition was dismissed with
costs. This opinion decides other cases.

Official returns

CONVEN-

nounced from
stitutional Convention is carried by 873 maTwo counties are yet to he lieard, from
which will not materially change the figures.
Grant’s majority is officially announced as

THE MUNICIPAL CONTESTED ELECTION CASE.

THE COLE-HISCOCK

CONSTITUTIONAL

jority.

judicial

AND

THE

TION..
Nov. 19.—It was

Chicauo,

APPOINTMENT OF SUPERVISORS.
i'he lollowing appointments tor
supervisors
were made
to-day:—Delos P. South worth, for
the eastern judicial district ol
Peuusylvauia;
S. B. Dutcher. for the southern and eastern
district of New York; John N. Barbour, for the district of Massachusetts. James
J. Green was rejected for
Caliiornia, Nevada
aud Utah. Of those who have been
ap ointed, the salaries have been fixed at 82500, with
the exception of Mr. Lewis, of
Chicago, Mr
Noah, at Nashville, Mr. Safford, at Montgomery, Ala., Mr. Barbour, at Boston, Mr. Fulton
at Baltimore, and Mr.
Dutcher, «t New York’
who receive 83000 eacb. The
appointee at San
irancisco will also receive 83000.
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Thanksgiving
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Temple Sts.,

men.
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cording

Washington,

Get Patents.

flow

ADJOURNMENT OF THE LEGISLATURE.

Friday Morning,

ENTERTAIN*lt miTS.

2 12.

FALK.

Montgomery, Nov. 19—The

TEUiGUAl’H TO THE

OX

MISCELLANEOUS.
@240: White Michigan ehoice2 50; White Canada
MISCELLANEOUS.
Corn without decided change, closing dull;
sales 48,000 bush.; Mixed Western 1 07 @ 112 lor unfor
sound and J 13 @115
sound; high Mixed nearly
to
bellow 1 16. Oats in moderate request without decided change in price; sales £4,000 bush.; Western
For opinion, no charge. .Send sketch and descrip71c. Beef quiet. Pork dull and unsettled; galea 450
tion. For application send model not over one foot
bbls.; mess 28 00 @ 29 5 closing«at 29 00 casb. Lard
quiet; sales G55 tierces atl5$@ 16$c for steam, and in size, and $13 first. Government and Stamp fees.—
kettle
ior
17 @ ir$c
rendered. Butter firm; Ohio 25
Specifications, Drawings, caveats; assignments pre@38; biate 40 @ 50e. Whiskey steady; sales 250
pared ; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interferbbls. Western at 1 07 free. Coiton firm; sales 3800
Patents
bales; Middling uplands 24jc. Rice dull. Sugar inences, extension of patents, and appeals.
active ; sales 2C0 hhds. Muscovado at 11$ @
ll]c. Cof- taken out in all European countries. Illustrated
fee nominal. Mo asses nominal
Na\al Stores quiet;
110 pages, sent tree. Address MUNN &
Spirits Turpentine 47 @ 47$c: Rosin 2 30 @7 50.— pamphlets,
oc2Iisd3m
Petroleum firm and quiet; crude 15c; refined bonded CO., No 37 Park Row, N. Y.
284c. Tallow more active; tales 225,000 lbs at
12$ @
I2£c. Freights to Liverpool dull; Cotton per stearner f @
$d for small parcels; Wheat per steamer 4]d.
Chicago, Nov. 19 —Exchange on New York firm
at par for buying and 1-10 percent. premium
selling.
129 Middle & 6
Flour flrm; Spring extras 5 25 @ 7 50. Wheat—No.
1 quiet at an advance ot 2 @ 3c; sales No. 1 at 1 22 @
Oflers lor sale, an extensive and varied assortment of
1 25; No. 2 linn at an advance ot 3$c; sales No. 3 at
1 11; in the afternoon at 1 101. Corn very firm for
No. 1 at an advance of Ic; sales at 90c; No. 2 dull at
a decline of 3 @ 4c; sales at 75 @ 76c; new shelled 56
FEMALES, owing to the peculiar ami important
@ 63c in store and 60 @ 61c on the track. Oats more
active at an advance of l$c; sales No. 2 at 47$ @ 471c.
relation* which
they sustain, their peculiar organizaRye firmer and active at an advance of 2c; sales No.
2 at 1 09. Barley moderately active at an advance of
Our Dress Goods Detion, and the offices
5$c; sales No 2 at 1 56 @ 1 56$; rejected 1 30 @ 1 32.
they perform, are subject to
partment i« full ot New
Whiskey nominal at 96 @ 97c. Provisions quiet and
and desirable
Fabrics, many sufferings. Freedom irom these
easier: Mess Polk 24 Ou; ordinary 23 25 @23 50;
AT
iu all colors, aud shades,
contribute in
Mess, seller February and March 20 00. Dry salted
including Black and Colno small degree to
shoul lers 71c,
their happiness and weitare. lor
IV. 1. miTt'HGiil.’S ored
Cumberland
Green Hams 10$c.
Alpaccas, Repps,
middles, seller first half Januarp 10c. Short rib midElectric Cards, Melange,
none can be
happy wll0 are m Not on]y
100 Middle and U Thibets,
dles, first halt January, He. Lard at 14] @ 14]c
but nQ
Mohaires, and
cash, and 13c, sellers first half January. Beef Catall the novelties of the
one 01 these
tle quiet at a decline of 15 @20; common to good
various female complaints can
be
Temple H».
season, with Velveteens
long
Cows 3 12$ @4 50; lair to good light Steeis 5 00 @
o'' suits.
suflered to run on
5 80.
Live Hogs moderately active on shipping acwithout inTolvtog the geDeraI
A lull assortment ot
count; common 6 40 @ 7 00; fair to me-iium 6 80 @
Shawls, embracing all the health of the
7 12; good to choice 7 15 @ 7 50. Freights dull; Corn
individual, and are long producing pernew styles ot' Long and
to Buffalo 9c.
Square Woo'en Paisley, manent sickness and premature
decline. Nor Is it
AT
Cincinnati, Nov. 19.—Whiskey dull at 95 @ 97c.
and othei vai iwiies.
Dressed Hogs at 7 50 @ 820; gross receipts 700(».
In Woolens our stock
pleasant to consult a physician lor the relict ol
N- *. lllTCHBiiL’S was never so
Green Meats in good demand: sales 1300 pieces at 7$c
these
complete,
for shoulders; clear sides 10$ @ H»$o; hams 13$ @ 14c.
comprising a vast assortvarious dell ate
100 Middle ftud O
Bulk Meats in demand; sh<»uJtiers at 9| @ 10c; clear
affections, and only upon the most
ment ot eletbs tor Gent
rib and clear sides packed 13$ @ 14c.
and
Boys wear, with
urgent necessity win a true woman so &r
sacrifice
Temple St*.
Cloakings,
Augusta, Nov. 19.—Cotton improving; sales 500
Repellants,
Beavers,
Broadcloths, her greatest charm as to do this. The
bales; Middlings at 22c; receipts 420 bales
sex will then
and everything in this
Charleston, Nov. 19. Cotton more active and
line.
thank us tor
firmer; sales 800 bales; Middlings 22$c; receipts 1402
placing in their hands slmpie specifics
We have
the largest
bales; exports, coastwise, 1485 bales; receipts of the
•dock
ot
Flaimels
in
the
Which will be found efficacious iu
week 7964 bales; sales 3400 bales; exports, coastwise.
AT
relieving and cureity inctuiing White, and
405/ b ales; to Gieat Britain 1793 bales; stock ia
port
Plain Colors, and Checks
3974 bales.
ing almost every one ol those troublesome
N. (. niTCHELIi’H all wool an 1 Cotton and
complaints
Savannah, Nov. 19—Cotton steady; sales 600
Wool, in all qualities and peculiar to the sex.
bales; MiddUngs 22]c; receipts 1695 bales; exports,
10O Middle and li prices, together with a
coastwise, 1448 bales.
full
line ot B'ankets,
White and Colored. An
Temple St*.
of this departinspection
Foreign Market*.
ment will remunerate the
London, Nov. 19—Forenoon.—Consols at 94$ for I
buyer.
bo h money and accoun.
Our
Domestic
and
United States 5.20s quiet at 74$; I linois Central
White
Goods
Departshare- at 96; Erie firmer at 31$.
AT
ment, ts crowded with
Cottons of various makes
London, Nov. 19—Afternoon.—The Bank of EngIV. l.niTCHEl.L’8 at wholesale prices, with
land has raised its rate of discount to
2$ percent.
Table Damasks, Napkins.
London, Nov. 19—2 P. M.—Consols 94$ for money.
100 Middle and 0 Do les, Towels and other
Erie shares flat at 29].
L,mcn Good*-, ot the most
Liverpool, Nov. 19—2 P. M.—Cotton steady.
• Temple
Sle,
celebrated manufacture;
Chesse 66s.
Lard quiet and steady. Pork dull at
also Quilts Fmb. Table
91s.
Tallow heavy and weak at 29s.
ind Plano Covers, &c.,

ALABAMA.

LATEST NEWS

SERVICES FOR THE

Purchase, and Shipping o/
Merchandise.
•ep22dleti

Choice
A.

Family
M.

Flour f

~BAKER,

intoim bis triends and the public that
ho has taken «-tore

WOULD

No. 91 Kay Block, Federal street,
For the sale of Choice Family Flour.
Not l#-dlw

Poetry.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Late Aninmn.

FOB SALE I

Mead fas' still in bis place
Autumn stands sadly alone, brown of the hand and
the face.
The sickle across his aim is spotted with rusty red
And the crown ol popples is torn that circled about
h s head.

look.
Slowly
All is a change arouud—a stain of day in the brook;
Ities ‘mbre tielis are all reaped, and bare o; he harvest sheaves;
ku ibe orchards lust apples drop with sudden jail
through the leaves.
he lilts his

The gardens are listless wiili cold:
clustering lichens creep out in crowds on the

he

black

T

mould;

lingering flowers

he

droop faint

als Ihl;
the mortar crumbles away in patches

Aud

irom on

the wall.
still.

The days are silent and
Through the dull thick air comes slow the shepherd s
call from the bill,
Gray cioud-skles lower and gloom over all the country aud town,
hxcept tor a streak of red where Ibeevemug »un
goes down.

The nights are bitter and Hack;
With mists for the rivet side aud mire tor the mead-

track.
The screech-owl hoots through the wood, tho squirrel
dreams in his lair.
Aad tho brumbies and fern grow white to the touch

JOHN C. PROCTER,

Applyto
noiWtf

O.

frosty

air.

Antuum

He

w

nighswooning stands;

atches with cloudy eyes the saddened change

on

the lar.ds:

Till at last, without farewell—none knows it by night
or Uav
He lets lull his
away.
—

basket aud hook and suddenly pu

ses

Autumn is gone indeed!
must all go soon—leaf and flower aud *eed,
Alter the time to grow the time to gather mu>t be—
Hap]j y all they whess eyes are open both times to
see.

Well,

we

ns the pulses of Life.
O Lord, with its burdeu of sorsirlie:
Help it to profit b$ change, as its seasons swiftly run,
Ana leap it lull ripened at last when the ripening
time ■ done.
—Chamber's Journal.

Quick,

Office No. 1, Moreton Block, Portland, Me.

For $2,400! !
ol a new 21 story double house,

hall

taining
ONE

12 finished rooms,

SU£€OM«tUi Fni(m-«3.

Under this caption a Mr. Fainie gives some
vary interesting instances ot successlui failures, in musical compositions, in the November number oi the “Orpheus.” Among them

following which have attamed a widespread popularity on both sides of the water.
Mr. llatton wrote tor Sims Beeves, the great
English tenor,a certain ballad entitled “Good
bye, Sweetheart, good bye.” The soug felt
flat If the singer did not. After a whiie other artists, George Perren among the number,
the

took it up and it became a great success.—
Another, “Simon the Cellarer,” was an utter
failure on its first appearance, aud did not
revive for a year or two when it became a
great favorite. Who would imagine lor instance, that the popular refrain of “Not lor
Joe” is a forgotten French melody, by Clapisthat when you are touching on the
son;
piano the inspiriting strains ot “Champagne
Charley” that the refrain thereof is simply
or

D’Albert’s “Dewdrops Valse” in 2—4 time.—
But the last and most successful lailure ol the
nineteenth century music was Gounod's
“Faust.” Gounod wrote many operas, all
A

Garcia) liked

his

(Viardotlady
music, however aud got
Paris to produce his “Faust.”—
musician

theatre in
Its first season was a dismal fai,ure. The
manager believed in it and re-opened his
bouse with it. This time it went, and people
found out that the mole-hill bad produced a
lyrical elephant. In London all the critics
damned it except CUorley of the Atbameum.
He persuaded Chappell & Company to buy it,
and they did so to please him, and laid it
away on their shelves congratulating themselves that they got it cheap for about a hundred pounds, and not intending toaise it. At
a

last

Mapleson produced it at Her Majesty’s,”
and before the astonished Chappell & Com-

pany could get their engravers aud
at work, all London was rushiug to

printers
buy the

favorite airs of the opera. Since “Somnamula” no such success has ever been known in
the publishing world. “Never say die”therefore
ye musical composers lor it you fail the first
time there's no saying how soon the music
resurrection men may have you up
make mot ey Irom your bones.

agair

and

A letter from

Schwedt, Prussia,

following :
In Brandenburg almost

the

In

Beautiful Cuatoiu.

that bind together these bumble dwellers
by
the sea! Truly it is
among the lowly in this
world that we fiud some ol the most beautiful customs in practice.—-Rural New
Yorker.
Anecdote of President Lincoln*

.Judge Baldwin, of California, an old and
highly respectable and sedate gentleman, called on General Haileck, and,
presuming on
a familiar acquaintance in Caii/ornia a lew-

years since, solicited a pass outsida of the
lines to see a brothei in Virginia, not thinking that he would meet with a re'usal, as both
his brother and himself were good Union men.
We have been deceived too often,” said Gen.
Haileck, “and I regret I can’t grant it.”
Judge B. then went to Stanton, and was vet v
briefly disposed of with the same result. Finally he obtained an inteiview with Mr. Linoolu and stated bis case. Have
you applied to
Gen. Haileck?” inquired the President.
And
met with a flat
said
refusal,”
Judge B. Then
you must see Stanton,” continued the PresiI have, and with the same
dent*
resu-t.”
was the regly.
Well then,” said the President, with a smile of good humor, “ I can do
nothing, for you must know that I have very
little influence with this Administration”

Press Job Office,

No, 1 Printers’

Arc

vo

* I"-

•

P AMP liLETS

Press Jofc Office

Printers’ Match
anye,
xchanjro St., Portlasid.

p'ho?*,toio‘,S„Iwlee,t;
order; marly newanh^’r"’i,
well found
chains, anchors and rigging
make
flrsteiais Yacht
Fidierman. *N0wiy?,!i
Central What/. For ftirther mfor
"

m

novtAH.r
ovtadtf

or

J. S.

ation apply'
?
‘l J t0

WINSLOW,
Cential ivharf.

Ko. 4

Wanted!
COAT

CUSTOM
i6dtf
oi

_

Wanted!

reliable Agents wanted to

and

lor tbe
ACTIVE

BEN’J COLBY, Slate Agent,
sepl9eod 3m
49£ Exchange
Wanted.
or Twenty good
Sugar Box Shook

Portland,

Enquire at, 292 Corn’l st,
JOSEPH HOBSON,
No l Spring's island, {Jiudetord.

oi

or

.eplOdtt

BOARD

and wi

Hotel,

THE

li

E

M

O

V

SAMUEL F.

MAINE.

L

and

a

Hole!,

Day

Instruments !

Violin, Guitar

and

Banjo Strings.

PIANO-PORTES, ORGANS & MELODEONS
tor sale and to let, together with a great variety of
Toys and Fancy -articles, Pictures, Picture Frames.

Sy* Piano-Fortes and Melodeons tuned and
oct8dtt
paired.

ELEOANT ST. JAMES

K

house which alia!! commend it?ell to the most fastidious taste. and to the favor ot the entire
public.
The location has been chosen as well tor its beautiful

E

accessibility to

all the

erected.

ever

Horse

r

olroad stations and

new

B

House,

V

O

J ,-

A.

J

II.

CLirvORD,

at

Solicitor of

Law,

Patent*,

Qongraaa Streets,

(Jay, by mutual consent, tiissolved. The
the copartnership will in future be conD. M. Thompson, who assumes all the liabilities of ihe former firm.
D. M. THOMPSON,
D. R. EDGAKTON.
Portland, Nov. 14. dlw*
ers,

business

ducted

or

by

Copartnership

Notice.

subeciibers have this dav formed
rpHE
A nership under the firm name of

tlFRRHJ, &
For the purpose of

Boot

and

copart-

on

the

Business I
A. MERRTLL,
G. W. I>AVIS.
novl0d2w

Nov 1st, 1868.

Dissolution oi Copartnership.

THE

copartner.-hip heretofore existing between
SHOUT & LOR1NG, is this day dissolved by
mutual consent
Kithei party will settle the aflatrs
of the firm at No 110 Middle Street.
Portland, (let. 31,1668.

(upon
beach
fA^»*
In New Englandh facilities lor bathing, tisliin^ and
drives, (he Kiikwood is unsurpassed, and tran-

sient and permanent boarders arc assuied ot every
atteniion.
Billiard Hall connected, and excellent
stable accommodaiions, with coaches daily meeting
all trains at Oak Iliil Siaiion, < n the P. 8. A P.R R.
Ali communications should be addressed to
JAMES GUNNISON,
Kirkwood Hoose, Oak Hill, Me.
P. S.
Closed to transient visitors on the Sabbath.

The undersigned have this day formed a
copartnership under the firm name of
I.OKINU, SHOUT A HARMON,
for the purpose of

carrying

on

tbe

BOOK AN!.' STATIONERY BUSINESS

falling

NEW STORE, 110 Middle Street, under the
Falmouth Hotel.
GEO. H. LORIN'L
LEONARD O. SHORT,
CHAS. C. HARMON.
November 2,1868, d&wlrn

Vigor,

often, though

not

Nothing

Dissolution of Copartnership
copartnership heretofore
rpHE
X
ot

existing under the
style
LEACH, PARKER & CO. is this .lay
dissolved by mutual consent. The business will he
settled by Leach & Ranter.
Portland, Sept. 30,1868.

to

and Color.

always,

can

which

cured

restore

the

where the follicles are
destroyed,
glands atrophied and
decayed.
But such as remain
can be saved for
usefulness by
thi8application. Instead
of fouling the hair with a
pasty sediment, it will keep it clean and vigorous.
Its occasional use will prevent the
hair
from turning gray or falling off, and
consequently prevent baldness. Free
from those deleterious substances which
make some preparations dangerous and
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
only benefit but not harm it. If wanted
merely for a

SPECIAL

DRESSING,

be found
neither oil nor
can

so

desirable.

dye,

it does

soil white cambric, and
yet lasts
long on the hair, giving it a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful perfume.

Prepared by
and

Dr. J. C.

Ayer

&

MASS.

land.
The business to be transacted is the
Dry Goods
business at said Portland, and tbe amount of
capital contributed by said Robinson is twelve thousand
($12,000) dollars. Said p innership commerces this
thirtieth dsy ot September, A. 1). 186?, and Is te
cease the tivcnty-nluih day of
Sep ember, A. D 1873

(Signed

$1.00.

CONVERS O. LE < cH.
HORACE B. PARKER.
EDWARD RoBXNSCN.

[Stamp]

STATE OF MAINE.

OVMBEKLAKD,

88:

October 1, A. D. 1868.
O. Leach, Horace B.
Parker and Edward Robinson, a» d made oath to the
truth of the ab:ive certificate and
acknowledged the
same as their free act.
Before me,
(Signed)
WILL JAM L. PUTNAM,
(Stamp)
J ustice ot the Peace.

Personally appeared Convers

—OF—

These articles

the uniform price of
ONE DOLLAR EACH,

L,ET.

to be sold at

are

Sursues

Have
A1 who have committed an excess oi any kind*
whether It be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer yearr,
SEBK FOR ASL ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fo
low; do net wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Teatlf;
fcy f rib«9>y Es:pes*i«mr**:

S’ouug

paid for until you know what you Hre
to receive.
The most popular and economical method ol
doing
business in the conntry.
By Patbonizinq this sale
you have a chance
to exchange your goods.
The Smallest Article sol,I for ONE HOCLA It can be exchanged lor u Silver
Hinted, Hire Honied (revolving

troubled with emissions In sleep,—a
complaint, generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one cr
more young men with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed te
bave it. All such cases yield to the proper and omy
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

of the age of thirty who are
many
troubled with too frequent evacuations from theblad
otten
(ler,
accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will otten le
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a tliiumilkIsb hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. 1 here are many men who die of this
ditHoulU,
ignorant of the cause, which is the

J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,
59

Silectic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE r<AJ>£ES.
DR. HUGHES
Invites all Ladie3. wlo
need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the r
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating ali
Female Irregularities. Their action is si>ecitic and
certain ot producing relief m a short time.
LADIES will find it Invaluable in all cases of obstructions alter all other remedies bave been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with pertect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with mil directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
I»nl.l865d&w
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

particularly

NEW ENGLAND

Express Comp’y.
The‘’Only Through” Express Line
General Express Forwarders. Collection
and '1'inunporialiou Agents.

Money. Bills, Drafts, Notes, Gold, Merchandise,

Certificates eivinft

ST. JOHN SMITH.

Registry of Deeds, leceived

Oct. 1,1868, at 6 h.
m., and recorded in Book
362, page 390.

A)test,

<si

ockeio'cv,1'

Tilton

30

EBEN LEACII, Register.

«£

McFarland,

Desire to call the attention to tho
fact that moretban

To Let-

Goods tor all points oh the Portland and Kennebec
R R forwarded daily. For Ban "or and dll points on
the Penobscot River, and lor East port,
Calais, and

day.

for
R

gin

April 21-dtf

FIRS'!?'

Are warranted to prevent and cure all cases of Private Diseases, Weaimesses, and
Emissions, in both
Male and Female in ftom two to five days.
Price
SI 50 and $3 00 per box.

,n

the

£af.K,

MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMEBV <£ WATERHOUSE.
Middle Street, Portland.
Or at HO Sudbury
Boston.

At a

Co.,

Street,
|»B Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale

toinii. !*®?lr|ng*Sanborn’s Steam

Fmerl
‘t0? McFarland’s
“erX. Waterhouso
& Co.
w

*»

sh

let w

For

Wafers

Dollar and get by return

Send One

LADIES,
mar, postage paid
oi

box ol
l<oi‘in«c’M In■ ial IVole Paper.
The quality is the best, the patterns and the sizes
are the lrshionable ones in
use, and the stamping
is periect. Address LOI.IKG,
Publisher, 319 Washiugion Street,' Boston, Mass.
no4v!4w

The

Cooking

a

Miracle of the Age

Steam Cooking Apparatus.
Cheap,

Simple, Economical!

COOKED for twenty persons oyer
Oh.E hole ol the Stove. Can be
put on any
Stove or Range ready for instant uge.
Water changed to a delicious
Soup by distillation.

A

Leaves the entire bouse tree trom often si ve odors in
cooking. Its results astouish all who trv it.
jgp“Send tor a Circular.

For aale, ax al*o Town aud
Right* in the State, bv
JOHN COUSENS,
tan

3-dtf_

C ounty

improvement atcan order of

Safes,

ineach moAadvremainder of time

amt

a

Club of

Sixty,

$tf.OO
40 yards Sheeting,
and

Napkins

to

ma>vb.

Commissions

|

for

Larger Clubs

Agents will please

in

Proportion

notice ot this.

Do not send
names, but number your c*ubs t om one upwards.
Make your letters shurt and plain as possible.
take

Take Particular Notice.

Kennebunk, Me.

ByBe

NEW

'ferORE!

Have taken the spacious store,

And

having purchased

an

Chemicals.

Drugs,

Street,

entire new stock ot

First Class

usually kept

in

a

State
bought In

DurclfasinD

parties

g
well to
Caltfiud Examine Our Slock and Price*
June! eod&wtf
will do

h. l. frkeiuaiv a
co.. n. i
Franklin Slrec, bare Ojsteis as iresli
and
sens as LOW : s *ny firm In Portland
Parties wish
ing tor.rcsl, Oysters, tor tbilr Sunday dinner, can
have them lef at their ho se« every
Saturday uioht
by the man that rings tbo H g Bell, as lowasran be
bought in the ci»y.
ts. B.-Oy sters rut in kegs and sent to
any Dart ot
tbe w orld Give tliem a trial. An arrival of a treat,

That

Virginia this day.

novOdlm

Concrete

Pavement,

cheapest

in

use

for

Bidewalks,Garden Walks. Carriage
s-drives. Cellars, Warehouse
Floors,
®°y I,teue trhor*

a

solid foundation li

Order* £,eft at No. li Month
promptly attended to.

0ffi“5Sd,t"EB,®A"r
4

FEDERAL STREET.
Septl8-4w_BOSTON, MASS.

to *200 per
inale and tamale, to
GENUINE IMPK VE,i
COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine will sntch, hem
le
fuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a most superior manner.
Price
only $18. Frilly warranted lor live years.
We will pay $1000 tor any machine that
will sew a Btrouger, more beautiful, or
more elastic team than ours.
It makes the
“Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second slitch
cut, and still the cloth cannot be nulled

month, evervwbete,
introduce

the

WANTED—«UENTM-*75
i,

can

be

apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $75
to $200 per montu anil expenses, or a commission
trom which twice that amount con be made. Address SECOMB & CO., PITTSBURG, Pa., or BOS-

CAUTJON.—Do not be imposed upon by other
parties palming oft worthless cast-iron ilia.blue-, under the same name or oiheiwise. Ours h the
only
genuine and really practical cheap machine manu-

tactured._oct!9d4w

Tn e

jnireSf

S. C. THOMPSON, «- Co.

Drug House,
City

trom

responsible for money lost, unless
some precautions are taken to ensure its
safety.
SEND FOB C1BCULABS.
Send your address in full. Town, Couuty and State.

everywhere, male and female, to sell cur Patent
Everlasting White Wire Clothes line.
“Every
household should have this article.”—N. Y. Tribune
Alldress American Wire Co., 75 William st. N.
Y. or 16 Dearboru at., Chicago.
ocl9d4w

now offer to (he trade ot this
and
good8 on as reasonable terms as can be
Uo'ton or elsewhere, and
betore

Can

cargo direct

We cannot be

SOnA Per Month sure, and no money retlpASV-r Inquired in advance. Agents »anted

Paints,

Oils, Varnishes, Ac.,
And ail the stock

■

136

Patent Redi>

cine, Fancy Woods,

sure nnd Pend iTIoney by
Regiseiier, when possible. In some instances
Pos'masteis
nave refused to forward tellers
Country
lo us, suoposing that our business came under ihe
law ag dnst Lotteries, GiltLnterpi ises.&c .although
it has been over and over decUred lawiul by the leeal authorities. Thisaction is Instigated by the ieal(ousy of Country Merchants. Incuse
ters should again decline to forward letters, SEN D
BIT EXPRESS.

tered

any*Postmas-

E. L. STANWOOE « CO.,
Nos. 47 & 49 Middle

*

every

Monday, Wednesday,

and Fri-

Lewiston and adjacent towns via Androscog-

R, daily.

All messengers provided with sales lor the betand valuables.
Great care has been taken by the Co. to
employ none but the most reliable and experienced
ter

security of money

Messengers on all routes.
93 Exchange and 40 market St, Portland.
CHAS. A. BROWN Agent.

sept 19-dtl

Tko

r#_

htreet

OBlI'r*r»is

Eye, Ear,

Catarrh

-AND-

sepl8w3m

OR. BUKTOH’8

TOBACCO

WARRAcJTSD

to

TRUNK

GRAND

Maine

ironi

Steamer“Chas. (loughlou,” A_LDE>i WlM;uk&[aACif, Mauler, will )«,iVf
'AlLAiSllo VVaAuF, Port
..
iainj, every WEDNESDAY
dock for bootboay. Round Pond and

RAILWAY

moroing, at J u
W aid boro.
S»A1 U KDA k moi Uing ai O'clock
lor Bool b bay, Houguon’s Mills and r^amai is«.oi la.
UnriKM.No- will uave Duuiaiiscoua
evciy Mon*
day moruiug at 7 o'clock, and Waldoboro’ ©vary
ibursday morning at 7 o’clock, tor Portland and intermediate landings.
Fare irom Waldoboro to Portland
il.OC; Round
Fona $100; Damariscotta
*1,00; Bcoinbay
al.00
J w
Uodgdou's Mills *1,00,
Fare from Waldoboro to Boston
by Boat $2,00;

Every

R»Ti INDtROCHESTER <'■ *.
FALL

His.

Manchester,

CLAIRVOYANTI
Eclectic

ARRANGEMENT.

eJ3as

A Vtry Remarkable Cure of Cancer.
This is to certify that I called on Mrs. Manchester, the Clairvoyant Physician, last summer, with
what physicians call a Bosk C *ncer on mv arm.—
Five oift-rent physicians said I must have
my arm

**“«“

lic.liy

£Rius
01,

r.

SARAH GETCHELL.

Lewiston, Nov 26, 1867..
I

hereby certify that 1 have been deaf for twentyhave had perpetual noises in my head,
years;
have been under treatment of many different
physicians without receiving any benefit. 1 have
been under tbe can of Mrs Manchester for six
months and my hearing is completely restored; the
noises In my head have ceasco
entirely, and my general health is perfect. 1
heartily recommend her to
all similarly aflicted.

Lisbon, Me.,

MRS.
Oct

15, 1867,

LUCY CAKR.
noldtf

JOHN A. MONTGOMERyT
purchased the stock and
Having
TAKEN STOKE
No. 143

Congress Street,

Occupied by

the late Capt George L. Fickett,
invite the old customers, bis triends and the
to a selet t assortment of

would

public

oiutti/r

iVKail

ifi V i;k V st i l

North

West,

Inside Line
THREE

ARRANOKM ENT,

Coumenclng Monday, Hay 4lb, 184 8.
Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
Sundays excepted) lor South Berwick
Portsmouth and Boston, at 0.43, 8.40 A. 31,
and 2.55 and C.OO P M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., ana 3.00
and 6.001 M.
BMdeiord lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 aud 10.00 A. 31.,
and 5 CO and 8.00 r. M.
The train leaving Portsmouth lor Portland at 10.00
A. M ,does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. tiain to and from Boston will run via Boston
Sc Maine R. R stopping only at Saco, Biddetord,
Keunebunk, South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Liavernillaud Lawrence.
On Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays it will run
via Eastern Railroad, stopping only at Saco, Biddetord, Keunebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Newoitryport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FRANCIS CHASE* »npt.
Portland, April 25, 1868.
apr&fdtt
i-flWMii.uan

bec and the

West

for Bangor,
at 1.10 P. M.

Local Train for South
tions, at 5,P. M.

Paris,

and

on

all

con-

Maine steamship Uompanv
NEW AltKANGEMENT.

intermediate sta-

Senti-Weekly

THUKspAF*, i£[Vf.
The

The Cbmpany are not resi«on*lDle lor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (aud that pa* ual) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rale ot
one passenger for every $50u addition* value.
C. J. Bit YDGES, Managing Director,
dtl

Portland & Kennebec R. K,
1,

Inland

18448.

Trains leave Portland at 1
C—D Passenger
'MrwP. 31. dally for all stations on this line,
and for Lewiston, Farmington and Stations on ibe
Androscoggin Road; also lor Bangor and inteimediate stations on Maine Central road.
This train
connects with trains from Boston
leaving 7.30 A. M.
Leave Portland daily at 8 15 PM, tor Batli,Augusta, and intermediate stations, connecting with train
leaving Boston 3.00 P M,
Passenger trains are due at Portland daily, at 8.30
A M, and 2.05 P M; Freight trains at 2.50 and 6.50

ONE TRIP PER

5SHTRAI

er

will pur-

‘S

B.

FOR

r|«

itni.No.KM ENT,

New

&

Ohenery

at

York,
293

Congress

I.Ut:

Charlestown, Mass,, 1867.
I>. J. Demerit!, Lear Sir: 1 cannot retrain from
expression of ihe greatest gratitude to you; ladeed 1 have 00 language to exp, css the great benefit I have received L out yonr North American remedy. For ten yea. s I was aflli led witn chrorlc Catarrh, gradually growing worse, until I had almost
become a burden to myselfand those around me. I
was induced by a triend (o
try vour remedy ; I have
used not quite one package, and to my astonishment I am entirely cured.
I sav lu those affile ed
with Catarrh, try n, ami you will be cured ol that
annoying disease.
Mt.S. MARY BAKER, 147 Warren at.
These test tuouials area sample ol what we are
dally receiving. Wewatrant It to give immediate
anil permanent relief, as an be attested
by tbouesnds who have used It. Sold
by all druggists, price
*1 .25 a package.
U. J. ImMERITT & C0.„
Proprietor*.
Tented
Uftf at their otUce, 117 Hanot r St, Bo*to«.
kend toi^Jrcuhir, Wholesale
Agent* in bo6U>u—
G. C. Uoodwin * Co. E. L btanwuod &
Co, Wbolo»ale
plug'ist*. 47 and 4U Middle §t, bole Agent* lot

Oolong. SO, 90, 100, best SI 20 per lb.
Young Hyson, no, 100, llu, best SI 25 per lb
Japan, 100,110 best 81 25 per lb.
MiXED.Oolong and Japan,80, 80,100 best $1 20 per lb.
OLD Hyson, 90, 100, 110, best SI 23 per lb.
Imperial, 90, loo. no, best $1 25 per lb.
Gunpowder, 100,1 26, best SI 60per lb.
English Breakfast loo. no, best SI 20 per lb.
Empire Co’b Celfbrated Luno Arm chop 125
Kug. Breakfast Cotlee,highly recommcned2r,c. per lb
Pure Old Govern gent Java Cnftee, 10c per lb.
«a?~Tlie above parties are our Sale Agents in PortMn 1.

an

sep29<lyr

ami Meiodeons

Of the latest improved Style and Toue, Manufactured by

HASTINGS,

.If!?11'1.!

LESSONS.

Ladies,.$2 00.

Gentleman,..

CO.

Tickets for sale at tbe Hall. The School will continue every MONDAY EVENING, until iuriher
notice. All are invited.
sep21dif

Coal and Wood.
subscribers having made arrangements ibr
the convenience ot the
Public, wim

THE

Sir, C. C. Telman, Stove Dealer,
No. *iO Market Nqunre.
All orders for Coal or %Vood left with Mm will
be attended to with
promptness and d it patch.
On hand a good assortment of Coals, also

HARD AND SOFT WOOD.
EVANS

&

fttt.

ease.

I
15 Cheainut Street, Porftnnd,
MAINE.
The Organ is the best Reed Instrument now tnuse.
voiced with a rich, mellow and
powerful tone. The
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
pleas* the eye and satis y the ear.
Also improved Melodeoue, the latest of which Is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the Instrument. out of tune.
Also keeps on hand Plano Fortes of the best styles
ami tone.
WM. P. HASTINGS.
dc9eodly
SaB*-Price list sent bv mall.

GREAT

"ENGLISH

Cougli Remedy !
Warranted lorurc tin,
or

f'ouyh

iu'44

acouey refunded.

Mrs Ulmer, 131 Pearl Street.
SSt^Also, Oysters fresh

hand-

and nice

constantly

on

oct id tt

COLGATE & CO’S

MRS. DINSMORE’S

ANISE-SEED,

For Oouehs, Odds Shortness of
Asthma. &c

Breath,

the extraordinary
relieving O’UGHN.
COLDS, HOAKaKNESS.
DIFFICULTY
OF
BK FAT H1N G, W U OOP1NG CO UGH and HUSK 1It operates by dissolving
NtSS ol thj THKOAT.
the congealed phlegm, and causing tree expectora-

tion.
Persons who are troubled with that unpleasant
tickling in ihe throat, which deprives them ot rest,
night after night, by the incessant cough which it
provoke-*, will, by taking one dose, And Immediate
relle_; and one bottie In most ca e* will effect a cure.
zzr For sale by Druggists geueially.

A. if. DINS MORE# CO.,
PORTLAND.

UK.

Prop>ra,

October 29.

dly

Scissors
A

PELL

Apply

at

2o«

augllwt/

COMMERCIAL ST.

Tailors Shears!
ASSORTMENT

fob SALK BV

LOWELLL
64

the

Forehead.

j

Farmers and

p

& SEN TER,
Exchange Si.
sepldfimof

Housekeepers

of

Enela; d,
TAKE

1

NOTICE

!

IF YOU WANT CHEAP SOAP, and at tha
urn*
time the very best of
Soap, use

Saponifier,

Concentrated Lje,

or

The

Krndy Family sonp .Vlakrr.
Lye in the market. A bor M
'l *OE*FISB
®ueh mire rap tbau Potash or any
bOKus Lye
mamufac CUKE"

-Penn’a Salt

BY

Manufacturing Co.,

PITT5BUKUH, PA.
Itnportms

CUYOT.ITE, and Manuihetursrs of tha
followin'* Standard Chemicals!

ot

Natrona Bi Carb. Soda.
Sal >oda,

dCm

and

across

°Tn«,,A*w8nr1Mrt?-1&

•*

HEINISCH’S

For Sale!
EIGHT HORSE POWER STATIONARY
ONE
STEAM ENGINE; On. large Crane; Ladlis.Ac.

Headache. Tightness

ralgia Hoarseness. Canker, Bronchitis, HeittReiDIs-

e-se, Asthma, and finally ending in Hie
ot mankiud-COSSU.MPTlON. Sold great terr r
by all Drue^
gtsts. Price 81 per package.
Wholesale Agents, Geo. c. Goodwin A Co 88 Ban26 Tremont st-. boston.
DR. H. W DU BOX-, Proprietor, 72 Friend
l.rHt.
Br.itoD, where the t etnedy may be tested, ireeol
expense. Send for circular.
sept2seod3m«w

~~

TOILET SOAPS
2, 18CS,

if;

BV IMHO (IHE
f’ACKtCE.
This Remedy has met with great success in
Europe.
and has cured thousands
gf the worst cases.
Catarrh causes Dropping in the Throat. Hawkintr
and Spitting. Sounds iu the Head. W,
ak Eyes Dent"
nees.

BALSAM OF HOAEHOUND

remove

bot

a disease litf le understood
by physicians; in fact many say there is no cuie loi
but
hundreds will
r, having teen
cate l
entirely
i»R.
DUBOIS'
by using
CATARRH CO dPOUHD.
Pa tenfs will nor bate to use more than
one or two
packages bciore they receive a benefit. Severe cases
have been cured

hour*,

excellent Medicine
T^HIS
property ot immediately

find It daily, tresh

CATARRH is

tes-fly

No.

has

of Hulled Corn will
LOVERS
and hot, at the Saloon of

BLHUPEAH

UKKAT

CATARRH REMEDY.

AND

Hulled Corn.

UIBOIk'

Warranted lo Care Hint Louib.onr Oi«.

GREENE,

3M.'t Commercial Mi, head of Ninilh'n
Wharf.
Oct 5, I868-eod3m

No

auglleodim

C VTAKRIC

Singing Scliool7~

TWENTY-FOUR

HILLlNGa, AgOTi

Boston, June 19,1868.
Messrs l>. J. L’emcritt & Co—Gents: For in# iu*
fifteen years I was afflicted with Crouic Catarrh.
I
have used many atarth remedies out outlined
no
h-1p until 1 tried your >or,h American Catarrh
Remedy. When I commenced using it I had nearly
lost my voice; less than two
packages completely restored it io me agttlD, as can be vouched lor
by toe
uiaoy who knew me, the remeuy bav.ng the do tired
1
on ecu
would say lo all who are troubled wiih this
disease, fry the Not lit American Catarrh Remedy,
and yon will be tatisfied with the result.
N. S. LILLIE,
Employed lor 16 years by the American Express Oo,

8t

Chas. O. Cbamberialn. an accomplished
and experienced Apothecary.
6W 51ore open irom 6 A M to 10 P M.
Oct 19, 1868-eod3m

TERMS,

ta.x.

DEMERITT’S
Kortb American Catarrh
Remedy.

Mr.

MR.

a

SURE CURE FOR

A

CIOAltS and TOBACCO,
Prrfamrrr, Toilel and all Fancy A Hide,
(usually kept in a retail Dfug More.
N. B. Physicians’prescriptions careiully prepared

GARDINER will commence his Fall Term
tor instruction in Vocal Music at Brown’s
hall,
(now occupied by ihe P. Y. M. C. A., corner ot Congress and Brown sts,)on Monday fc.Truing, October 5th, at 7i s’clock.

with

*

t,

SeptiY.U68.dt,

SOLE

P.

greai expentx

Freight taken as usual*

and COFFREs In Port and.
The uupnralled success ot tins Company Is owing
to ihe Orel that (hey Import tlieir Teas ufrect from
the Tea Producing Districts ot China and
Japan, and
sell them at retail at C irgo Prices, thus s
iving to the
consumer the Immense piofits paid heretofore.

WM.

sea-go’r g

—““■■■■■Duinbir oi beautiful Stafe Rnnn..
run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Port I an*. f7o’clock
«id India Whan, Boston, every
day at 0 ’clock, P.
M, (Suuaays excepted.)

ALSO,
l.euiont Or Auderson, l.iocrr., Cor. Con*
cress A- A llauiie 81.,
AGENTS lor Ihe sale of tlieir fine TEAS

Drugs and Medicines,

and superior

JOHN BROOKS, 11
7T1-1 l\v\ MONTREAL, having been flfcti

CATARRH.

Taylor, Grocers,

Organs

H

new

steamers

\

will

APPOINTED

Price

The

7*^.

THE

DAVE

Arrangement t

-v

R.

Tea and Coflee Co.,

Oi

BOSTON.

fVinter

•B*36SflH3 l->n Hn<* a,,er Monday, April IStb,
dH^^Mwcurreni. trains will leave Port laid tor
tan/or and all Intermediate station on this line, at
110 P. M. daily. For Jtewtston and Auburn only, at
T.10A. M.
tSF"“Freight trains for Watervul s and all luterme*
diate stations, leave Portland at 8.26 A. M,
Train irom Bangor is due at Portland at2.15 P. M,
In season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8.10 A.?.
SDWJN NOYES,Su :
Nov. 1,1868
no9dt!

Empire

WEEK.

er Nov. 3, the favorite steamLEW is ION, Chas. Gearing,
7***-m*
A
Master, will leave Hai road wharl*
oi State st., every Pridar
JSggr^MM^LMoot
■
I a
at
10 o’clock, ox on
cuiujt
arrival r-r Lxpres.s train uom Boston, tor Mov‘ tasport touching at Rockland, Castine, Geer l»*e,
SedgwicK, Ml Gc^ert. .Milii-ridge aim Jon^sport.
Returning,will leave Machiasport every Tuesday
TloniMi”, at&o clo*k.
The Lewiston usually connects with Sand lord'
Boston aud Bangor sieauifr nt Rockland.
ROSS & sl'U Kgl V ANT, Geuvr..i
Agents,
C°““erCl“
Portland. Nov. 3,1868.

Ai

-r

chase tickets to Kendall s Mills only, and alter taking the cars on tbis road the Conuuctor will furnish tickets and make the taie the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Ceutral load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and t r Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival oi train from
Bos!on, leaving at 7.80 A. M.; and tor Solon, /no.
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head LaV>- nt
Skowbegan, and for China, East and North Vassa1boro’ at Vasealboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’f.
and for Canaan at Pisnon’s Ferry.
W HATCH, Super intend* jit*®
Augusta, May 30, 1868.
junel-dtl

MW

Route.

fall aud Winter Arrangement,

as low by this route to Lewiston,
Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, aud tickets purchased in Boston for A,nine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.

Bangor, Newport, Ac.,

“-

To Mt. Desert and MacMaSs

P. M.
Fare

jrom

m0*n1,aY

e,ery

ai0.rl£*

Dingo

anil Franconia are titled tip with flu.
accouinoaa ions lor
passengers, making this the
most con/enieiti ami cotnlortable route
lor travelers
between New York and Maine.
Passage in State K oni $5. Cabin Passage $i
Meals extra.
Goo a forwarded to and from
Montreal, Quebeo,
naiiiax. St. John, and all pans of Maine.
Shippers
are icq nested to ."end their fi
eight to ilie steamers
as early as 4 p.
ai, ou the days they le*ve PoitJund.
eor treight or paw-a.e
apply to
HEN Rtf POX. Gait’s
Wbaxi, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38 E. K. New Yoik.
May 9-dtt

m.00 P. M

June

Lino X

On and after the 18th lost, the flnw
Steauiev Girigo and Franconia. wiJJ
lurcher notice, tun as loiiewt;

^

night Trains.

Summer Arrangement,

B.tUNsWICR,

Uoulton stations.
Connect.ug at st. John with the E. & N. A. Bailway lor Shediac aud intermediate statio is, and
with steamer Empress tor
Gigby, Windoor aud Ual*
ilax, aud wiih Steamers lor Fredericktou.
,Srjr" Freight received on days oi sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
fcep30—utt
E. K. STUBBS, Agent.

l» orha m

ff. BAILEY, Local Superintendent,
Portland, Sept. 19, 18C8.

Week.

per

ON aud alter Monday, October flu

ratuediys.
Connecting at Kastport with Steamer bKJ.LB
BtioWN lor St. Andrews, itoobiustm and Calais,
and with N. B. & u. Railway lor Woodstock ^"‘1

No baggage can be received or checked alter time
above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From South Paris and Lewiston, at
8.10 A, 31.
From Bangor, Montreal, Quebec aud
the West, at
2.15 P. 31.

HF* Sleeping Cars

Hitnta^

tbesieauiei NEW
Capi E B. W incite* teu, aud
lb-j st*auicr NEW L.Si.LAMi,
Gapi. E. Me LI), will leaTe Kallroa*i Wharf, loot oi s.ute street every
Monday aud
Thursday, at i o’clock P, M., lor Eastpoii aud st.
Juhn.
Returning will leave St. J jbn and East port on

Montreal, Que-

Local Train trom South Paris and Intermediate stations, at

anil

/

Station, Portland:

Express and Mall Train

Trips

•%

gmnn On and alter Monday, Sept. 21,1868,
JiH^^^^PAtraius will run as follows from India
for

John.

St.

Windsor

Two

ARRANGEMENT.

Parl*.

WEEK.

FALL AltKANGEMENT.

CANADA.

and South
at South Paris with mixed train
at 7.10 A M.

EE l’

hastport, Calais,
D>» by,

RAILWAY !

necting

rJK/i.i

Intornatioual Steamsii.o Uo.

Junction,

Express Train lor Lewiston

BaDgor

«naaBSlevery

Soil t PQBTSMUUTH h. R.

street

to

Steamer Cll’Y OF
RICH MONO
iliiaui K. Deuuixon, Aiavfcr, wul
I
bail road Wbjit iooi ui bia.ebc.,
ilUMiAY, »V hi>*NLoL»A Y, and
ttUid k r.veiling at id o'clock or on tne arrival
ot Bxpresa Train fioui Button, touching at
Uocklami,
Caum«n, be Hast. Sear spoil, bandy Point, box port,
Winterpoit aud hampku.
Ketiuuiug, will leave Bangor, every MONDAY.
WhlDNK>l>AY, and KliihA Y, morning at 0 o'cloak
touch! 11; at me above named
lamliuga.
^h’ur particulars euquue ul
KUSJI & STL'KDI V ANT,
General a gents, l.y lomiueteiar
Portland May u, lot*.
UU

T»OX&,TX.JJE»r:D

WINTER

«,

»

W. I>. LITTLE & CO., Aleuts.

OF

4 o’clock p.

u;

tte-Aisni Wished!

&Dec 14. dtl

TRUNK

im,

HaUiaaT^r

By all the principal Koutes, via. Bouton and
Worcester to Albany and ibe New Werh
Cenirul Hallway lo UulTnlo or Niagara
Falla; thence by the Cireni Wenrro or l.ahe
Shore Railroad*, or via New York Oily anil
the Brie. Atlantic and Great ll eilcru ami
Peuuaylvania l eniral Hallway*.
For Bale at the Lowed Rale* at the Only Union Ticket Office, No. 49 l-J Hzehnniie si.,
Portland.

GRAND

Halt's Whan,

Irom

l:

JESP~ Returning lcare Pryor’s Wharf,
Portland, ef ery XuesJay at 4 o’clock F. M.
Cabin passage, with state room, g8.
Meals ostia.
For further information apply to L. LtLLINus,
Atlantic WUari, or
JOHN* PORTEOCS, Ageui.
May 1C, 1888. dlim

Tickets

aud

is

Xbc Steamship
CARLOXXA, Wm
<L T. If T:»A Colby, Master, will sail tor Jlalda*

dBSenft direct,

Portland to
POINT*

South

IO-

I laliiax,

AT THJC

West,

Steamship l.ine
•

To Traveler**

Prom
A Lij

Al»UUb «S do.,
U1A.1. McEAL'titiLIN & dO.

Or

Aoest*—Waldoboro, UEMueK & EL'tiLc. c,
Houud food, »J. NtohoL^; lAunaiibeoua, A.
Eit;NdA.u, Jb.; Hodguou'a Mills, K. or E. Jld.v’iOvJAJEUY; Booiubay, E. iUOItfE.
J, I5dtl

_

Through

Atlautic Whart lor auob
days previous to saidng.

U.vUltls,

EDQUirsol

^The Dummy connects at Saco Hiver with the
7.15 A M and 2 P vl train ior Center
Waterboronah
South Water borough and Aitrcd.
itfd'.T'lUiWl At U: Umax for Wul
'i-.ihai,
Blandish, uceep Falls, Baldwin, Demaark jelaKf,
Bri-lgl.'n, Lovtll, iliram, Brownfield, Frycbirp.
O >nfray, Bartlett. Jackson. LVuintftur. t-oru’-sh ,Por*
freedom. Madison, and KfJon, N. H.
At BaxtonOontcrior Wast Buxton,
Boniiy■ iuiili Xdmingtor. /•imingio-i. f-uerlos: Nowfleld,
P/.r3oasfleld and 0*eipee.
At Baoearaop* for South Windkat ;ai
i ad ham Hill |
• ad north WindhABi, daily.
order
ot
th*
President.
By
Portland, Nov. 2, 1868. dtx

five

and

tr * Might received at
route at 1 o cloca P. M. on

M.‘;

willing

to submit to that
ireatmenl;
queutly tLey fold me ihey could
noi do anything lor me.
of the wonderful
Hearing
cure* ot Mrs. M. I
thought, as the last resort, 1
would consul* her. I did so on the 26th ot
June, and
at tnis time my arm Is as well as the other. 1 have
no appearance ot canf'er or
any di<tase of the tim.
1 mu>t Holy say I think her a Great
Physician. 1
adv sc every one »o go and see her; If sh
caunot
cure you she will ted you so at once.
cons*

ANTIDOTE,

all desire tor Tobacco.
It is entirely vegetable ani Harmless. It
purijtes and enriches the bl od, invigorates the system,
possesses gTcat nourishing and
strengthening power,
is an excellent
appetizei. ennbies the stomach to digest the heartiest >ood, makes s:eep
refrtshins?, and
establishes robust health Smokers and Chewers for
Slxtg Tears Cured. Price, Fifty Ceuta, post tree.
A treatise on the injurious effect of To*
acco, with
lists ol references, testimonials, &c., sent free.
Agents wanted.
Address Dr. x. R. ABBOTT,
Jersey Citr. N. J.
Sept. 18,12 w
®cl4 lGw

I did not ted

P?““d *u'lllt2,o0; UuoarUcotta »2,o0; BooUAay
»I,5U; Hudgdon’s M..ls »l,0o.

}'

SPRING

to

Certificates of Cares,
This is to certify that Mrs Manchester has doctored
family for six years, with marked Buccess.
cured
py, wi*e oi dropsy in its worst jorm;
m
My daughter of spinal disease of five years standing:
a sister of deal ness and catarrh:
my lather of tlinrB***« And I would recommend her to the
public as a
skilful physician, and every wav worthy of
patronJOHN HODSDON.
al&- ,,
Portland, Maine. June 29th 1868.

taken off

and alter Wednesday. Not. 4,
8 trains will run
as follows.
ll’aye Sue'. lover lor Portland at
,
3.30
and SUM) A. M., and ;;.«i p. m.
i,eavc Pot Hand
tor Staco River 7.15 1. M., 2.On and 5 30 P M
UaT' Sat0 “irer «-»• a
Portland

Physician l

Portland, and takeYi rooms at the
UNITED STATES HOTEL, lor a tew days only.
Has returned

by

Damariscotta,

And Intermediate Landings.

Ticket* nl I.owe., Kate*
Via Boston, New Fork Central, Butlalo and Detroit.
For Information apply at 282 Congress st. Urand
Tiuna Ticket Office.
in3’ti8diwly U. II. BLANCHAIID. Aiient.

Passengers

THROAT.

gtl.OO,

One of the ol’owing articles:
Harris Cloth Pan<s and Vest Pattern, Pair Honevcornn Quilis, Cylindei
Watcli, Double Panel hide,
Pistol, Fane* Cashmere Dress Pattern. Thibet Sha 1,
Tbrte lards Jiouble width
Waierproot Cloaking.
Four Yards Wool Frocking. Set or Lace
Curtains,
Ladies Double Wool Shawl, Silwr Plated Card Basket, Splendid Engiaved Silver Plated Ice Pitcher,
Engrrved Silver Plated Teapot, 100-picture Turkey
Morocco Photograph Album. Lancaster
Quilt, Alpacca Dres9 Pattern, I
ngravtd Silvei Plated, six-bottled Revolving Castor, Pa r Gent’s Call
Bouts,
SpleuUid Balmoral Skirt, Set of Ivory Handled Knives
wit*i Silver Plated Forks. Rosewood Frame brass
Alarm Clock, fair ot All Wool Blankets,
bplendhl
Beaded and Lined Silk Parasol, Ladies* Splendid
Morocco Travelling Bag, Pair ot Alhambra Quilts,
Thirty Yards Print or a Marsailles Quilt.
For a Club of ©u«*. Hundred and $10.00,
fiO Yards Sheeting, Fancy Cashmere Coat, Pants and
Vest Pattern, exira quality, Eugraved Silvfir Plated
Six-bottled Revolving Castor, with Cut G'ass Bottles, Pair Splendid Rose Blankets, Splendid Engraved Silver Plated Tea Set, fthiee pieces, Su.ar
Bowl,
Tea Pot and Creamer,) silver Plated Cake Basket,
Fancy Plaid Long shawl, Twenty-five Yard-* Hemp
Carpedng, Splendid Violin and Bow, Jhng'ish Baiage
Shawl, Splendid AlpaecaDmsPattern, SilverHunting Cased Watch, Splendid Bible with Elegant Steel
Engravings, Family Record and Photograph Page,
Poilin Dress Pattern, Engraved Silver Plated fee
Pilcher, Splendid Beaver Cloak Pattern, Sharp’s
Revolver, Splendid Accordeon, Music Box, One Pair
Fine Damask Table Covers with One Dozen Dinner

Are warranted to Prevent,
Regulate and Remove
obstructions in from three to seven days, aie pleasant to take and harmless to thesvstem.'
Price f 1.00
per box.
The above are iu torin of Tiozenges. can be carried
on tbe pei son, and taken without
suspicion. Sent
by mail on receipt of price and 6 cent stamp
Mauutactured by Dr. WM. NASOV & CO., Bostou. Mass. Sold by Druggists genet ally. aug.Seodlv

Is the best and

RATI;

WAFERS \J
txegulating

B,

AND

bossed Table Spread, Elegant Engiaved Silver Plated Hold Lined Goblet, Violin ard Bow,
Fancy Dre^s
Pattern, Elegant Sdk Beaded Parasol, lnO-plctme
Morocco Photograph Album Elegant
Ivory Handled
Spangled Silk Fan, One dozen large size Linen Towels, Fancy Balmorol Skirt, Dadies’ Morocco Shop
ping Bag, Honeycomb Quilt, Alhambra Quilt, Ladies’
splendid Square Wool Shawl, Ladles* Sodd Gold
California Diamond Ring, G nt’s Plain or Engravtd
Gold Ring (sixteen carets fine), Lathes’ Solid black
Walnut Writing Desk, Ladies’ Fancv black Walnut
”°ik Box. Cotinge Clock, one dozen Ladies’ Linen
Haudkeichie s, extra quality, or One Dozen Gents’
Linen Handkerchiefs.

For Sale or to Let.
first-class, tbree-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate’s, between 10 A. Al. and 3 P. M.

4 O
Of their Safes gave AMPLE PKOTEOTti.k,
tiojs
fate fire. Parties desiring a

Agent*.
complete description otaittsolJ at tbe rate

The person senulng it can have their choice of
the
following articles as their commission: 20 yarn a or
cotton cloth, Hams Cloth rants
Pattern,
Splendid
Bowie Knite, Lancaster Quilt,
Engraved Silver
Spoon Holder, Pair Ladies* extra quality Cloth
Boots. Print Dress Pattern, Worsied Break last
Shawl, White Linen Table Clotli, set of steel b'aded
Knives and Forts, set oi Silver Plated
Forks, Em

FRONT OFFICE in McCarthy’s Block, over
Street, recently occupied by
W. J. McDonald. Enquire of
Charles McCarthy,
apr25dtt_No. 99 Middle Street.

IT IS A FACT

88:

a

a

A Store No. 181 Fore

O

eutrusttd

TDK INDEPENDENT

3
brick Store, No. 50 Union St. Alao2
oleTraCKNTSEACH)jllar’
ONEand story
3 stories Hopkins’ Block 1491-2 Middle St.
For
Club of Thirty,

BLACK

men

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

Term* to

Exchange 6t.

To net.

Apply to
May 21-dtt

are

I can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a descriptor! of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
*4.11 correspondence strictly confidential and will
ba returned, if desired.
Address;
DR. J. B. H UG HRS,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.
#

Exchange
-1-ist.

over

any otter Route,
West, mi the

SUMMER

iTViddle-Ajged Hei*
There

ticles upon

Third Stories
Harris’Hat Store
SECONDof Middie
and Exchange atB.
27dtf

men

Camor, or your Choice of a
large variety of other Ar-

To Let.

July

Ylaia

to

and not to be

J. L. FARMER,

!>y

“** Points

Reduced!

For Waldoboro,

ENT.

JMB

Kvery intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him lor all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians’in general practice ;fcr
ft is a point generally conceded by the best syphilogradhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment ami cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor tine to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases maklg an indiscriminate use of that, antiquated and daujerous weapon, the Mercury.

St John N

Silks, Shawls, Dress Goods, Linen
Goods * inens, Dry Goods, t ottons, Foncy Goods. Albums,
Bibles, Silver Dinted
ware,Cutlery, W atehes, Sewing: Machines, &c.

dtf

Fur©

'*

the Public

to

and valuables *or foi warding or collection
to our care will receive prompt attention.

ONE DOLLAR SALE

augCdtf47 Dantoith "Street.

STATE OF MAINE.
CUMBERLAND

*

PRICE

CO’S

GREAT

cemented cellars and
Millinery business,
water conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl at., and Cumberland Terrace. Sited with all modern conveniences, abundance of pure hard and soft water.
Now rtady for occupancy. Apply to

PARTNERSHIP.

O

CIONVERS

Analytical Chemists,

LOWELL,

8. G. THOMPSON

Cheap Tenement to l et.
Laiayette St, Muniov. Enquire of H. ROWE,
ONArchitect, on the premises, next to “Bakery.”

NEW (.nous,

LEACH, HORACE B. PABKER
J
and EDWARD ROBINSoN. all ot Portland
Cumberland county, have tins 30th .lav of
September,A. D. 18C8. to me t a limited partneiship. in a.
cordance with the provisions of the Statutes ol
Maine, and have executed a certificate thereof a* follows:—The name of the firm is Leach & Parker
The special partuer is Edward Robinson of said’
Po tland, and the gcneial partners are Convers O
J each and Horace B. Parker, likewise of said Port-

t le

HAIR

or

W

Vlth

to New York.

Furnished House to~be I et.
i HE subscriber will let his house, with the Furni-A ture, tor the Winter, to be
occupied by a small
family.
M. M. BUTLU.R.
Oc ober 28, 1868. dtf

and

be can be oonsuiteu
privately, ana
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
boars daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cube in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing tl e
dregs or disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention oi the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earuod reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of hie skill and suc-

WriJBUIS

TICKETS

iTO ALL PARTS OP THE

lens

OWNED

STATES

AUTHORITY.

ZIMMERMA X >8

at lho

Thin hair is thickhair checked, and bald-

(JAITED

Corner,West-

brook. Apply to J. a RICKER on the premises,
to J. F. CajAFLIN, 7 Exchange St., Portland.
nov4dtf

oct 26

Next Ibe Preble House

and controlled by the Merchants and
Manufacturers of New England.

LICENSED BY THE

To Let

*

Copartnership Notice.

July 17. dti

freshness of youth.

st, suitable for one or two
ALFOhD DYER,
27 Market Square.

of fix rooms, with stable coDnec'ed,
rpFNEMENT
JL on
Hill, near Woodford’s

The Female

©AVIS,

caryiug

Shoe

a

No* 35 St. Lawrence St.

eea-side resort will
ami
lor

dressing

LINES written with one pen ot Ink ! NO
BLOTiING. One box assorted sainp'es sent
Agents wanted, to whom trom §5 to
is guaranteed. Addrtss E. A. JOY,
Portsmouth, N. ri.
4w
for 25 cents.
§10 per day

firm formerly existing under tlie style of
THE
1 homppon & Edgarton, Carpenters and GuildTHE
is this

open on MONDAY, June 22d, 18G8,
iLkSyl 00,11
inue open the
year round.”
|i(9mi|
M beauty ol situation
the finest

A

Nov 10-dtl

dti

Dissolution oi Copartnership.

KIRKWOOD HOUSE
Scarboro* Beach, Me.

Vitality

BRICK
families.

Deer
Apply to
on

TO

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

GUNNISON’S.

its natural

Hou^e

B,

BKOWN’S NEW BLOCK.

J»)«

The above Hotel, with superior accommodations for families, invalids. .Yc and kpt
in the best manner, is now (October
1st)
opened lor the winter. The climate ot Nas_Jsau is unsurpassed by any in the world, the
thermometer ranging about se enty during the winter. Steamers leave New Yenk every tour weeks:
passage hut lour days. For further particulars apply to the proprietors.
TUNNELL & LOTH A Z.
Nassau, N. P.,Oct. 1,18f8
oc7d3m

Practical

M

Ooroe: of Drown and

NASSAU, N. P, BAHAMAS.

restoring Gray Hair

T^OMoulton

Street,

Goodspeed’s Golden'Founinin Pen*

of Commercial Street, entrance on
Street.
Possession given first of Dec.
shaw, Hammond & carney.

corner

STORE

L

Has Removed to

Royal Victoria Hotel,

>T'ii

E

And

septlldtt

ny its use.

BUM WE

W.

This House bas been thoroughly renovated
and uewl furnished throughout, and fitied
with all the modern improvements, and will
be opened tor ihe accommodation ot the
public on Monday, Sept 14. People visiting Portland
will find in it ever} convenience, pleasant
rooms,
clean beds, a pood table, and reasonable rates.
It
is convenient 10 the business »•< ntcr of cite,
and
city,
is within one minute’s walk ol the G. T. Depot, New
York, Boston. Halifax and Liverpool si earners. The
Horse Cars to all parts ot the city pass its doors,

*•

A

y

Counsellor

elegant

An Office
let

No. 14 Preble

coiner

Cor. Middle and India Sts.,
Near Grand Trunk Depot,
E. H. OiEEESPIE, Proprietor.

and

GENTEEL TENEMENTol elghtrooms. Hard
and solt water; lower story—ai 19} Smith street.
terms, «&c. enquire at No. 21.
nov17dlw*

2 tore to Let.
No. 2 Galt Block, Commercial st. Possession given Jan’y 1,1869. Jnquir- ot
JOHN C. PROCTER,
oc24tf
No. 93 Exchange Street.

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may befcund a
full assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf

THE

new

WANTED—Salesmen

or

It will be the constant endeavor to render the St.
Jamts a tavoriteresort for the traveling public, and
a refined and comfoi table home for all. no4W&S5w

St. Lawrence

re-

92 MIDDLE STREET,

no.

cars

carriagrs and attentive dllvers at the House.

This

o

to travel for a manntacturmgCo., and sell b / sample. Good wages
guaranteed. Address, with stamp, H D. HAMILTON & CO.. No. 413 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.
4w

on corner

from the depots and all parts of the city and environs
pass within a rod of the Hotel continually, through
the day. Special coache-,attached to the St.
James,
will be touud at all of the

A

For

Lips, &c.

Cured at once by the use of H ageman’s Camphor
Ice with Glyce* I&E, which keeps the hands soil
iu lire eold« st weather. See that you get the genu
iue. Sold hy Druggists.
Price 2> cents per box.—
Sent by mail tor 30c.
null 4w

M. G. HAYDEN.
dtf

Portland, Nov 17,1868.

Hands and Face, Sore

Chapped

To Let.
TENEMENT, No 16 Smith St.,
ADESIBABLE
on the first door; newly painted throughout.Hard and so t water and g is. Inquire on the premises, or at No 23Sj Congress st.

Manufacturer of Leather Belting,
ot Pearl and Cumberland sts,
fitted up in good styje tor Apothecary,Drv Goods
STOKES
Has removed to
with

depots

house contains the largest and most approved
Klevntor

wanted in every town,
send
for Circular au<l Piice List. E. S. & J. TOR
REY Sc CO., 72 Malden Lane. New York, nol4-.w

TO LET.

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

and steamers.

Pnt>«euger

IVI

JET. M

a

for its

Torrey’sPat. Weatherstrips.

at

_

_

Square,com-

its construction every modern domestic convenience and luxury, the aim having been to furnish

as

accommodated with a
at No. 33 DanforlR
nov9dlm

loom

St reel.

Prospect

I

good assortment of

Musical

BOSTON.

surroundings

be

can

furnished

To Let.
generally,

Music of the

Popular

Nov 12-dtl

■

Board.
gentlemen

pleasant

COBB

found all the

filSr* Also, SAMPLE RO'>MS on the Business St. of
Augusta for the accommodation of Commercial Travelers, without extra charge,
TCKftEK Sc WIMJAHS Proprietors.

Franklin

AOentleman

yov. 12, 1868.*nov 13-d3w

Store No. 96 Exchange Street,
formerly occupied by J. D. Cheney, wehre may be

WITH

Large Parlors, Reading Rooms,
Ba li Room and Billiard ffcl!

on

THE

and Wife can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board. Also a tew single
gentlemen at 17 t ederal st.
oc31dlwHi f

fpWO
A

the Hieh Prices !

NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO
of Boston, Mass, established nearly a quarter cl a century ago, in tue present location', iu Halls o\er 71.
73. 75, 77, 79. 8», 83, 8* and 87 Hanover
Street, have
probably furnished more houses with carpets than
any other house iu the country. In order to afford
those at a distance the advantages ot their low prices,
propose to sen », on receiot ol the price, 20 yards or
upwards of their beaut lul Cottage Ciruetmg, at 50

To Let.

A

Would intoim his triends and the public
that he has temov- d to the

Hotel rontniuN HO
Kooiua.

HOTEL, situated

0arp':t’--Don’t Pay

uol7diw*

BEST.

Full instruction given, and satisfaction guaranteed.
With these assurames, your careful and candid
examination is most respecil'ully and earnestly solicited.
A!. J. CHAPIN * CO, Agents,
Stt Exchaase »«., Fort! Miid.VIe
Alat-hines of all kinds repaired.
sepl5d&w3in

Augusta House !

The NEW and

be accommodated with
board. Also table board

Sept

R E MO VA Es

Proprietors.

El HER

and practical utility, entirely different from anything ever publi-heo, designed tor the masses ot the pe ,p'e. and sells at sight
to mrmers, mechanics and working men.
Over 200
ei giavings.
Active men and women can surely
make the above amount.
TREAT & uO
654
nol4 d4w
Broadway, jn. Y.

Agents

Nov 13-d3mo

TOO

AGENTS
WANTED. JEff, X
boob of solid worth

e can

and

8w

a new

AND ROOMS.

Free St.

Dollar.

rooms

MAINE.

Modern

21}

Price, One

Board,
11EWTOVAJLS.

FOKTLAND,

L<3W'IThi"
•

enough.
For sale by alt Druggists.

numerous

FIFTEEN
makers. to go to Saco.

can

sewing machines

“—

beiore had a medicine eive her such comfort—
and such appetite—and such sleep—-and 6uch courage—and such strength. She Wouldn’t try to keep
house again without it, &e., &c. it is my opinion
that the Nervine is the best tonic aud corrective of
the female organ zation that has ever come under mv
observation. 1 shall not iall to continue its use in
all similar cases, and me pxoiesslou kuow tliev are
uever

commodious
furnished and unl'urWITH
be obtained
32 Danforth st.
nished,
12-dtf

Hates

AUGUSTA,

canvass

Society.

Assurance

night the bowels bad become tree and

ing, sleep was normal and reiiestiing, and the general health decidedly improved. What rerna ns is
The patient continued the use of the
soon told.
Nervine, (and no oihur medicine) for som^; weeks
longer, when my further attend am e was not iequired. Since her recovery 1 have seen her but one ••
She seems perfectly well. Her joy over restored
health is naturally enough most enthusiastic. She

MAKEBS. Applv to
FEED. PKOCTOR,
109 Middle Street.

Agents

a tori

BROTflERiD.

EATON

WEED

CO.,

less than

regular in their movements, the night -sweats disappeared, and appetite began to grow. The fainting
spells became less frequent, and soon ceased altogether. In another lor.night tuere was no more
cough, the vaginal discharge w as sensibly diminish-

dtl

April 4-eodtf

)uuel3dti

not

ior Sale.
The Sch. Malign
white oak, copper’,■!.* yc,?t8 "ld- idl
wlth on re copper. Lenetil* ,oP,-rcd
18 fret beam ; d

A

October 27.

inflammation,

quainted with its properties, and knew ot nothing |
more sate or satisfactory in its probable effects. And
the result completely justified my expectation. In

Boarders Wanted.

UOTELS.

Sc

STBEET.

YOUNG GENTLEMAN with the highest credeutials wishes te obtain a situation as Kook
Keeper, or General Clerk, in some mercantile house
in this city. Address Box 1668, Portland P. O.

at

PUPILS

Walnut sts
Enquire ot
T. C< »NDON, on the premise?,

United

CRAM

Maine.

are received into the family of the Principals where they enjoy the privileges ol a pleasant home.
They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all i imes gives them be aid and direc ion necessary
to a rapid advancement in rbeir studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address

lor *»ale.

53 Commtrcal St.

Trank R. R.,

Grand

Wanted!

(Established 1856.)

Lor isale.
bouse well built, with all
modern conveniences. Al&o barn and stable,

Containing

School.o,-

a

Norridgewock,

2 tenement

nothing else

-I'OSJ t-.B.

Opposite

BEFINEBY,

October 81-dlmFOBE

Family & Day School, AOentleman
pleasant

LOT ot land. 130 feet front by 96 feet deep,situaon Alders
Applv to
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
Morton Block, Congress st.
aug29 SdfcWtt

1

SVG Alt

EAGLE

Boarders Wanted.

A ted

The

000 |FIXIU

Tlie uterine

which was evidently assuminga chionic form, was
aggravated by long-standing constipation, palpitation ot the heart, night-sweats, cough, poor appetite, and almost daily laintiugs. She fainted to
entire insensibility duriug one of my first visit-*. I
commenced, oi course, by such active local treatment as the ulceration demanded, and ihen applied
myself to a recuperation of the general health. It
was inconvenient to see her frequently, and except
to mark the healing ot the ulcers, in the early stages,
I visited her only every other week. For tonic and
constitutional invigorant Dodd’s Nervine only was
prescribed. I had some time beiore become ac-

BARRELS’ suitable

14

Physician.]]

also

Price for first quality, 36 cts, at the

EATON

with gas. convenient for one family.
d by first oi Nove mber house will he to
For particulars apply at 27 Myitlc Mr eel.

E.

WILL

Recreation. Gymnastics,
Health. Maimers, Morals.
Apply for Circular to
oc28eod4w
KuWABD P. WESTON, Principal.

oct8-dtf

or

Which tor neatness and dispatch cannot bo
surpassed
Orders from the country solicited, to «hi.-h
prompt attention will be paid.

at

WINTER

It not'So

Or at

School.

Family

SESSION

ation of the cervix uteri.

WANTED.

figp*Liberal terni9 offered.

Study,

m lighted

ness

Lahei*,

13.
/#T,
O.UL eplemlld
“*•**■“

Blue

A

THROUGH

rOCHD AT Hlg

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS

Uauiioa

Some months ago I was called to attend a ladv of
Williamsburg, N. V., who had long been suffering
from troublesome uterine disease.
Its presence was
marked by constant vaginal di-charge, sometimes
of watery consistency and sometimes oi
creamy and
muco-purulent. She had been uniter treatment for
some time, but constantly grew worse.
Vaginal examination disclosed extensive induration and ulcer-

Wanted.

front roam

corner

(Communicated by

a

BE

steamers.

■

cess.

Important Certificate.

SITUATION as assistant Double Entry Bookkeeper. by a GOOD penman, wilting to work for a
small salary.’ Apply at this Office.
nol8d3t*

Equitable Lift

President.
no9d3v

COMMENCE ON
AYe«ittc»dny, Nov. 23th.

Foil SA!,E on TO LET.
HOUSE corner M>rtle and Oxford Street,
containing 12 rcnis; bard and soft water,

encd,

Catalogues, &c,

Jr°"

MONDAY,

rpHE

Little

no

College /

Winter Term will commence
A Nov 30th, and continue 13 weeks.
Send tor a Catalogue.
H. P. TORSKY,
Kent’s Hill, Nov 3,1868.

oct23-tl

hair. Faded or gray
hair is soon restored
to its original color
with the gloss and

We hare snperlor facilities tor the execution
oi

Dally

Wesleyan Seminary

And Female

W

is at once agreeable,
healthy, and effectual
for preserving the

#And orery description or

BOOKS,

Maine

mThe

**ew

Printing

Principal.
Text Books tur-

Board and Tuition reasonable.
nished by the Principal at Portland Prices.
THOS. H. MEAD, secretary.
North Bridgtou, Oct :i0, 1868.
no9eod&w3w

subscriber oilers tor side his House built
in the most substantia* manner and in modern style, two and one bait stories high, with
14 rooms, 14 closets, and will rent readily at 15 per
cent on cost. Terms liberal. Inquire at 48 Lincoln
Street.
THuMas WILDER.

For

«lLL.HIiADS. CIKCUJLAISS,

Mercian tilth

JOHN G. WIGHT, A. M„

_

__

Hair

PRIM,

Blanks,

mence

near

Program lues,

Cards, Taya,

AcadeaBBy 1

Win'er Term ot this Institution will comTUESDAY. Dec 1,1868. and continue ten

THE
weeks.

every particular, being plumbed
thorough y tor hot ana cold water.
The bathing
and dining rooms are finished in Chestnut and black
walnut. They have good yards, witha rear passage
way accessible liom Pine cr Cou.ress Si reels.
Ap
W. H. STEPHENSON,
ply to
«ct30dtt
2d National Bank.

«naet5°.apT«^0ur

Posters,

Bi*i r«toi»

two

rM,“lniLt'ofouNrrc-f,s;Ece
olLuin of
Catena!,
8

ill
School Koom formerly
plan,in
occupied by MBp Wiliams, on Brackett street, bolow Danforlli street, WEDNESDAY, November
ISth. Tetms $2 tor six w eeks.
Applications rec-ived at No 1 Salem street, Monnol4d3t‘
day and Tuesday preceding.

brick houses with French roofs. Just
erected
THE
State.
Congress Street,
They
first class io

ANEW
North and

nol7dtt

reliable Agents to whom the most liberal
Call on or address.
Inducements wilt he offered
HARRINGTON & RAYMOND,
91 Middle St., Portland.
18*131*

the

are

fiveonteri with fisatnMS and Despatch

■ssa
brcHSP-

School*

will open a School ou
1l,|l««.PUO|:TOR
Kindergarten
the

First Class Houses tor Sale.

House Lots

given.

Wanted.

Seminary.

I*rivate

tana known a* the Che ery
flf'1’**''
JPF-.irm Said Farm contains about
acres ol land well divided in
eighty
wood,
and

EVERY DESCtUPriON O*

& JOB

months. Reference
Address H. H., Press Office.
rooms lor six

Hysteria, Epilepsy, Melancholy, &c.,

ror

power,

it is all but infallible. It is also most valuable to
ladies who are experiencing the change incident to
advanced years. Then It is that constitutional maladies make their appearance, if any be
lurking about
the system, and gi\e caste to remaining d.iys.
Dodd s Nervine and Invigoiator grcatlv assists t athis
at
ture
important period, maintaining the vigor
and tranquility ot early life, and carrying them with
ease and saiety through.

FURNISHED TENEMENT of about eight

A

not otherwise connected
School,
will he received, in Languages, Penmanship or
at $8
For
turthei
apply
particulars
Bookkeeping.
High Slice!
ELIZA C. DURGIN.
nov 16-eod2w*

nol4d2w*

let.

—

Wanted!

Pupils,

Farm for Sale.
part or whole, in Falmouth, on
^__
A/.tWlL- h, the hue ot the Graud Trunk Road,
*ke

ThT

WILLIAMS,

Winter Term of thl- School will begin MonSMART
THE
day, Nov. 30th.
with the

Ayer’s

Exchange

felxcltange street.

BOOK, CM,

Casco St.

AT

Tyrol,

it is
the custom ol the women aud children to
come out when it Is bed-time, aud
tbelr
sing
nations! songs until they bear tbeir
husbands,
and fathers, and bro bets answer them ironi
the hills on their return home. On the
shores of the Adriatic such a custom
prevails
Tnere the wives of the fishermen come down
about sunset and ting a melody. Alter
singing the first stanza, they listen awhile for the
answering strain Irom off the water, and continue to slug and listen till the well-known
voices come borne on the tide,
telling that the
loved ones are almost home. How sweet to
the weary fishermen, as the shadows
gather
round him, must be the
songs of the loved
ones at home, who
sing to cheer him, and
how they strengthen and tighten the bonds

Daily

Seminary.

J®8*

“wMcinei, probably the best ever
tor the numerous and Distressing ailments known as FEMALE
COMPLAINTS, !s
Dodd’s Nervine and Invigorator. Headac'-e, Pain in
the B*ck anil Liuibs, Palpitation oi the Heart,
Loss
ot Appetite,
Faintne-s,
Bearing-down Pain,
Prostration ot Strength. Retained, Excessive, Irreall yield to its magic
gular or Paintul .Menses

AUGUSTA, ME.fg

THE

two

For Sale*

JF c >

Oneot

prescribed,

HAIL ROADS.

J. B. HUGHES,

CAS

HEALTH l

Wanted.

Winter Teim will commence Wednesday,
Dec 2d. and continue ten weeks.
Text Books lurnished at Portland prices
UHENVlLLE M. STEVENS. Secretary.
sieven‘8 Plains. Nov 1868.
nol8eod3w'

Falmouth Cornet, Ate., three minutes walk
trora G. T. Depot, a sm«ll plar-e, j acre ot land:
a dwelling house, a shop where the Post Office is
kept, a blacksmith shop, and a good young ot chard
thereon. Enquire at the Pest Office at Falmouth,

on

Cook,

efficient agent to canvass for a first class Lite
Insurance Company.
Ample compensation
guaranteed. Apply to Post Office Box 172't.
Oct 23
uol7dlw;

&c.,*c.

only

the Mountains of the

Westbrook

opportunity lor a mcchan'c with small caT»ital, to secure a lioiue. A 2| story itouse, arranged .‘or two lumilhs. situated on a corner lot 33
by Co, withinjeii minutes walk of the Kost Office,
in a good
neighborhood, and where property cannot
lad to increase in value.
Terms only $ 00 down, balance $300 per annum,
One half of bouse will rent lor $l5i».
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers lu Real Estate. No. 1 Morton Block,
nov!2dlw
Argus copy.

has the

crops aie
potatoes and fruit. The potatoe harvest, is just
now being gathered, and the fields
present an
Interesting,but to American eyes,strange sight.
Here and there may be seen rows of women
and childien on the ground, digging with the
instruments Nature gave them for the potatoes wbfch have been ploughed up, while behind them-the men load their wagons, or stow
the basketfulls In ditches to be covered
up.
The rows ol workers extend
usually clear
across the fields in which
they work, and are
always as straight as a line of soldiers. Occasionally may be seen a single couple working tbeir own patch, but generally from fifty
to a hundred are together.
They are generally hired by the large proprietors, though in
some Instances the small owners club
together in order to help each other.
A

TURNER

dt

no!7dlw

A N

St. James

i*run*ian« Dig t*otntoe».

How

on

DB.

IN POOH

A N

$2,500!

Me.

Meat

medical.

LADIES

AT THE AUGUST A HOUSE.

reasonable terms.
The Evening School connected with the above is
Terms ot Evening School
now open to the public.
$2.00 n r mo. For further particulars address
P.J. LABKABEE, A. B., Principal,
PI O. Box 933.
uol8e odti
guages

families, gas aim water up stairs ami down; bouse
paiuieti, blinded aud papered; good cellar. Is now
renting for $400 per annum. Terms one-halt cash,
bal. one >eir.
Situated in a good neighborhood between Cumberland and Oxford s*s. on Smith.
A
good opportunity for investment or <or 0De desirous
of a home. This property is ottered one thousand
dollars less than market value.
GKO. K. DAVIS, & CO.,
Apply to
nol2dlw
__Dealers in Real Estate.

For

A First-Class

1HK

con-

aimed lor

Academy

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED.

!

Winter Term ot this Institution will commence Tuesday, Dec 1st, and continue 12 weeks.
Only limited number will ba received and particular
attention given, private instruction In the Lan-

pasture
tillage. House contains eight
rooms, with out-buildings
For pat tit ulars enquire of DAVID CHENERY,
near the Farm, or S
CHENEKY, No 11 Exchange
St, Portland, A!e.
no9dlw&eo<J3**

Miscellany

lailures.

ari

_WANTED

-Vo. 54 anil 66 Middle St.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO THE SALE OP
RE AL E8TA J'E BY PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SALE

iow aud

were

PAYSON._

Heal Estate Brokers, Commission
Merchants nnd Auctioneers.

Languid 1> throbbing,

are

or

OB it. Ji. DAVIS & CO.,

ow

ot the

Portland
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